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Foreword

$ .

.

-
The National Conference fors Institutions Preparing Health Educators

, - ,

represents.an important milestone for aceileMic leaders in health educaL

tion, and I am pleased that the Public Health Service has played a role
- ..._ .-

in'sponsoring it. Two hundred fifty conferees representing nearly, 100

training programs affirmed their commitmentb preparing practitioners

0 to make the.bestpossible contribution to programs directed toward the

goals and objectives of Healthy People, the Surgeon General's report)on

, Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, and Tromoting Health/Preventing
.

"Disease:' Objectives for the Nation.
_

. .... . .

, 4

Conference deliberations centered on'credentialin§,and curriculum.4-

issues related to the national hole Delineation Projectfor'health edu-
.

catitn currently being conducted under contract from the Public Health

Service's Bureau of .Health Professions to identify generic functions and

. core competencies for health edudators working in schools, clinical set-

tings, 4 wortcsites, end the community. Out of`this thoughtful discussion
.'

and debate tame recommendations for future project directions,- the

National Task. Force for the Preparation and Practice of Healthrhuce-

tors, and their own training programs -ln colleges and universities. In

addition to these recommendations, the conference's prdceedings contain

papers addressed to such key topigs as the competencies needed in the

major practice settings now and in the future and the mechanisms through

which schools can meet their responsibility to .the. public in assuring

this preparation:

It is clear. that attainment of our national goals.and objectives is

dependent upoh effective efforts to motivate peppleo enhance their own

health-related practices. While the success of these efforts requires

the participation of a variety ofprofessionala, indeed, ()revery citi-

zen, the responsibility for leadership lies with the health educator.

ti
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These proceedings should be both a stimulus and a guide to fufther

growth in the potential for tat leadership, as it emerges through

individual academic Programa as well as at the. national level.

(
4

aA#4111.444-
J. Michael McGinnis, M.D._
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health
and Assistant Surgeon Genikal
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Pr4ace

-

If it had been suggested. ten years ago that a conference be held

!among health.educatorsitom all practice settings for any p pose, let

alone to discuss the role of a generic health educatot, it w uld not

have-' happened. There were exceptions; of course, but health educator's

irYSchool, community, and medical care settings simply did not communi-

cate with one another. Their preparation,-functtons, and even language

usage were significantly different. A

,
, ,.

What, then, were the factors that made meeting't Birmingham not

only attractive but mandatory? I will attempt here to identify some of '

the more significant of these factors% Tnetrising costs of our health

care system together wj.th an ever-increasing number of health p" /1 oblems

have increased the prominence of health promotion and disease prevention
.

in national thinking. That ii, if spending more money to treat illness

is not a solution to achieving good health, perhaps the answer lies in

assigning greater resources to preventing disease and promoting

wellness.

I

The structure of the National Coalition of Health Education Organi-

zations illustrates the fact that the health education profession has

grown-up in several different ways,Lunder several different auspices:

Within the coalition are eight different national organizations with

varying areas of cOnketration, all committed to health education.. As a

consequence, a health educator can belong to one of these organizations

without communicating with members of the other organizations. With

communication thus limited, understanding is,next to impossible. At the

same time that healthreducators continued to work separately, without a

unified approach to health education, professionals in other disciplines

began to advertise their involvemeht in the field, without,the benefit

of preparation in health education,. Since 1960 an increase of over 200

percent-in the .number of professional preparation programs has been

accompanied by little attempt at standardization of preparation, quality

control,or placement of graduates. The availability of financial
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resources through emphasis on promotion and prevention; the prolifera-

tion of preparation programs without unifyir* factors, and the intrusion

of unprepared practitioners into the field combined to provide incentive

for health educators to "get their act together."

. 4

In the summer of .1978, a small group representing all practice,

settings met and agreedttn discuss these issues openly alq to deOide
1'4

upon a course of action. As a result, the Division of Attbciated Health

Professions, U.S. Bureau of Health Manpower, sponsored a Meeting of a

repAesentative sampling of health educators February 15-17,-1978, in

Bethesda, Maryland. Participants in the Bethe0a ebnference discovered

considerably more likenesses than difference's in the.preparation and

practice of ;health educators. Upon the recommendation of this con-

ference, the National Task-Force on the Professional Preparation and

Practice of Health Educators was established and charged with.deyeloping

a plan of action leading to 4 credentialing pro(6m for the entire field

of health education. The Natiohal Conference fiir Institutions-Preparing

Health Educators, held February 5-7, 1981, id BirminghaM; Alabama, was a

signifidant step in this plan.

Credentialing is an umbrella term for the mechanisms used by a

field of prgtice to designate tb both prbvider and consumer type and

quallty of practitioner. AMong these mechanisms are accreditation,-

ricensurei certification, and/or regittration. Any or all of these

mechanisms may be part of the credentialing process,'but the deecision

of whether tb credential itself and, if so which mechanisms to use is

up to the field of practice. Although the health,education profession

has strongly supported the suggestion of a credentialing system, it has

not agreed upon which mechanisms to include in that system.

In October 1978, the National Task Force was successful in obtain-.

ing Funds from the Bureau of Health Manpower (now the/Bureau of Health

Professions) to support the first phase of its task--initial role

specification% In the same month the Role Delineation Advisory Cbmmit-

tee (RDAC)--comprising representatives of.the eight national health

vi.
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education organizations; a chairperson, and'a consumer representative--

was established. The committee employed a director of the,Role Delinea-

tion Project in January 1979,,who began to work with'the Role Delinea-

tion Working Committee (RDWC) to develop the dnitial role specification

document. Completed in January 1980, this document was disseminated to

all professional preparation programs in the United States through

presentations at local, State, regional, and national meetings and was

published in.full in the July 1980 istievof Focal Points, jointly

released by the Bureau of Health Education and the Office Of Health

Information, Health Promotion, and Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine.'

In May 19890/the National Center for Health Education was awarded a

contract to complete the-second'phase or the Rdle Delineation Project--

"Role Verification and Refinement." ,The Role Verification Working *'

Committee (RVWC) is presently condUcting a survey to determine, whether

the initial role specification statement accurately reflects the current .

situation in various practice settings. This phase of the project is to

be completed by August 1981.

Completion of the remaining phases of the project depends won

funding. These phases include Phase III: Preparation of Educational

Resource Document; Phase IV: Development of Self-Assessment Instruments

for Practitioners; and Phese V; Development of Continuing Competency

,Materials. With the role delineation activities in process, the

National Task Forpe gave consideration to a meetind of representative*

of the professional preparation institutions in an effort to involve

these institutions more closely in the process of determining the role

of the health educator. The Birmingham conference was planned to

coincide'with the meeting of the Verification Committee to allow the

institutions maximum contribution to defining the role of the health

eduCator. The National Conference Planning ,CoMmittee, formed in July

1980, conducted a needs assessment survey Of all Ihe'health education

professional preparation institutions in the United States. These

institutions were asked to indicate their interest in and ability to .

provide representatives to such a conference, their familiarity with

S
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role delineation issues, and other issues in health education or

importance to them., Within two weeks, over .75 percent of the insti-
.

tUtions. surveyed responded favorably' to the suggestion of a national

conference or(' role delineation.

'The conference was scheduled for February 1981 under the sponsor-

ship of the NatiorTal Task Force; the Office of Health- Information,

Health Promotion, and Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine of the U.S., -

Department ofHealth and Human 'services; the Bureau of Health Educatioik

(now part of,the Center for Health Promotionand Education), USDHHS; the

Office of Comprthensive School Health, U.S. Department of,Educationi the

Bureau of Health Professions, USDHHS; the National Center for Health

Education; the Coalition of National Health Education Organizations; and,

Eta Sigma Gamma. The host'for the national conference was the Schobl of

Education, University of Alabama in Birmingham.

The Planning Committee set the following conference goals:

a To identify institutional responsibilities and options in
credentialing health educators

To examine the credentialing process as it applies to the.
preparation of health educators and to establish criteria
for the entry-level health educator'

%

t

.1"

To identify the responsibilities of the health, educator in
relation to Healthy People: The Surgeon General's Report-
on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention (1979) and
Promoting- Health/Presenting Disease: Objectives for the
Nation (1980)

.To recommend to thellational Task Force mechanisms for
credentialing health educators.

:4
A significant number of individuals representi most of the sti-in

tutions surveyed attended- the conference in addition to representati. es'

of local, State, and - Federal-government agencies as well as intetna-

tional organizations. It was clear.-that timing of this confeAnce was

right: professional preparation institutions were ready to talk about

role delineatirand its implications for credentiaiing. -itia conference
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. 1AS ,designed to provide ample opportunity for participants to. contribute

to the initial role specification statement, to comment on the verifica-

tion process strategy, and to comment on both whether the credentialing

initiative should continue and what part institutions should take in the

process.

4 -In planning the conference, the committee tried to strike a balance

between substantive presentations and group discussion to allow maximum

contribution by the participants to the role delineation and creden-

tialing processes.

-7c)117 .

The six majoi recommendatioathat-tvolved from the conference are

as follows:

That the Role Delineation Project-continue
.

That the role specification statement have a mission
statement and a preamble-preceding discussion of the role

itself

That the verified and refined role specification statement
represent accurately the role.of the entry-level health
educator

That the preferred health education credentialing
mechanism be identified as voluntary certification

That communication and marketing be increased within and
outside the health education profession

That the feasibility and desirability of 4. single national
orgagAzation to represent health educators be studied.

These recommendations constitute an agenda for professional' discus-

sion for the next several years.

I am confident that the Birmingham conference will prove to be a

significant milestone in the progress of the health education profession

,nd of its members. I urge you to read these proceedings critically, tp

cantina& to contribute to the role delineation process, and to discusS'

these issues actively with your faculty colleagues, students, and

practitioners in your area.

ix
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I wish to acknowledge the invaluable contributions to the success

of this conference made by the Office of Health Information, Health

Promotion, and Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine; the Center for

Health Promotion and Education, Centers for Disease Control; Ball State

University; the University of Alabama in Birmingham; the members of the

Planning Committee, particularly Dr. Cleary, Dr: Henderson, Mr. Ogden,

and Dr. Mullen; and Mr. Bernard Glassman.and.Ms. Diane McDonough of

MB Associates.

These proceedings are dedicated to those who made the Birmingham

cqnference possible, to conference participants, and to"all health

education professionals.
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Introduction

Diricussion Group SUmmaries

Participants in the Birmingham conference expressed both enthusiam

about their progress al support f continuing the

Ai
ole 1291ineation

Project. The section of. these proceedings entit d "Recommenctions of

the Conference" demonstrates the Consensus ofLthe participants on

several importanS issues,. In contrast, this section presents summa/es
...

of.group discusstons that pinpoint those Armes requiring further

debate.

For exampl, the issue of balance between process and content

appears to be basic to different conceptualizations of the role of the

health educator among the profesrs of health education. phis is

probably the major issue that must-be resolved in the curriculum

development phase of the Role Delineation Project.

It is important to identify areas of both agreement and:disagree-
.

ment so that members of the profession can better understand the posi-
t,

tions of their colleagues. These topics are appropriate bases for

discussion at local, regional, and national meetings of professional

organizations and for articles-in professionalfjournals: Moreover,

airing differences is the best approach to resolving them, wherever

resolution is possible. And despite the variety of views expressed in

Birmingham, it is clear from both the findings of the Bethesda con-

ference and, the recommendations of this conference that commonalities
.

are greater than differences among branches of the health education
.

profession.

Each of the 20 discussion groups met four times. Specific

questions were posed fc:$ consideration during each session. However,

-since other, related issues were raised during the discussion of these

.9
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questions, we have reported the groups' comments according to the

general topic. Those areas of consideration are:

I. The role of the generic, entry-level health educator
(as published in July 1980 Focal Pbints)

II. Certification of the health educator

III. Program accreditation

IV. .InstitOtional implications of role delineation and
credentleling

Vs Personal. implications ofbrole delineation and
credentialing

VI. Health educators and disease prevention/heal
promotion objectives for the Nation

VII. Miscellaneous.

Fe charge for discussion in Seslion 4 mes.to formulate recommenda-

tions. Since the outcome of that session is presented in the Conference

Recommendations section of these proceedings, we have not included a

report of Session 4 in this section.

The differences in tone and content of participants' comments are

essential to understanding the current status of the health education

profession as seen.by its memb7s. In an attempt to preserve these rich(

data, we have selected representative comments for repottiny and have

kept editing at a minjmum.

//4e- c_
Helen P.- Cleary, D.Sc.

Assodiate Professor
University of Massaehusetts
Medical School

C 4-01-Yr._

Phyllis G. nsor, Ph.D.
AssoCiate P sot

Towson State University
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alb

ns Discussed

Sessions 1 and 2:

(a) Do the responsibilities and functions describedin the role
delineation documents accurately a d adequately describe the

IPIfrole of a generic (i.e., all setti ) entry-level health
educator?

(b) Do the, skills and kNowledge,described in the role delineation
document accurately and adequately describe the role?

.
.

(c) How can role delineation for health educators be linked more
closely with national health goals, for example, as identified
in Healthy People? r

Session 3:

.

(10 Whet air the current responsibilities of your training program.
fbr thelscredentialing of your gradaes?

(p) What options or opportunkees do ydu see 'for your institution
and other .institutions in Baling with credentialing of health
educators?

(c) Which factors will facilitate and which factors will hinder
individual institutions 9r groups o institutions in dealing
with the credentialing of health, educators?

'(d) Wha problems do you see in connection with accreditation
academic health education programs? What solutions do you 'see
for these problems?

(e) What are the personal responsibilities to the individual

health educator or teacher of.health educators in relation to
credentialing?

(f) What is'the responsibility of training institutions to
national goals?

IP -

Session 4:

(a) Do we want to recommend efforts be continued to develop a

credentialing system for health educator0 If not, whynot7

(b) What specific diiections should the credentialing process take
0 the immediate future?

(c) What providers should be considered in the planning of next
steps?

(d) .How should the .Task -Force relate to, communicate with, or
involve training institutions?

(e) Are there sahces of funding that should be considered for
next steps?

we
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I. THE ROLE-OF THE GENERIC, ENTRYLEVEL'HEALTH EDUCATOR (AS PUBLISHED
IN JULY 1980 FOCAL POINTS)

There were morespmments about the draft document than

qny other topic discussed at the conference. Detailed suggestions'

suchas changes in wording are not included here. These have been

submitted to the Role Verification Working Committee.

A. General:Comments

Appropriateness of "Entry Level" Across Settings

1. Almost all the responsibilities and functions are identical

with those other professions would claie(e..g., communicating,

administrative functions, etc.).. The processes and content are

largely shared with all eduCatbrs, social workers, etc. What

really distinguishes health educators from others?

2. The role as defined expects too much of the school health

educator.

3. Some responsibilities are not pertijnt to patient and school

health educators,. and all responsibilities are not equally

important.

4. The examples refer primarily to community settings. School

health educatoU might be better able to identify with the

document if more examples pertained to-education settings.

Community or public health jargon increases as the document
. *

progresses.
p

Value of Role Delineation

1. The role delineation document could be helpful to the field,

e.g.; in making the case for adequate faculty and training

resources within univers ties and colleges; as the basis of job

descriptions; in educati g employers; and as "Flaxner Report"

to improve the quality of health education training.

12



2. The role delineation document should be the basis for develop-

ing atandards of practice and for a certifying examination.

fOr Advocacy

1. fheie is a pressing need to convey the role an functionaJd

both employers and administratori v, other decision- makers -in

,training institutions.

2. Howwill the role delineation document influence' employers and

their hiring practices?r-Can it be used to encourage the hiring

of trained and eventually certified health educators?

B. Additions to the Role

Frame of Reference
I,

1. The moat serious deficiencies ideOtified in the document were:

lack of a condeptual framework, specification of assumptions,

and/e statement of tq-philosophical and scientific base of

practice: -As it stands,'the dOcument risks being overly tech-

nical and present-oriented; it is an admixture of hiki-e-ekeeping
.

and high-level responsibilities.

4

2. The areas of responsibility, functions, skills, and knowledge,

although perhagOrgenerally.usetul in beginning to delineate the

role of 'the health educator, may be overlT technical and

mechanistic.

3. A glossary of terms should be included with the docuMent. It

should define terms such as 1 nnin ,budget, and implementa-

tion, using examples fromheall h education practice.

4. The role should be rewritten to focus on serving people rather

than on program.

13
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-5, Therrole needs greater emphasis on skill development and

greater specification of skills.

6. Emphasis should be on the facilitator function rather 'than on

4,1 service delivery function.
141,

40"

7. The role needs to.convey that health educators do net work in a

vacuum but relate to and Ulteract with a variety of social

systems.

8. The role as defined seems to focus on the health educator asa

transmitter of information and omits the social dynamics of the

role. ",

9. The role doesnot address the issue of public accountability.

It overemphasizes process skills, offers little on inter-

personal skills, lacks a philosophical component, and does not

address the issue of health educators as role models.

10. Professional ethics should be addressed in the role.

, 11. The task analysis stiategy on, which the role delineation is

based is questioned.

do

..

NV*
Content

1. School educators were concerned rat no content areas were men-Al-
tioned in the document. Nowhere is there reference to health,

-disease, p siologi, smoking nutrition, etc. "Process"

dbm4rates. meshing of content andoiliocess needs to occur.

2. Health education deals with health promotion and disease pre-

vention. Neither is visible anywhere in the documAt. Yet.

- this is what separates health educators from other profes--
,

sionals who may carry out similaf functions.

27,
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3. There is no reference to the need for knowledge about the

medical care/public health system.

4. There is no reference in the role to the impact of systems on

the functioning of the health educator.

Supervision

1. There should be reference in the role-to the need for super-

vlsion of an entry-level health. educator.

2. Skills and knowledge for the entry-lev I health educator should

.. include those that could be aerformed autonomously, i.e.,mu
without supervision.

'C..r Concepts Related to the Role

Entry Level

1. There is a need to provide further clarification of the term,

"entry level." The definition in the initial role specifica-'

tion is confusing. It must be defined more precisely before

one call examine areas ofIresponsibility,, functions, skills, and

knowledge.

Z. The role as delineated is an accurate description of a generic e;

health educator, but it goes beyond entry level.
\,\

3. Each of the responsibilities in the role delineation document2

is reasonable for an entrylevel health educator. However, the

'skills necessary to carry out these responsibilities could not

possibly be acquired in a baccalaureate program.

4. There should be an indication othe degree of proficiency

expected of an entry-level person in-responsibilities,

'functions, skills, and knowledge.

2.,

15'
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5. It is difficylt, if not impossible, to prepare an entry-level

health` educator, for elrlIPttings.

* et Generic

1. Can there be a generic, " entry -level health educator? The posi-
..

tions health educators have are so diverse. Would a generic

educator be "a jack of all trades and a master of none"?

2. There is a common thread that "runs through" the practice of

health education in all settings.
0

44.

Specialization/Career Ladder

OD

1. The concept of beginning with a generic role is acceptable.

However, a mechanism needs to be established to accommodate a

specialized focus in practice.

2. There is a need to categorize responsibilities, skills, and

knowledge...by levels of practice.

3. Does or s uld a Master's degree connote specialization?, At

this ime, it is questionable whether One can differentiate

between a Bachelor's and a Master's graduate in terms of

knowledge and skills.

4. Consideration must be given to a professional development
4,

ladder. The requirements for the Bachelpr's an sterns

degrees need to be differentiated..

II. CERTIFICATION
I

Comments on certification of the health educator included:

(a) thought:3 about the process, (b) consideration. of the value of

certification, (c) concerns about the quality of a certification

examination, (d) the cost of retraining fliculty (e) the support

needed both within and outside the profession for i effective

certifying process. ,



A. Process,
1. Factors that will influence the certifying df health

educators include: cost to the individual or institution;

conflict with existing regulation's and/or requirements of a

State agency or institution; theiemploya6ility of progtam

graduates, that is, certified vetsus non certified; setting

standerdh that are valid'and approprtatel dealing with

lawsuite from students who do not pass the examination; the

need toeducate prospective employers; pressure from

I

V

third-party.payers; and the strength of a professional 4.

organization to facilitate the process.

1111,

%\
2. Voluntary certification is the preferred method. After a

period of experience, the-health educator would be eligible

to. sit for the examination, which should both have a

generic bast (core) and providefor a specialty track.

This meth would eliminate the problems inherent in tying
(

certifican to graduat1on froth a Bachelor's-level

program.

3. The certifying mechanism that is or might be developed

should be voluntary rather t)pn mandated, with control, '

authority, and respodsibility in setting standards resting

With the profession. Further, it should provide for a

grandfather clause.

4. A baccalaureate degree in Health Education should be

required at the pre-service level before"the educator is

eligible for certificatidn.

5. Since certification of health educators would be a national

program, reciprocity among States is not an issue. How-

ever, since school health educators must be certified by

the States An order to teach, feciprocity in this area

would be desirable.

17'
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B. Yalue

((7

II 00.....

.. 712
1. Will ditifitafion atsure quality in pract ice?

2. Will certification make the health educator more .

employable?

3. Will certification p otect the public?

4. Is certification the "way to go".at this point in history?

What are the dangers or unintended negative effects of this

process?

5. Certification of the health educator is preferablego

accreditation of a program. It is less expensive and

easier to accomplish.

6. Some type fif pissix s needed. The contribution of

the health educator vis-a-vis other professions must be

identified and receiVe a stamp of approval.

7. How will certification affect liberal educlition courses at

the baccalaureate level? Will professionalization narrow

the education when openness to ideas and creativity is

needed in health education?

4

C. Examination

1. Concerns over the certification exam include: Who does the

testing? Who develops the test? What kind of test should

be used, and how will skills be examined? An examination

_may be necessary but not sufficient in determining

competency.. (

D. Cost

1. The cost to institutions for meeting standards for certifi-

catiOn of graduates'needs to be considered. The training

18,E
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of faculty to qualify at the .entry level for some of the

skills and knowledge will be.a major expense.

.Support Needed

1. There is a need to educate
i

policy-makers, employers, and

consumers about certification in order to gain support.

2. .An effective certifying prodeis demands a united profes-

sion. Can or will health educators,come together to support

this effort?

1r
III. PROGRAM ACCREDITATION

The discussion about accreditation was not extensive.

Thoughts were expressed about: (a) program accreditation; (b) the

link between accreditation and certification; (c) the value of

accreditation.

A. Program Accreditation

1. A major problem with accreditation is the financial burden

and the difficulty of convincing administrators that

programmatic accreditation is worth the expense. For many

institutions programmatic, accreditation would not be

acceptable.

2. If ttlere is progrsmmatic accreditation, it should include

a large self-study component and should not be under the

auspices of any one of the existing accrediting or

professional organizations.

AW

3. At the program lev 1, recognition may be Wore appropriate

than accreditation. Recognition by a profyiesional

association, on a voluntary basis, would be less expensive
--

than accreditation.

3''
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4. The current programmatic accreditation process is unfair;

pfograma in schools of public health receive accreditation

if the school is accredited. Programs in non-schools of

public health must go- through a rigorous, time-consuming,

expensive process.to receive accreditation.

5. North Carolina has a volmntary rsgistr tion program of

grackates of "approved" schools. A sc ool accredited by

some'formal body fulfills the criteria for "appf&ed."

B. Link Between Accreditation and Certification

1.' Students should be able to be certified even if the health

education programs initheirtachools are not accredited.

2. A student should have to giaduate from an accredited

program before being eligible for certification.

C. Value of Accreditation

1. Program accreditation is a requireMent for receipt of-

Federal funds.

-,/

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF ROLE DELINEATION AND CREDENTIALING
FOR INSTITUT ONS

The c nts on the implications for institutions of role

delineation nd credentialing fall into four dategotiei:*'

(a) institutional response to the process; (b) the effect of role

delineation and ,credentialing on institutions; (c) institutional

responsibility to health educators; (d) responsibility for the

institution's health education program. If

A. Institutional Response

1. There is a need to Avelop a specific credentialing

mechanism in the Held of health education that provides*

standards for the preparation and practice of health

20
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.,,,educators in any practice setting. Despite toisiderable

barriers to credentialing once a single mec ism is

developed and accepted, institutions and individuals would

commit themselves to overcoming barriers such as costs in

order to ensure that quality and standards in health

education are being upheld.

2. Institutions may wish to avoid the issue Ofcopgrading

training of health' educators., Reduced enrollment is a .

strong possibility for most institutions. Quality control

of health education offerings has the potential for.

furthei reducing' enrollment. The temptation to. ignore the

latter may be great for some institutions.

B. , Effect of-Credentialing and Role Delineation on Institutions

1. Credentialing may force training in itutions to develop .

stronger prograffis or, if they are unable to do so, to

close shop. Therefore, credentialing should be entirely

, voluntary, with no stigma attached to institutions that

cannot Likie up to prescribed standards.
,

2. The credentialing process will upgrade the quality of

programs and may force margi s to terminate.

'

y
3. Most Bachelor's-level programs are weak in the behavioral

sciences. Many faculty in departments of health education

pare not trained to teach process skills. Linkages with

other departments (an interdisciplinary faculty) are one
s-

way to deal with this issue.

C. Institutional Responsibility to Health Education Practitioners

1. ar icipate in (promoting, sponsoring, cosponsoring)

continuing education programs for the practitioner, and

monitor the quality with rigor.

21
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2. Sponsor regional,meetings to encourage more participation

and discussion of the role delineation and credentialing

processes.

3. /Organize statewide committees of all institutions to

assess options available to students, e.g., transfer Of

courses, the' consortium approach, etc. These mechanisms

craft make use of scarce resources and provide content or

skill training lac)(ing in a given program.
loo

D. Responsibility for the Institution's Health Education,Progrm

I.' Consir the quality of their programs and teachers.

Faculty must tt qualified.
4

'2. Not overextend their resources to`develop a community

health education program, and thereby destroy a good

school-oriented program. .

Look at program. honestly (difficult) to determine whether /

they are preparing health educators for,settings which

they are really needed.

4. Develop quality assurance mechanisms including advisory

bpards, use of existing standards and guidelines, careful

selection of field supervisors.

3

1 5.
Begin to use the role delineation document in a positive I...

way, e.g., as a curriculum guide, while the prdcesses of
9 I

.
merifiCation and adoption are going on at the national --I

1,

level.

.)

6. Compare current offerings in heatth education with the

requirements of role delineation.

22
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7. Develop a pilot curricLum for skills and knowledge

required by role delineation and for the generic health

educator.

8. Conduct faculty in-service training; discuss options and

opportunities related to credentialing.
'

9. Share experierices in gearing up for credentialing with

other institutions.

10. Advocate,the credentialing proCessivith State certifying

and standard-setting agencies.

11. Determine the critical faculty.mass needed to train-an

entry-level health educator.

V: PERSONAL' IMPLICATIONS OF ROLE DELINEATIOWAND CREDENTIALING

The comments on the personal implications of role delineation

and credentialing fell into two categories: (a) the individual's

responsibility to work with others; (b) tie individual's responsi-

bility to improve and /or update his/her skills and knowledge.

A. Individual's Responsibility to Work With Others

1. All attending the conference mutt share with faculty and

/ administration in their universities what occurred at the

conference, what has been done, and what.has yet to be

accomplished in role delineation and credentialing.

2. Work with administrators torimove barriers such as .

'restricting Course offerings that may be essential for

certification or needed for continuing education.

3. Organize state and/or local groupt to "discuses, promote, and

implement credentialing Issues.

23
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Individual Initiative

1. Faculty should have a positive. attitude regarding

credentialing, emphasizing cooperation, compromise, and

communication.

2. Faculty have a responsibility to meet the standards, as

demanded, in the future and to revise Curriculum

accordingly. .

3. Individual health educators must continue to grow profes-

sionally. Continuing education is one mechanism for

professional growth.

4. The role delineation document can be used for self- and

departmental ref/ew. It requires'that everyone do some

rethinking (we are not critical enough of ourselves).
4

5. Faculty have a respon lity to keep up to date, i.e.,

.upgrade their skills and knowledge especially as these

relate to process.

VI. DISEASE PREVENTION/HEALTH PROMOTION OBJECTIVES FOR THE NATION

-Discusaion on Objectives for the Nation included the following

categories: (a). the value of the document; (b) the relationship of

the document to role delineation; (c) the effect of the document on

'training programs; (d) the contribution of the health educator to

meeting the objectives.

A. .Value of the Document

1. Promoting Health, Preventing Disease: Objectives for the
1

Nation should be used to determine pertifnent content of

the generic, entry-level health'educata.' needs. The,

information in this. document would also be useful

determining the type§ of continuing education needed by

t
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practicing health educators. This document and Healthy

People provide the content the role delineation document

lacks.

2. Healthy Peopl, can provide leverage for creation of

priorities for course requirements for health educators,

undergraduates, and graduates and for contrhuing education

courses. Some, however, preferred local autonomy in

deciding on-priorities for courses.

3. 'Objectives for the Nation can be used to build linkages

between health administration, Health promotion, and

health education. The needs identified in this document

justify the work of the'health educator.

B. Relationship to Role Delineation

1. The areas of responsibility in the role delineation

document should be preceded by a statement that indicates

the application of these responsibilities to the national

.health goals. Also, the'examples in the document should -

relate to the topics included in the national health

goals.

2. Role delineation efforts integrate logically with the .

thrust to meet national health goals.by 1990:

C. Effect on Training Programs

1. The Objectives for the Nation are categorical. Is 4.t wise

to train health educators on categorical lines, losing',

sight of our overall goals and mission? Healthis-a

generic, not a categorical, concept. There,is or should

be more to health" education than striving for &Auction of

morbidity and mortality from specific diseases.

:25 .
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2. Institutions training health educators need to focus on

the 15 areas in Objectives for the Nation, perhaps''`

eliminating some topics'in our current training, programs.

D. The Health Educator's Contribution

1. Health educators have a definite contribution to make to

theaccomPlIshment of the Objectives for the Nation.

Therefore, the health educator should be equipped to

contribute to these goals and t health promotion (beyond

the medical model).

2. It is important to define realistically the health -

educator's contribution to the national health goels.

3. The role school health educators can play in meeting the

national health.goalfteeds to be articulated.

VII. MISCELLANEOUS

A number of coMMents made at the conference, although related

to the major issues discussed, d6-not fit under the headings in

this summary. These include important ideas covering a wide

range of issues. We have reported them separately as follows:

(a) marketing the credentialing process; (b) continuing education;

(c) ethics;.(d) academic freedom; (e) curriculum issues;

(f) linkages among branches of the profession; (g) updating the

role; (h) professional control; (i) international effect of the

role; (j) value of credentialing; (k) teacher certification and

role delineation.

A. Marketing the Credentialing Process
is

'1. With a new generation of leaders who are ready to see what

we share rather than how we differ within the profession,

the time seems ripe for uniting health educators. How-1

ever, the major task will be to "market" the concept of a
.
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consolidated prole sion, role delineation, 111,creden-
.

tialing to the members of our profession. This "market-

ing" must receive special attention. It should,be made

thesresponsibility of a special committee charged to

develop and coordinate strategies for this matter.

. B. 'Continuing Education

1. There is a need fora system of continuing education

a ailable to all health educators. Credentialing will

orce continuing education fpr practitioners and

academicians.

C. Ethics

1. Howdo we ensure that the practice of health education' is

ethical?

D. Academic Freedom

4,
1. There is a need to low for regional and institutional

discretion and freedom of individual faculty members to

make judgments aboUt preparation needs within the overall

missions of their schools anda4rtments.

2. Is there a danger of violation of academic freedom by

promoting role delineation, i.e., the possibility of tying
4

institutional funding to a curriculum based on the role as

delineated and verified, if this curriculum ill fits the

institution's mission and interpretation of preparatiron

.needs?

3. We need to be aware of the danger of a vocationally

orienteAkBachelor's-level program.

lb
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I

iculum Issues

1. AttAtiogomust be given in curriculum development to

environmental influences on health status aswell as

individual responsibility.for health rtus.

2. A requirement that the gen'eric; entry-level health.educ:-

tor have both teacher training experience and 4 cOmilluhity

intQrnship may contribute to greater compatibility'etWeen

these two branches of tI profession.

F. Linkages Among Branches of the Profession

t.lj

1. Ther;needsIto be a liaison between departments 9f

ed cation and departments of public health at the State

leyel to coordinate health education programs.

G. Updating the hole

1. .Ie theee an underlying aura of protectionism in the

credentialing process?

2. Is there a need to control the number of community health

educatois who are trained?
4

I. Internat.-0nel Influence

1. WJjat pact will role delineation have on other countries

that prepare their health educators in the U.S.?

f Credentialihg

. .

. Credentialing would give heirlth,education identity and

....
(

status.

I
dor
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K. Teacher Certification and Role Delineation

1. nsideration needs to be given to reconciling the role

as delineated with the requirements for'State teacher
-s

certification. The, latter differ among States, but all

require specification of content areas. The requirements

for teacher certification of some States may bein

Conflict with the standards being set by role delineation.

' I

4
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Conference Recommendations

Participants in the Birmingham conference Worked in 20 groups of

10 to 12 members each:, and all contributed to the recommendations that

resulted from the group discussion. Each group selected three recpm-

mendationsmendations to represent the most urgent tssues considered.. These issues

fall into six categories:

I

1. Continuation of the Role Delineation Project

2. Additions to the document

3., Definition of mission and conceptual framework

4. Ciedentialing

5. Communications and maet4Pgr

6. Professional o anization.

ComrunicatUns and marketing within and outside the professiOn

elicited the greatest number of recommendations from conference

participants. Several of theserecomhendaelons'called forstate and/or

regional meetings or workehops-twacquaint others with the process, to

keep the profession informed about the process, dnd to contribute to the

process.

We urge training institutions rd professional organizations to

take the lead in rming unicet n etworks in their states or

regions. The volun y o tio of roups ylat,assume the responsi-

bility of being informed about re aaling activities will provide

strong evidence of interest and commitment by theprofession and a forum

for feedback from practitioners afid academicians about project

activities.

The following list is a summary, by subject area, of the

predominant' recommendations made by the 20 conference groups.

33
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V

I. CONTINUATION OF THE PROJECT

Nine recommendations favored continuation

the nine directed the Task Force to provid

continuing effort. The recommendations as

of the project; six of

e leadership for the

summarized are:

1. That the National Task Force be directe0

toward credentialing.

to'compnue efforts

a. Continue sponsorship by the National Cen
Health lAucation to pteclude interruption

b._ Raise funds from the professional constit
assure support from that constituency in t
continuing efforts.

ter for

uency to

he

2. That the conference endorse the concept of role d

for health educators.

elineation

3. That the conference endorse the format and process bb

followed for role delineation.

eing

II. A MISSION STATEMENT AND A PREAMBLE TO THE ROLE DEFINITION

Three of five recommendations specified concepts to be includ

a preamble to the role definition. Two recommendations called

two mission statements, one dealing with the profession's contr

ed in

for

bution to the goals of the nation and the second, with the ,needs

of the profession. The recommendations as summarized are:

1. That the Task Force supervise the development of a position

paper detailing how health educators will contributeto meet-

ing the Objectives for the Nation; ttiat the Task Force seek

endorsement for this position paw from policy-makers,

consumers, and other professions.

34
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2. That the Task ForCe draw up a.mission statement including the

,concept of he lth education as a single profession and a plan

for cretAntia ing to apply to health educators in all

settings..

a. Continuing education needs Mould be specified in
the plan.

b. Legal liability resulting' from defining our "scope
0 ; of practice" should be addressed.

3. That the role delineation document include a statement of
A

philosophy and assumptions underlying the role definition and

the objectives and of the conceptual framework of the role

definition.

III. ROLE DEFINITION AND VERIFICATION

Three of the five recommendations concerned acceptance of the

role, as described for an entry-level health educator; one

addressed the need for a definition of "entry level"; and one

suggested a way to involve members of the profession in the

verification. process. The recommendations as summarized are:

1. That the role as delineated be revised to be more realistic

for an entry-level health educator.* It is too sophisticated

for that level.

a. The roles definition should be more general so as to

permit flexibility in implementation. f.

b. The role should include a "core" common to health
educators practicing in all settings.

o"

2. That "entry level" be defined. This definition is critical to

acceptance of the role definition.

35
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3. That the verificition process begin with instit ons

followed by review by (\relevant groups) at the state 1e 1

and then by regional conferences; the regional conferences

would give feedback to. the National Task Force.

IV. CREDENTIALING ISSUES

There are four categories of recommendation on credentialing

issues: acceptance of the concept of standards for the profes-

sion; characteristics of'the certifying process; structure of a

credentialing organization; and the need for more data on the

costs of_credentialing and health education manpower needs. The

recommendations as summarized are:

1. That professional standards be established.

2. That the role delineation document be used as a basis for the

development of "standards of practice."

3.' That credentialing take-the formof voluntary certification

administered after a certain amount of experience and

represent a person's achievement of an'acceptable standard of

practice.

a. The certifying examination Should both have a generic
base and provide a specialty track.

b. Certification of community health educators should be
separate from that of school health educators and
take place one year postgraduation, after full-time
employment.

c. Certification should provide for a "grandfather clause.

4. That the National Task Force, representing the eight national

professional organizations and the representatives to the

Coalition of National Health Education Organizations, design

36
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and implement.a formal, explicit process during.whichthe

professional organizations will consider and present recom-

mendOlons for a unified vehicle to implehent a national

credentialing iniVative.

5. That more data be gathered about the cost of accreditation/

certification in all settings about health education manpower

needs.

V. COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE FIELD

Twenty-four recommendations on communications and marketing were

made. .Eight of these were addressed to the need to inform others

about the project and to involve a number of non-health educators

in the process; seven recommended additional conferences for

institutional faculty and for practitioners; six called for

greater involvement of health educators in decision-making related

to the project; and three specified certain kinds of communication

Within the field. The recommendations as summarized are:

1. That the communications network be expanded to inclUde admin-

istrators, {employers), certification personnel 'in' State
departments of education, and consumers.

a. As the project develops, engage appropriate experts,
e.g., curriculdm end evaluation specialists.

Establish increased visibility as a result of the
expanded network.

.2. That a dialogue be established among academicians, practi-

tioners, and employers to discuss credentialing issues.

3. That publicity be encouraged in business and industrial

journals, women's/parents' magazines, etc., regarding the

relationship between health promotion and role delineation/ '

health education.
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4. That the Conference of Institutions Preparing Health Educator's

beireconvened in-1-3 years to reaffirm the commitment of the

participants and to keep them informed and involved, and that

in the meantime, the work ofthe Birmingham,conference be

'continued on a regional basis, involving younger faculty arla

more "grass-roots" people.
s

5. That funds'be solicited from health agencies and industry to

convene a conference of practitioners.

.

6. That state associations and organizations sponsor workshops

and seminars to inform and stimulate disCussion about role

delineation and credentialing.

a. Training institutions and practicing health educators
should meet at least regionally to provide a system
of checks and balances for the proceedings of this
conference and the credentialing process.

7. That leadership on the Task Force be broadened to include
.

0
professional preparation institutions, Criteria for selecting

institutional representation: region, specialty, size of

program, representation of private and public schools.

a. Special efforts should be made td involve programs
focusing on ethnic minorities.

. 8. That leadership on the Task Force be broadened to include more

practitioners and non-health educators, and that input from

practititners be sought at each star of the project.

9. That strategies be developed for marketing the concept of cre-

dentialing among training institutions and the leadership of

the several health education organizatiOns.
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10. That each participant in fhe Birmingham conference act as a

communications link with,colleagues and training programs in

his/her area.

11. That a voluntary ad hoc professional grOup be identified,'

independent of the Task Forde, to collect feedback from

institutions regarding pilot activities undertaken based on

110 the role delineatiqp document...This group should functidn
It

immediately and assemble within a year to view and catalog

the information- -i.e., test instruments, faculty Meetings,

curricula changes, et* The ad hoc group should report to

the Task Force/Coalition.

VI. ONE PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION

Five of the seven recommendations celled for a new national

professional organization, and, two suggested the-unification of

the "old" orgenizations.into a single association. The recommen-

dations as summarized are:

1. That strong consideration be given ;to forming a new national

-.professional organization to correct the fragmentation now

existing among eight professional organizations.

'400'

2. That efforts be pursued toward unification of the several

organizations of health educators into a single association.

r

VII. OTHER

1.. That review and consideration be gi,.4n to what may be the

wider social changes (i.e., post- industrial social realities

like demographic shifts, role of the family) in influencing

the special role of the health educator.. (This recommendation

will erred to the working committee for the third phase

of the roject, i.e., the curriculum development phase.)
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2. That the National Center for Health Education begin an immedi-

'ir. ate job search and-teferral service. Job opportunities in all

,settings-. community, school, and medical care--would/could be

sent to NCHE, and graduates could-pay a small service fee for

this generic list of available positions atall'levels, i.e.,

B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. (This recommendation ha's been referred

/ to the National Center for Health Education.)
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'Professional Preparation: An Historical Perspective

William H. Creswell, Jd Ed.D. >

Professor of Health Education
University of Illinois

%4

The following statbment might have been issued ea a chtitge to this

role delineation conference'in 1581:

S.
Recognition of the need.for greater clarification of
the role of public health educators--and for more
adequate preparation of these professional workers- -

provided incentives for this study.

But, in fact, did this appear in 1981? No, Robert Bowman wrote

this-ift-1/51-8-preTiCe-t6 i'etti4-thit-Ite-hed COnducte&during the

Period of 1953-1956over 25 years ago. It might seem, herefore, that

the field of health education is either endlessly repeating itself,Jor

else standing still. Instead, a study of the history of the last 40

years reveals-again the validity of Shakespeare's familiar line, "What's

past is prologue." A professional colleague (Sheps, 1975), writing

about contemporary trends in public health., states the concept in more

forward-looking terms: "In today walks tomorrow."

A study of history is revealing to all of us because, while we have

been part of it, affected by events and decisions, and sometimes even i

ourselves effecting actions and changes, we have seldom paused to study

the meaning. As Ann Nolte (1981) has recently reminded us, historical

research is not simply the recording of events, but is the giving of

mewling, or the bringing of understanding to those ehnte: Fac s and

information are products of a time period and in significanc as they

are examined from the perspective of that time period.

This is a personal perspective that, because of the constriction

of time, the purposes of this conference, and my own limitations, must

necessarily be a restricted One. Nevertheless, it is my hope that

this overview may in some sense help to extend your knowledge of our
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professional past--to gain new insight and perhaps gain a greater

appreciation of those factors that have shaped our programs, our Floc-
.

es, and indeed, are shaping our deliberations this day and.in this

conference.,

My purpose is similar to that' expressed by Theodore H. White, the

journalist, as stated in his .recent book, In Search of History. Having

bedh a witness to and recorder of so much of our recent history, from

1933 to date, he felt the need to try to organize the meaning of these

events. He was angry with himself because for so many years he had

neither paused nor dug deeply enough to answer the question, "What is it

really all about?" He began to think that it was probably more useful

to go back and'think over previous events thin to go on and add new

observations. I toojlope that this effort to go back and analyze past

events will add enlightenment to our deliberations here.

Health education, as a profession, had its birth during and

immediately following World War II:-,q! course, the concept of health -;

promotion is as old as education itself. Many here are aware of the

developments during the first decades of this century, -when, according
I

to Sally Lucas Jean, the term "health education" was officially adopted

in 1918 to describe a new brand of education. This was Championed by a

newly established group, The Child Health Organization of America.

HOWever, health education did not emerge as a special field of study

until the 1940s.

"IN

To show more graphically the element's that interacted to form this

profession, I have prepared the following table, which might be called

the "family tree" of health education. As you can see, it consists of

two main trunks--community health education and school health education.

Giving'form and structure to these two areas (or trunks) are eight major

events (conferences or reports), listed sequentially, which culminate in

the,Role Delineation Project of 1981. I would like to utilize this

figure to aid in my analysis of those events from 1943 to .date, summa-

rizing their contributions and their effects on each other (vertically)

and on the total field of-health education (horizontally).
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ROLE DELLNEATION.PfOJECT

41

COMMUNI1Y.HEALTH
41.

1976 SOPHE Guidelines

4,

.

al*

APHIS - CPE

Criteria - Guidelines

-1966 SOPHS Ht-ftstement

1C Pk

O Health EducatioA
.

1964 SOPHE Sub Outline

4, 44

957 APHA - CPE.

19

19

19

19

1948 APHA - CPE

1943 APHA - CPE

80,

70

60

414

SCHOOL HEALTH,

1976 ASHAProf. Pref. Report

1974 AAHPER H.Ed. Competencieei

are

- 1

1969 AAHPER Certification
Standardi

111

1962 AAHPER-NCATE Format

ce

1953 USOE Second Conference

50

1950 AAHPER Pere MarqUette'

1949 USOE First Conference
.1k

1948 AAHPER Jackson's Mill
4

Figure 1. Professional Preparation Developments in Health Education
During the Period 1940-1980, Leading up tothe.Role
Delineation Project

first, however, let me refresh Air memory of-the Role Delineation

-*Project report and ita,seven major areas of responsibility. Thi4 t

should provide 1,b kdrop against which an histoiltal view can, be

develOped. '

6
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ROLE DELINEATION PROJECT
(7 Areas of Responsibility)

1. Communicating Health & Health Education
. Needs, Concerns and Resources

2. Determining Appropriate Focus for Health Education

(Needs)

3. Planning Health Education Pr s/Reapinses to Needs

4. Implementing Planned Health E ucation Programs
4

5. Evaluilting Heslth4Education

6. Coordinating Selected Health Education Activities

7. Acting as Resource for Health & Health Education

-ot
Figure 2. 2. 7 Broad Areas of Responsibility'-Common to the)Practice

of All Health Educators

P
The discussion of these past conferences and reports then begins

with community or public health education, followed by a review of the

school'health educatiOn-related events._ Zach area is presented in a

chronologica sequence. At certain'po ts,ithe standards recommended

seem clear relate to earlier developments, while in others,ta

parallel or con porary'e4ent seems to have exerted a major influence

on the form and the substance of the recommended standards. At times

developments in the two fields were closely linked; while in other

instences, the two fields moved farther apart both in philosophy a (Pin

.requirementarfor profession preparatidh.

The first report to be discussed is the (IPHA's 1943 stet

health education'prepared by the Committee on Professional E U

i(CPE). included among the committee

Clair Turner, Ira Hiscock, and-Henry

the first APHA statement on qualific

educators.

gab

t on

ation

members ardf-some famil ar names --
/

yaughan. To my know ledge, this-was

ejtions and standards/for health
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the committee's report included sections characteristic of all of

the CPE statements on educational qUalifications, such as PUnctions,

,educational background, and knowledge and skills needed by health'

educators. While this was-a. public health education statement, it is of

interest to note that considerable emphasis was gi;ien to competencies

pertaining to the school Walth programs including teaching methods and ,

curriculum construction.

Five Years later the APHA's CPE published its next report, the

first one prepared by a subcommittee. entitled Health Education. 'The

format was similar to that of the 1943 report listing key functions and
,

edudational background. (Emphasis was given to information dissemina-

tion functions.) In, addition, seven major areas of competency were

identified. At the time of this report, there were estimated tOibe

460 health,educators employed in health agencies, with approximately

300 having completed graduate work in schools of public health.

Familiar names on this committee included Turner, Bauer,.Derryberry,

Grout, Morgan, Southworth, and Winslow.

The next CPE report was issued in 1957. Again Dr. Turner served,

this time as chairman of the Subcommittee for Health Education, respon-

sible for the preparation of the report. As before, there were simi-
/
laritiesIbetween the standards recommended in this report and the one in

1948. However, for the first time, the function of educational evalua-

tion was included. Qualification as. a public health educator implied at

least one year of graduate education in public health at an appropriate

institution. Undergraduate preparation emphasized (1) social science,

(2) biological and health sciences, (3) education and educational psy-

chology. The need for health educators was estimatedto be between six

410
1

and seven times the available supply. Others well known to us serving

on this committee included Arnold, Lifson, Larimore, and Yoho.

Because Were was a real spurt of activity in the mid-1960s, the

following reports are considered as a group: the 1964 SOPHE Subject

Matter Outline, the 1965 Schools of Public Health/Health Education
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. '
Report, and-the 1967 SOPHE Statement on Functions and Mintmum Reg:Are-

'-ments for'Coillipnity Health Educators. These three reports were

integrally related in the development of professional standards during

the 1960s. SOPHE was a growing influence in this movement, and the

similarity of recommendatfans and standards reflects the participation

of a number of the same people.

IL- A comprehensivi core -of health education competencies were

developed that were translated into the recommended standards. Emphasis

was placed on theodes of attitude and behavior change, communication,

education, learning, and group processes. Other areas stressed included

*Immunity organization, planning, evaluation, and research. The culmin-

ation of this activity was the SOPHE Statement on Minimum Requirements,

where for the first time, a differentiation was made between the levels

of function and knowledge for professioele prep red at the Bachelor's

and Master's levels. Ten major areas of functi and areas of knowledge

were identified, reflecting the previously men oned health education

core. 'However, it should be noted that this report also included two

subject matter content areas: (1) concepts of physical and mental

health and (2) health problems.

Actually; the 1969 APHA-CPE Statement is also direct! Clinked to

the preceding developments. This report is significant because it, too,

represented the culmination of a great deal of activity in the mid-1960s

Concerning the preparation of community health educators. At this

point, those institutions outside the schools of public health evidenced

,a strong interest in having their community hearth education programs

accredited. Not only was this accredited status important to the place-

ment of their graduates, but institutions also wanted to be able to

share in the public health.traineeship funds* The problem was that only

the schools of public health were accredited and no way existed, at the

time, for other institutions to become accredited!

However, a solution was provided when the Public Health Service,

under the leadership of Dan Sullivan, contracted with the National

Commissidn on Accrediting, the predecbssor to the Council on

AV
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Postsecondary Apereditaktion.(COPA), to develop criteria and guidelines

for soireditation. The NCA appointed Ralph Boatman as project director.

Dr. Boatman had been directly involved with the recent SOPHE statement

and had *served as chairman of the Schools of Relic Health Report on

Health Education. In December, 1967, in Washington, D.C., the NCA

hosted a national conference as a first step toward implementation of

the report. This Commission report included recommendation& summarizing

all of these recent health education'activities, including the previous

four reports and .the deliberations of the national conference.

SOPHE STATEMENT 1967

,Functions and Requirements of Community Health Educators

-Of 10 functions listed, they included:

Participating in Policy Formulation
4

Planning& Directing Educational Programs
,

Analyzing Community Health Education Needs

Implementing & Coordination of Prormsga.
Serving as a Resource in Health Education

Conducting Staff Development & Training

Reporting

Knowledge, Conceptsi_and Skills:

1. Basic Concepts Physical & Mental .Health

2. Health Problems & Services

3. Determinants of Behavior

4. Basic Public Health Concepts & Methods

5. Health Education Methods

6. Administration, Supervision & Consultation

7. Program Planning, Implementation & Evaluation

Figure 3. Functions Identified and Areas of Preparation in the
1967 SOPHE Statement that are Reflected in Currently
Recommended Standards
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The 1969 APHA-CPE criteria and guidelines developed for the prepa-

ration of community health educators grew directly from the report sub-
:

mitted.to the Public Health Service in 1968. Its criteria, not only

affected those institutions seeking accreditation for the first time,

but also established standards for preparation of all community health

. education specialists. Marjorie Young chaired the 1969 APHA-CPE Task

Pbrcelion Health Education. It is noteworthy that she had also served as

a member of the steering committee working witt Ralph Boatman on the NCA

reports. (

The 1976 SOPHE Guidelines provides an introductory statement that

effectively sets forth the purposes and the methodology of the health

education specialist.

Health education is concerned with the health-
related behaviors of people. Therefore, it bust take

into account the forces that affect those behaviors, and
the role of human behavior in the promotion .of health and
the prevention of disease. As a profession; it uses
educational processes to effect change or to reinforce

e.
health puctices of indivisluals,Jamilies1,9roups7
organizations, commullities and larger social. systems.

Its intent is the generation of healtb knowledge, the
exploration of options for behavior and change and their
consequences, and the choices of the action courses open
and acceptable to those affected.

A

The question of standards, certification, and licensutg, was the

central issue, and the decision to use the term "guidelines" apparently
*

was made in order to avojd forcing that issue. The SOPHE report again,

differentiated between the functions of the baccalaureate and the

Master's level professionals. The term "community health educator" was

dropped in favor of "health education specialist." Because of the

increasing variety 'of occupational opportunities available, the term

"co0Munity" was insufficiently inclusive to describe these new role; of

the health educator.

Let us now move to the other side of our genealogy,and highlight

some of the school health developments, starting with the 1948 Jackson's
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Mill Conference (AAHPER). Contemporary programs of professional prepa-

'ration for school health educators originated, to a great extent, with

the recommendations arising from this conference. According to Means

(1975), this was the first national conference on undergraduate profes-

sional preparation for health education to be held in the United States.

Here one of the first systematic attempts was made to crystallize the

thinking of professional leadeps.in the formulation of standards and

recommendatidna for the preparation of specialists'in,health education.

Moreover, the conference attempted to determine those elements essential

to the preparation of both the classroom teacher and the community

health education specialist.

SOPHE GUIDELINES FUNCTIONS 1576

Bachelor's - Master's Level Distinctions

6 Areas

1. Foundations for Health Education

. 1

Basic Elements Health & Well-Being

Contemporary Health Problems

Health Aspect of Physical ,E.nvironment

Health Aspect of Psychosocial Environment

(Community - Schools - Health Care - Occupational & Industrial Settings)

2. Administration of Health Education

.3. Program Development & Management

4. Research & Evaluation

5. Professional Ethics

6. Special Applications of Health Education

Figure 4. SOPHE 1976 Guidelines Reiterating Earlier Recommendations.
New Areas Recognized: Research and Evaluation; Profes-

sional Ethics and Special Applications (i.e., School,'
Cdmmunity, Patient Education, etc.)
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Immediately thereafter, the 0%S.Office a education called i

first national meeting in 1949. This conference was unique in that it

was devoted exclusively to the problems of health education. One of the

highlights of this conference was the recommendation calling for "0

common curriculum for the preparation of the public health educator and

the school health educator at the undergraduate level." Representatives

of both the public health and school health fields supported this

propbsal. It was also agreed that specialization in these fields dhould

take place'during the fifth year of study. Then following in quick

succession came the 1950-Pere Marquette Park Conference (AAHPER), which

was concerned with graduate study. Its focus was the evaluation of

graduate programs and the procedures for accreditation. Much of the

current demand for an effectively functioning accreditation procedure

stems from this conference.

The Second National Conference on Professional Preparation of

. Students Majoring in Health Education, sponsored by the U.S. Office of

. Education, was held in Washington, D.C., in January, 1953. Its areas of

concern included both undergraduate and graduate study in health educe-

tion and matters pertaining to the specialized curriculum of health

eduCation. H. F. Kilander was a prime mover in both of the USOE

conferences.

Probably the most influential statement coming out of the second

1/

national conference was the list ofspecific courses re ommended in a

"desirable undergraduate curriculum for the major in health education."

The courses were organized alder two broad headings: (1) health

sciences--personal health, community health, sanitation, nutrition,

mental health, family living, home nursing, first aid, safety education,

driver education; and (2) prefeSsional subject areas--methods and

materials, school health administration, school health environment,

school health evaluation, and student teaching and field experience.'

The importance of accreditation was again stressed in pointing out that
y

"the lack of accreditation for institutions preparing school health

educators-seriously impedes the recruitment, preparation, and placement

of qualified personnel." (Creswell, 1964)
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SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE USOE 1953
UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR HEALTH EDUCATION

Health Science Areas:

Personal Health

Community Health

Sanitation

Nutrition

Mental Health

Family Living

Home Nursing

First Aid A

Safety Education

Driver Education, Other

Professional Subject Areas:

Methods & Materials'

School Health Services

Healthful School Environment

School Health Administration

School Health Evalu-ation

Student Teching & Field
Experience-

Figure 5. Areas'of Professional Preparation Recommended in this Report,
Based op the 1948 Jackson's Mill Conference and the 1948
APHA-CPE Report

the two U.S. Office of Educatioh-sponsored conferences were planned

specifically to follow up on the thinking and the planning that took

place at the Jackson's Mill and Pere Marquette meetinge. The close

professional interrelationship that existed in the earlier conferences

is clearly evident from the proceedings of this second conference, which

reported that the experiences offered by the colleges and universities

preparingAealth eduqators should include all the competencies recom-

mended by the Jackson's Mill conference and, in addition, should include

all of the professional compeyncies outined in the APHA report on

qualifications of community health educators. (Kilander, 1961)

As background to-the 1962 National Conference, it should be pointed

out that AAHPER had recognized the National, Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE) in 1960 as its official accrediting agency.

This action, coupled with the need to reexamine programs in light of

NCATE's standards, led to the development of the National Conference on

Professional Preparation, held in Jarivary, 1962.
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How did the 1962 program of specialization in health education

differ from programs recommended by earlier conferences?

1. While the recommendations concerning the basic sciences are
quite similar,the delegates to the 1953 conferencecalled for
more applied sciences, such as human biology, rather than
zoology.

.2. The 1962 conference delegates placed greater elphasis on the
social sciences, especially those now known as the behavioral
sciences.

3. The .962 conference delegates specified fewer courses but
rec ended broader course areas. For example, instead of
calling for specific courses such as health services and school
health environment, the recommendation was for courses in
school /community health programs.

In.1969, AAHPER held another conference. This time the focus had

shifted from accreditation to the certification of health education

teachers for secondary schools. The major concernat this time was the

shortage of well-trained teaching personnel. Standards for such teacher

Certification were recommended, and included (1) general education

requirements, Q) biological sciences, (3)-physical sciences, (4) the

behavioral sciences, and (5) minimum requirements for professional

preparation in health education.

A major issue at the time was the need to separate the certifica-

tion for health education from that for physical education.

The 1974 National Conference on School Health Education resulted

from a decision to revise the preparation guidelines developed in 1962.

It was unique, first, in regard to the development of extensive pre-

conference working papers and, second, by opening the ensuing -conference

to all members of the profession in order to achieve a democratic,

"grass-roots" approach. The basic program design recommended for the

curriculum resembled earlier conference decisions, including the

following broad categories: (a) general studies, and (b) professionalrofessional

studies.
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This cadoenCe emphasized'iccountability, in which recommended

standards were written in the form of competency-based and performance-

based objectives, representing the'extreme position of all preparation

conferences in terms'of the degree to which standards were written in

the form of specific objectives and behaviors.

The final conference to be discussed is the 1976 ASHA Committee on

Professional Preparation and College Health Education Conference, which

was held at Towson State University. Participants took note of the

Preceding reports and decided to review the existidIZIments,4select

the best parts, and make suggestions for further improvement. The out-

come of this conference was a recommended "standarized model" program

for professional preparation that was widely disseminated to profes-

sionale in the field for/review and criticism. The utility of this -

model program seems to eve been demonstrated by its fairly widespread

use. .

4 Up to this point I have tried to stick, pretty. close to the

scriptthat is, a reasdnably straightforward accounting of what these

conferences and reports were about. Now, in addition to a summation,

I should like to add a personal observation or two.

I pelieve the following list summarizerthe major, points of agree-

ment relating to -these school health education professional preparation

conferences.

COMMON AREAS OF PROFESSORIAL PREPARATION
IN SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION

1. Foundatioh Sciences of Physical and Biologica Sciences

2. Social and Behavioral Sciences

3. A Common Dirk of Health Content Courses,
Professional Health Education Courses, oti-

4. The Skills of Professional Practice

Figure 6. Areas Generally Ref;ectihg Recommendations of the

1

Professional P eparation Conferences Held During the

1960s and the 970s
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Figure 7 illustrates the content sections.of two of our most recent

school health'education conferences: the AIPER 1974 conference, and

the Towson State-ASHA 1976 conference. I would like to contrast Figure

7 with Figure 2, depicting the Role Delineation Report and its seven

areas of responsibility., To my way of thinking, the issue is one of

'balance between what I have characterized is a content orientation and'a

prose orientation (see,Figure 8). a

Conclusion

Upon completing a review of this nature, with its heavy emphasis on

fact,'one important point Inay have been obscured. These conferences and

reports resulted from the ff s of people. As Theodore White observed,

individuals mak e realized that identities in'politics are 6

connected to ideas and that at the core of every great political identity

-lies an idea that the leader has absorbed, changed, and imposed on others.

So it is infields other than politics. The profession of health

education has been and continues to be Influenced by men and women whose

identities are connected to ideas. These ideas have created'health edu-

cation and have influenced us in the making of our contributions. We

feel a sense of obligation to the leaders and the workers in this field

who have gone before us. Many of them because of death, retirement, ill

health, or change of responsibility no longer play active leadership

roles. I speak of people like Clair Turner, Sally Luca's Jean, Charlie

Wilson, Bernice Moss; Mayhew Derryberry, Mabel Runn, Carl Anderson,

Ruth Grout, Beryl Roberts, Del Oberteuffer,'Mike Hoyman, Keogh Rasch,

Marjorie Young, Kellie Kilander, Tex Byrd, Fred Hein, Dorothy Nyswander,

Wally Wesley, Elsa Schneiderl'Si McNeeley, Ruth Abernathy, Ned Johns,

Bob Bowman, Ralph Boatman, Wes -Cushman, Warren Southworth, Bob Yoho, and

many others. The mentioning of their names causes us to reaiize anew

the magnitude of the legacy and the responsiblity they have given us.

The future is now--the opportunity is here and the challenge is

before us--good luck!
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CaNTENT FOR THE HEALTH TEACHING SPECIALTY

AAHPER 1974

1. Environmental Health

2. Mental Health

3. Alcohol, Tobacco & Drugs - 3. Alcohol, Tobacco, & Drugs

,at ASHA 1976

1. Personal Health

2. Community Health

4. ,,Nutrition

5. Communicable & Noncom-
mUnkcable Diseases

6. Human Sexuality

7. Dental*Health

8. Physi,c,a1-Fitness

9., Consumer Health

10. Community Health

11. Accident Prevention

4. Human Sexuality,

5. Mental/Emotional Health

6. Ecology/Environment

7. Nutrition

: .8. Aging

9. Death

W.. First Aid/Emergency Cara

11$1 Safety

12. Communicable & Noncom- ,

municable Disaaaei

13. Exercise & ritness

14. Consumer Health

15. DentalbHealth

16. Health Careers

Figure 7. Health Content Emphasis Characteristic
of Prbfessional Preparation for School
Health Educators

a
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ISSUE OF BALANCE

CONTENT
(Orientation)'

1. Environmental Health,

2. Mental Health

3. Nutribion

4. Sexuality

5. Drugs-Tobacco-Alcohol

10. Consumer Health,

7. Dental Health

8. Conceptsof Disease

9. Physical Fitness

10. Community Health Problems

11, Accident Prevention

PROCESS
(Orientation)

1. Epideiiology

2. _Biostatistics

3. Health Services Administration

4. Environmental Health
(Health Education Perspective)

5. CommunicatiOn Theory

6. 'Communication.Techniques
_(Education Methods)

7. Community Orgontzeiion

8. Group Process f

9. Behavior Change Prog.

10. Learning Theory

11. Needs Assessment

Figure 8. Content Orientation Characteristic of Professional
Preparation in School Health Education and the Process

) Orientation Characteristic of Preparation in Community

Heilth Education
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The Objectives for the Nation in Mims. Prevention and
Health Promotion: A Challenge to Health Education Training

Lawrence W. GreenDr.P.H.
Director, Office of Health Inflymation, Health Promotion,

and Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Distinguished deans, fellow professors, and health educators con-

cerned with professional standair After Dr. Creswell's tour de force

of the history of efforts by commitskes and conferences in the past to

address the questions of professional preparation and standards in

health &ducat , purpose at this poiTis to convince you not to

despair at yet another conference; that, in fact, this is a particularly

opportune time to have convened once again to address these questions.

Dr. Creswell summarized his conclusions with a reference to Theodore

Whi e, but what he did, in f, iv disprove White's thesis that

i iduals make history. It seems from his report that committees make

history. You would be correct if you were to point out that there are

few statues of committees in our public parks. But we must nevertheless

recognize that Committees and conferences}ce essential to progrhs and

consensus on matters that affect people 46dee work reflects various

perspectives.

The purposes of this confergnce have en outlied for you from

various perspectives. My own concerns as a sponsor but also as a

health educator are to assure that our effor to delineate the roles of

health educators for,the future and the tasks of training for health

education in the fatUre-are properly cast in the context of the national

objectives for disease prevention and health promotion. These objec-

tives are theieselves the product of considerable consensus-building

among various professions end interest groups. I am going to focus in

these remarks more on those objectivWs than on Healthy People, the

Surgeon Generals Report on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention,

,because far most of you that is by now history. Youahave peen the
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report; most of you have had time not only to read it and to study it ,

but also to share it with your students and to teach some of your

courses around it. 'The copies of Objectives-for the Nation that were

distributed to you tonight are so hdt off the press that the red ink may

smear on your hands.% Those objectives follow on We Surgeon General's

Report; they are the next step in the process of national consensus and

policy development in health promotion and disease Prove?.

41

The dbjectivep, as you will note from the material in your packet,

are the product of a thorough and systematic process of consensus

development across the nation, across professional disciplines, across

lay interest groups, and across public and private sector institutions

and organizations. All of this consensus has been tempered in the final

product by economic realities, political projections, and international

comparisons of what should, be possible over the coming decade.. We have

never had, in my view, in concert with our colleagues in other profes-

sions, a more specific, concrete, quantified, and widely accepted set

of destinations and guideposts for a full"decade ahead in disease pre-

vention and hea

fusing and some

promotion. We have wandered in a wildernesp of con-

s conflicting goals, if we had any at 41. Now we

have a set of national objectives on who should be expected to achieve

how much of what benefits by when.' These are not rigid standardsrthese

are not Federal guidelines--they are national guideposts to be adapted

to local situations and special population needs. They are not a
. .

complete road map--only a set of destinations and markers.

How the Objectives Can Help Delineate Roles C,

We must decide here at this meeting, I believe, the various paths

health ed tion should follow and the vehicles it can offer to empower

the publ c to achieve these ends. Look at the objectives in this

document in two ways--first, as a statement of priorities for national

attention in order to yield the greatest benefits to the health of the

American people. The 15-chapters represent 15 priorities for action to

the health of the nation (see Table 1). As a set of priorities,

.th40 can guide ur deliberations here in assuring that we are trainingc

lb.
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Table 1. Priority Actionsectives for the Naomi
in Disease Prevention and Health-Promation

Preventive Health Services

4

Health Protectirr

Toxic gent Control
OCcupa onal Safety and Health
Accident Prevention and Injury Control
Fluoridation and Dental Health
Infectious Agent Control

High Blood Pressure Control
Family Planning

Pregnancy and Infant Health
Immunization
Sexually Transmissible Diseases

Health Promotion

Smoking Reduction.

Reducing Misuse of Alcohol and Drugs
Improved Nutrition
Exercise and Fitness
Control of Stress and Violent Behavior

health educators for roles that are relevant to the priorities for the

nation's health. Second, look at this document as a resource document

on suggested prevention and health promotion methods againit which the

roles, functions, end activities of health educators may be held

Accountable.

How the Objectives Can Strengthen Health Education Practice

The cycle of poverty of health education programs has been

characterized in the past by, inadequate support for health education.

Ave_result, goals andjethods have been diffuse and of questiqpable

quality,. The result has been only modest and scattered impact, and the

result of this dilut

missed, or undetec

suasive

)
y with.

I

s that any socibl benefits have been either

It has been impossible to make a case per-
.

-makers for additional eupport. And so inadequate
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support has perpetuated the cycle of poverty for health education. We

have begun to break into that cycle at several levels, particularly with

evaluation, as seen in Figure 1.

411

When a profession or any other enterprise cannot depend on a single

source of revenue, it must diversify its portfolio. Health education

has had brief periods of greater support from one categorical health

concern or another, such as immunization programs in the early sixties,

family planning and dtug abuse ,in the late sixties, hypertension in the

early seventies, alcohol ar)td-smoking in the late seventies. But with

these constantly shifting pridrities, long-term objectives could not be

pursued systemateallxesMO-.4iii4ahtly. Professional training programs

could not keep up with the chim_ging job market and expectations for

proficiency in the field. Employers could not count on health educ9tors

trained yesterday to understand today's priorities.

THE PROFESSIONS CYCLE OF POVERTY

Diffuse

objective&

Objectives for the Nation
in Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion for 1990

Inadequate Diffuse methods Role delineation, profes-

support and procedures sional preparation, quality

Modest and

. assurance

. a

lacattered impact Evaluation and research,
monitoring d surveillanceand outcomes

Figure 1. The Cycle of Poverty for Health Ethiaotion. Here the cycle is
redefined to emphasize the points of intervTntion by current
federal policy (adapted from L. W. Green, M. W. Kreutir S. G. Deeds, and
K. B. Partridge, Health Education Planning: A Diagnostic Approach, Palo

Alto, California, Mayfield Publishing Company, 1980).
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With the 10-year time frame of Objectives for the Nation, we have

an opportunity at the beginning of 1981 to plan and focus our profes-

sional preparation of health educators on.1990 targets that are diverse

enough to assure multiple sources of support, yet specific and distant

enough to assure concentration and continuity of our efforts in training

and program development.
Ok

We` have begun tq accumulate a literature that assures us that there

is an immediate impact of health education that is detectable and

significant. We have begun to accumulate some Sven longer-term evalua-

tions of outcomes, hard outcomes in terms of health benefits. Cost/

benefit evaluations have yielded indications that the benefits in health

and economic terms outweigh the costs of health education programs. But

we continue to slip and slide in this construction of health education's

case for more resources because we have failed to articulate.our provi-

*one for quality assurance, peer review, and the clarification of the

goals, objectives, and methodi of practice in health education. That is

what we are here to address at this conference, and this is where the

Objectives for the Nation in Disease Prevention and Health Promotion can

be helpful.

Howthe Objectives Can Strengthen Public Support for HealthEducation-

There are dome other cycles that need to be understood in examining_

the history and the current stgtus of health education. The decision

,cycles in health policy.and the allocation of, resources for health pro-

grams can be viewed,as overlapping professional decisions and public

decisions, as seen in Figure 2. Theory must be translated. into policy,

and it must be understood by the public that will support policy.-

Policy is best expressed in the form of objectives. That understanding

in the public will result iniertain demands and expectations that will

influence policy as well as influence practicesto the extent that prac-

titioners have direct contact with the public. Practice results in

evaluations that build theory,' and theory, in'turn, can help to build

policy and public understanding at another plateau. Were do you fit in

that? Where does training fit?
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Theory >Public understanding

Role delineation
Evaluations --and training 4- Objectives

(policy)

Public expectations and
demands (redefinition of
acceptable conditions)Practice and

programs

Figure 2. The Overlapping Cycles of Profewilipmel Decisions (on the left)
and Public Decisions (on the right) (Adapted from L. W., Green, "National
Policy in the Promotion of Health," International Journal of Health Edu-
cation 22:161-168, July-September 1979; and "The Changing State of
Science in Health Education," Focal Points,April 1980, pp. 19-23.)

How the ObjectivesNgan Strengthen Professional Training in Health
Education

Training, it seems to me, is right in the middle of the cycle on

the left because theory influences training, policy influences training,

training influences practice, and evaluation influences training.

In addressing training at this conferende, we haye to be concerned

simultaneously with these interacting influences of theory and with

objective statements of policy, practice, and evaluation, and all the

while understand that public understanding of these things will be

necessary to support policy.

One outcome we do not want from role delineation is to mechanize

health education practice so much that it will be viNed by the public

as a perfunctory, technological process. That is not what objectives

are all about. The other thing wetdo not want tOdo is to make the

goals of Aralth education so monolithic.or so unilateral or unidimen-

sional as to make them ill- fitted for large segments of a pluralistic

socieityLimposing majority value's on minority populations. We have

strived in our_ development of-national implementation plans to consult

and incorporate the special concern of Blacks,'Hispanics,"Asian



Americans, American Indians, and the elderly. The concept of lifestyle,

-,
for example, could be intimidating or oppressive to some people if it1

were conceived to be a uniform that everyone must wear equally. But we

do Ted to clarify our objectves and roles if we are, to be effective and

responsible, not to say efficient, in our preparation of professionals

for practice in health education. We must understand that our outcomes

depend on the quality of our'professional practice, which we will deter-

mine through professional training and other quality assurance mecha-

nisms. Let me define these terms more sharply for purposes of discus-

sion over the next couple of days.

How the Objectives Can Help in Quality Assurance.

Quality I define as the appropriateness of a specific set of

professional activities, in our case, educational or administrative

adtOities, as performed in relation to the objectives they were

intended to serve. That is what evaluation and theory are particularly

about. From evaluation and theory we construct our notions of what are

appropriate, Specific sets of professional activities in relation to

specific objectives.

Quality assurance we can define as accountability for professional

ractivities to someone who needs to know they are appropriately

performed. That is where we must strengthen role delineation and tap

reporting mechanisms that may come out of that, whether it be in the

form of credentialing'or some other form of reporting or accountability_

to the public.r Quality control is the mechanism or prbcedure for

obtaining quality assurance. This is where monitoring and surveillance,

including credentialing, particularly come to rest. Credentialing can

be regarded as a quality control mechanism. The specific methods of

accountability toward which we might be working for quality control,

beyond basic training, might include 'accreditation, certification,

licensure, continuing education; consumer policy committees, and peer

review.
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STRATEGIES

//
Quality Professional Priority Action

Assurance Activities Areas
(1981-1990) (1980-1990) (1981-1990)

Monitoring Organizational Preventive
Surveillance Medical Health
Role delineat on Screening Services
Training Detection
Accreditation

'EducationalCertificatio
Licensing Communications Health
Continuing

education
Community

organization
Promotion

Peer review Economic
Consumer

response Engineering Health
Evaluation
Vital Records

.310- Chemical

Regulatory
Protectioh."\--o-,

083ECTIVES

Impact Outcomes
(1985-1990) (by 1990)

Resources,

Services

1

Behavior

f

Environ-.
ment

Reduced
morbidity
and mortality:
Healthy
People
(Surgeon
General's
Report) and
health status
Objectives
for -the Nation

Figure 3. Relationships Among Components of the Federal Initiatives in
Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (Adapted from L. W. Green,
"Healthy Pe4le: the Surgeon General's Report and the Prospects,"
Chapter 3, in W. J. McNerney, Ed., Working for a Healthier America,

4:
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ballinger Publishing Compan , 1980, pp. 95-110;
and L. W. Green, R. W. Wilson, and K. G. Bauer, "Obj Ives for the.
Nation in Health Promotion aid Disease Prevention' and squirements to
Measure Our Progress," Proceedings' of the 18th.National Meting of the
Public Health Conference on Records and Statistics: New Challenges for
Vital and Health Records, Washington, D.C., Office of Health Research,
Statistics and Technology, NCHS, DHHS Publication No. (PHS)81-1214,
December 1980, pp. 229-234.)

---Alow do the three tasks for this conference hang together? There

is, first, the task of examining the roles delineated in the July 1980

Focal Points document from the Role Delineation Project. There is the

second task of looking for the implications of that document and our

recommendations for revision of it, for training, for training institu-

tions, and for students in professional training. Then there is the

third task of assuring that all of this relates with some degree of

relevance to the Objectives for the Nation as derived from the consensus

development process that we have been through in the-Federal Government

on a national scale with pbblic and private sector involvement.

Alb
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I would like to take issue with only orie definition in the July

1980 Focal Points document hat you will be working fr.om, and that is

41
the _definition of health education. I do' not mean to impose my

preference for a definition but' just to docume t my disagreement with

the working definition proposed by the.Role De ineation Project, which I

find unworkable: The definition of health education that I find more

workable in relation to quality assurance and role delineation is one

that emphasizes the combination of learning experiences designed to

support voluntary behavior conducive to health. John Dewey once said

that since a democratic society repudiates the principle of external

authority, it must find a substitute in voluntary disposition and

interest. These can be created only by education. It is in that

context that we have the opportunity today to show what education has to

offer ause the health problems that we are addressing today,

outlined in Objectives for the Nation and the Surgeon General's report,

are ones for which more coercive means of behavioral control are not

going to be acceptable in this society as were
/the

infectious disease

control measures of the past. How does this eelate to the broader goals

and objectives of disease prevention and health promotion, the third

task for,the conference?

Structure of the Objectives for the Nation

Health education is one of the many enterprises or technologies

contributing to the Objectives,fbr the Naeion. Others include

political, social, economic, organizational, engineering, and medical

interventions. These strategies, including health education as one

of the leading methods, are to accomplish objectives ih each of the

15 areas ofpriority broadly grouped under three categories called

health promotion, preventive health services, and health protection.

The accomplishment of those Objectives for the Nation should achieve the

broad goals for the five age groups as outlined in wealthy People, the

Surgeon General's Report on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention.

The processes that we have been through in arriving at these objectives

have included Federal task forces chaired by Dr. Michael McGinnis,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health, to get the act organized, but

69
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then an increasingly broad-based national consensus development process

that led to the publication of Healthy People, and since then the

development of the objectives. The objectives grew out of a process of

consulting pith large numbers of experts and then distributing drafts of

the objectives to a wide audience of potentially concerned lay.and pro-

fessional interest groUps, organizations, and institution's, public and

private. The comments of the three thousand or so individualaand

organizations that received the draft objectives were sifted lind recon

oiled and finally put together in the document that you have.`--Implemen-

tation plans are now being developed in each of those 15 aree4Z

The questions that the implementation plans raise are such ques-

tions as Who shall be expected to perform some of the activities neces-

sary to accomplish these objectives? That is why /this is not only an '

*portant time for us to be addressing this issue, but an opportune

time.

Table 1 and Figure 3, as you will note, organize the objectives

into three broad groups, preventive, health services (related to medical

interventions or settings), health protection (related to environmental

interventions), and health promotion (related to behavior). The'pre-

ventive health services, however, contain some objectives that can be

accomplished best -outside the medical care settings, and health pro-

motion requires organizational and environmental supports for behavior

within medical care settings, so that it is not a clear-cutidelineation.

The objectives relating to aexually transmitted diseases can illustrate

the structure, starting with objectives for improved health status. "By

1?90, reported gonorrhea incidence should have been reduced to a rate of

280 cases per 100,000 population. In 1979, the reported case rate was

457 per 100,000 population." Each objective is stated in terms of the

time by which it should be accomplished, the population who should bene-

fit, and when they should experience that benefit. "By 1990, reported

incidence of primary and secondary syphilis should be reduced to a rate

of 7 cases per 100,000 population per year, with a redUction in con-

genital syphilis to 1.5 cases per 100,000 children under one year of

70
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,age. (In 1079, the reported incidence of primary and secondary syphilis

wasli cases per 100,000 popurat00, while reported congenital syphilis
Nor -

was 3.7 cases per 1130,000 children under one year of age.)"

T bistlavioral and educational objectivets appear not' n the cate-

gory that states the health status objective, as above, but 2111te next

two categories in the hierarchy of objectives4that go from improved

health status to reduction of risk factors to public and professional

awareness. In the risk factor category, there are usually some

behaviors that need to change. From there, the hierarchy progresses to
A

objectives related to publicsbd professional awareness, a b;oad heading

that includes a wide range of cognitive phenomena. In that category I

think you will find most of the short-run, immediate objectives that

health education ought to be accomplishing. In fact, the nation is

depending on health education for the accomplishment of these educe-

tional objectives, and without their accomplishment we are unlikely to

achieve the risk factor reduction objectives and ultimately the health

status objectives. Following the public and professional awareness

objectives in each chapter are health services and protection activity

objectives,' and finally a category of objectives for measurementand

evaluation, emphasizing increased surveillance and record-keeping

systems to enable
AP
us to track our progress toward the objectives over-

the'acade.

In addition to the objectives, there is a background prior to each

set of.the objectives that includes the nature and the extent of the

problem, and rggested prevention and promotion measures, prominent

among which Ale information and education measures. For each of the 15

areas, including those in the environmental health protection category,

many of the prevention and promotion measures masted are in fact

educatighal. For every category there are some educational measures

suggested in addition. to the objectives for behavioral rink factors and

public awareness.
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Not all of the health status objectives are stated in rates per.

100,000 population, but some of them are-stated in terms of numbers, as

in the case of the incidence of immunizable diseases. For those we are

looking toward the near eradication of some of the infectious and

communicable diseases. In fact, there is talk today of the possibility

---4f.eradicathtag measles. But I point to this particular set of objec-

tive% becauOvit illustrates how some of the objectives associated with

preventive health services are going to depend upon schools 'for their

accomplishment. Indeed, we have estimated that approximatel( one fourth

of all the objectives will depend on the cooperation.of the education

establishment for their accomplishient. If we cannot come to some

agreement here anion purselves as health educators, it is unlikely that

the rest of the educaii.bn and health establishment will come to terms on

the cooperation of schools and health agencies.

The objectives in the broad category of health protection include

those that have to do with the environment, incluctg the workplace

environment: toxic agent control, fluoridation 5,eommunity water

supplies, infectious-agent control, accidental injury control, and

occupational safety and health. These again'includesa large number of

objectives and measures that are educational in character. Half of-
.

those in occupational safety and health relate to worker education and

the rest to management and professional educationtl,

4

Then, the last broad category is health promotion, where the objec-

tives fall into five categories--in order of priority, the reduction of

smoking, alcohol and drug misuse,'nutrition, physical fitness, and ,-

stress and violence control. They are in that order of priority because

of the state of the art and because of the epidemiological knowledge

that those are the things that could make the biggest difference in

terms of morbidity and mortality in this country. It is'recognized that

interventions tend to follow this order of success. But it is acknowl-

edged, on the.other hand, that if we could solve the stress problem, we

might solve all the others simultaneously.
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In every casdethe Federal questions-in developing'neional policy,
.

. ,

as I believe will be the case in developing State and local policy, come -
-%

down to questions of how,we divide the labor among organizations and the
,

4

health professions to accomOlishtheseobjedtives.4 Thatj.s the task of
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Mlle delineation an essibnaltrai,g1w4o ba.gddressed here as we
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sort out the fuctions f school, community, and patient education:
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ICredentialling for the 1980.

Raymond D. Salmon, Ed.D.
Director of Professional Licensing

New York State Education Department

-welt to thank you for the opportunity to..address you this morning

on a topic of paramoynt importance to each of you and your ordaniza-
-

itions. The credential-0g area in general s one that is freqUently
A

misunderstood and one that is often misrepresented,

10

I've been speaking out onthe credentialing issue across the

country fu a number of years.(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) In many organi-

zations and states, my views are well known. I'm fortunats,inthat I'M

allured to speak my piepe and make my case without necessarily reflect-

ing the views of my employer, New York State. If I am riddenout of .

town on a rail, I'm on my own. On the other hand if you like what you

hear, they take all the credit for my Upbr/11ging. It's a kind of

reversal of the old story aboUt the company oecollege grads during ,

World Star II who wouldn't sign up for GI insurance, despite the fact

thetothe battaliOn had a record of mo than 75 percent compliance.

Aftei lengthy appeals from the major e lieutenant, en Ivy League'

graduate, "eked to take a turn. His a al was based on.the need for
. ,

giving it the old college try- -let's give all for the red, whiteland

blue. The compliance rate went up to 20 percent. Finally, an o der,

'wiser noncom came forward and asked to be given a chance to tel it like

it is. "Lock here,. you guys," he began, "let's forget all this junk --

you've heard and follow me to the bottom line. If you sign Up and go

and get killed, the government is gonna send your family 10,000 dollars

each. If you don't sign and get killed,the brass send your family

nothing. Now, if you wasIhe gayer-trent, who would you send overegge to

get killed?"

4

This mottling, I hope to c4 through the esoteric jargon and get us

to that bottom line, 'even 'if it mewls getting killed along the way.
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The whole area of credentialing is no longer in the land of the

mystical. Regulatory.programs are very much in the public e , partici)-

larly those that gre regulated by law. (11) As a group, profess al

practitioners are nolonger a venerated segment* the poptilation.(b)

Uh the contrary, they are more and more freqUently being criticized,

even attacked, by an increasingly'litigioua public. Lioensi41110ws are'

being' subjected to sunset legislation in in several dozen states, with some

licensing boards legislated into oblivion, in some cases for good rea-

son.(9) The message°should be loud and cleara.regulairy program, A

it is to survive in the yrs ahead, must be meaningful, necessary, and

certainly in the public interest.
r

Basically, there are two kinds of regulatory program, statutory and

voluntary. Let me address statutory credentialing first.

S

A statutory regulatory program is one that usually comes ipout as a

result of legislative action of some sort, most commo nly, an act of a

State governing body. In the past, groups comprising'thost4 members of

professional societies lobbied for a regulatory act, which eventually

found itself on the_bstoks_ as a State...Law.. flowemez, ons.of our. bettez,
A

known State legislators-told me a few years ago that if most proposals

on record today were to be reintroduced now, few, if any, would succeed.

The fundamental,reason for-regulating an occupation is to provide

the public with some degree ofprotection4A.If the primary beneficiary

of any credentialing scheme is the practitioner, the proposal should

never be enacted.(20) Now we all admit t t the best proposal deeigned-
.

with the public good in mind will res ul in p ential benefit to

practitioners as well, but such bens s must b outweighed by far by

/ the public and societal neede9being

i

111
c\_

Regrettably* terms used to describe regulatory programs are neither

4F )10t. . consistent nor universal. In some instances,..thsaMe one aKe used,

bit in different ways, in statutory and voluntary programs. Sometimes

'efforts to communicate in the most simple manner leadius astray."

,
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I'm reminded of a recent event during the just-completed census when an-
,

investibator sought out an area's old-time resident, having been told
.

that this aged qman would have a load of important demograpc data at-.v

his fingertips. Tie census-taker asked the man whether he could shed

some light on the death rate 'in his neighborhood. After considerable
,

silent thought, the man said he'd finally figured it out. " ve con-

cluded," he said, "that the death rate i tthis neighborhood one per

rson."

4
In a statutory credentialing program,, the most restrictive, most

costly program is one of licensure. Simply stated in this scheme, a

license issued restricts 'a practice. Frequently, licensure limits the

use of certain titles as well, but the primary emphasis in licensure is

on restricting practice.(5) For example, a license.to practice medicine

bits the broad practice of medicine, whatever that is by definition in

the law, to a license holder. In most cases, the ],dcense also denies

those not licensed the use of certain titles. In New York State, fey

example, only a licensee 410911m to be a "physician." Now many nit-

licensed medical school graduates use the title "doctor," bi*t only a

licensee may, under the title "physician," practice medicine.

Another form of statutory regulation is certification, a term also

Used frequently in voluntary credentialing programs.r,Again, simply

stated, a statutory certification act does not restrict any particular

practice, but only the use'of a title.(5) There are a variety of

examples available. In many States, psychology is a certificated

profession, as are professional engineeling and, in some cases, social

Work. While many persons may perform tasks usuallyidentified with

psychologists, social workers, or engineers, only persons holding such
a

certificates may usethose restricted titles. Now, as if this isn't

complicated enough, let me muddy the waters a bib more by referring to

some states in which everything issued is called a license, though some

-licenses restrict practice, whegeas others restrict,only a title.

qi, quiDespite these few anomalies, however,. these dichotomous dip6ctions

holdin most cases. Other forms of statutory regulation of an

4
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occupation exist, the most basic being registration,(5) in which anyohe

that meets an established set of qualifications may choose to register

with. the regulatory agency and have hts or her ?tame placed on a list of

registrants. This process limils neither a practice nor a title, but

only provides a list of registrants from among whom the public may

choose; should it wis

This right of the public tochoose a practitioner is one now being

debated at.tRe highest government levels. A basic question is whether

or not government has either the right or the' responsibility toostrict

practice.(22)
a.

No regulatory program should exist at a level beyond that

absolutely necessary to protect the health, safety'and welfare of the

public. If simple registration will suffice, there can be no justifi-

. cation for licensure Or certification. To propose any program, there

should be suffiCient evidence of need, and detailed data as to why a

lesser form is unworkable. Of course, it is axiomatic .that even before

such data are collected, there must be evidence that absence of ragula-

tion of some sort results in recognizable damage to an unsuspecting

public.

A voluntary credentialing

function of a stater regional?

However, there is no,deteriiia

program is almost universally the

or natisAal professional association.

to s government agency adopting the
-*-

mince of the state's work.force. However, a State may not abrogate i

atindards of such a system and incorporating it within its own gover-

nance

responeibilities'for setting minimum standards for entry into a ststu-

tory regulatory program, nor nip)/ a professional association abrogate

that responsibility to itself.: 'ver,ilh a voluntary'program4 an

interdependent relationship tween the State and a professional

association can and hopefully will develop; wherein standards can be

agreed upon mutually, and the purposes of each participant can be

accomplished. 4 OP

L.
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Within a voluntary credentialing program, certification can take

on meamings:quite different from those of the statutory system.(2) A

certificate can be more thari a single-purpose document. It may signify

the meetir of standards/for tpe competent practice of the profession

generically, or it inay be Used to denote specialty qual\fications of one

sort or another, even excellence in general or specialty practice. Such

is certainlya-the case with statutory certification in a program. To

explain that, let me digress a bit.

In a-State-mandated credentialing program, the entry-level license

. or certificate, or whatever is granted, usually carries with it only a.

very loose and almost meaningless quality component. It. is no assurance

of quality or competence:(14) I've heard (and even at times in the

past, used) the term "minimum competence." Now, without intending'to

get into a semantic argument, I find the words "minimum" and "compe-

tence'just don't belong together. They remind.me of trying to join

'slightly" and "pregnant" into something meaningful.. George Carlin, in

his several lectures on words we use, pr shouldn't use, together, has a

r variety of other exaMOles, many of which I think I won't mention here.

It /eminds me of the_philandeAer who justifies his actions by claiming

to wear his wedding band only "loosely," failing o accept that a

wedding band, no matter how loosely worn, always is off circulation.

"Minimum" and "competence" just don't go together. The initial
.

. .

92

lic se is'a signal .to the consumer only that wheryiit was iesued, the

re atory agency found the practitioner to be one who could practice

safely, not likely to be of potential harm to a client. Now certainly

that has a loose quality or competence compOrient, but a guarantee of

either quality or competence it it not. Furthermore,
\
once°8 license has

been issued, its cannot be assumed that the level of safety judged at the

time of issuance has cortinued. We are, pr at least should be, far,

beyond that day when we believed that a licensed or credentialed person

ma)ntained or improved skills just thrdugh daily practice. At one point)

in times we were deluded into believing kat licensure equaled compe-

tence, and that once licensed meant forever competent, That myth-must
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be dispelled, once. and for all. Nonetheless, in a statLtory program, the

determination of what shall be required for entry-level credentialing is

a function of the State, usually carried out by the State board for the

profession. On the other hand, in a program that is voluntary in

nature, the professional society may establish,'and usually does set

standards for, the issuance of the basic credential. It has been my

experience that many voluntary, credentialing programs set standards for

the entry-level certificate at a level higher than that mandated in a

State- regulated system, though such need not necessarily be the case.

The last decade in particular has been notable for attacks'On

datory '(that is, State-regulated) programs, coming from a variety ok

sources.(21) Some have evolved from within the system, from State

legislators and other political factions increasingly informed about and.
,

wary of abuses by independent, autonomous regulatory bodies, many with

parochial self-interests, and frequently without any required review of

their procedures and actions by any other governing body. Basic to

those attacks, hoftver, are concerns for the program itself-, for what is

required for licensure or certification, for how standards are applied,

and what, if anything, happens to the errant practitioner after that
arr

ThersOnT haliintered the Regardless of whether a program is~

statutory or voluntary, standards are standards and should be applied

/uniformly, and actions that dre either arbitrary or capricious are

taboo.

The basis for a' regulatory program is threefold, encompassing

education, experience, andhan examination.(13) There should be an iden-

tifiable, basic educational program 'common to all practitioners. A

fundamental core of knowledge becomes the hallmark of the science of the

professionoft0Whether or not. it can be acquired at a baccaiaureate level,

amoftified through graduate study, orecquired in nontraditional waye.or

in combinationsis less important than the fact that an identifiable

educational base exists. Experience, on thetother hand, is often of a

more variable nature. Some professions have demonstrated that the -

skills, behaviors, add knowledge required for entry-level practitioners
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can be acquired totally within the educational institution, whereas

others have not. Only a studied approach to your own situation will

result in that determination, but that approach should be undertaken

with great care and deliberation, as I ihtend to discuss'further in a

few moments. The thirdAromponent of a viable regu program is the

examination, the availability an instrument that allows qn applicant

to demonstrate,possessionof t e behavior, skills, and knowledge needed

to 9nter practice safely. .

, .

In at le4et one area in the health education field, Cknow that

kind of instrument to be sadly lacking. In school

example, ,I have been unable to find any examinatio

seeking to enter that area of study and employment

health teaching, for

n to apply to persons

. In the national

teacher examination series, covering, I believe, about 35 area tests,

not a single test exists for health educators. A recent study by Dr.

Barbara Wilke of the University of Georgia, soon to be published, (23)

has identifie4the many areas wherein potential health educators are

required to submit to examinations, but are limited to those designe

for other areas, particularly physical education, with a total disr

in the process for any proven relatidnship, or for that matte', la

gard

k of

it, between success in physzed'examinations and -school-health. eddcation.

Not even face-validity concepts would apply here. Interestingly, Wilke

found.some of these testing requirements to be State-oidered. The fact

that school health educators is we4,as any other professibnals require

examinations that must-be pr v= reitevant to their specialties has not

resulted in such requireme is sough such constraints have been clearly

set by the'EE0C, the FTC, a e n U.S.,Supreme Court.(9)(21)

Regardless of the prbfepsion, whether it be one where we are talk-

ing of generic or specialty practice, the examination must be relevant

to the task performed by the practitioners.(3) The scoring of the

examination too must be free of flaws. The best examination technique

is useless if in its design or scoring-mechanism, it fails to identify

potentially safe prIbtitioners and to eliminate unsafe ones.(12

1
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Once -these elements have been adopted as essential_ingredients in

the credentialing program, you must be able to demOhstrate that without

a doubt, those who have been credentialed and who may practice in an

unprofessional manner, VT prove to be incompetent despite the_efforts to

detect them before their credentials are 4ftltiall ued, will be

rdinoved from your midst posthaste. A credentia ng progrim is worthless

if strong corrective measures to remove inoompe ants or others unfit to

practice are missing, or even weakly enforced.

110

Now, let me get back to some of those basic issues I have skimmed

over solider. S.

Without doubt, credentialing confers on its members an occupational

identity. Can such an identity exist without an acceptable educational

base, one generally-agreed upon by all segments of the group identified?

The determination othat educational 'we, and the establishment of a

viable accreditation mechanism, are axiomatic. The fact that programs

in health education are institutionally accredited is far less impor-:

-ltant, in my view, than that they lack uniform program accreditation.

The very foundation on which le credentialinb program in this profession

should-be built ie-mvoluriterlf-program in which a single, "mutually

agreed-upon agency appraises the educational offering and measures it

against standards set as basic to health education, and grants accred-

ited status to those programs if they are believed to meet those pre-

determined structure, process,' and oytcome criteria. That' accredited

status should be for term, not permanence, and periodic reassessment

should be an integral part of the process. Certainly, to reach this

fundamental goal, bompromises among individuals and groups may be

necessary, but you are at the point now where thii can and should be

accomplished. Without program accreditation,you will have no

meaningful credentialing program.

--</
.Thd second question to address is the statutory/voluntary

credentialing process. It is my fire', belief that you ET; in a sound

position now to moo ahead and seek to develop a voluntary certification

91.
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program.' the mood of the nation today is totlimitstatutory, restric-

tive licensing laws, to get government off the backs of the people - -as

I have stated, for many good reasons. Voluntary credentialing programs

are the wave of the future. It is my view that independent, autonomous

licensing boards, particularly those resisting some Very needed basic

structural changes, may be an endangered species. I find it amusing

that many profess bhe desire for progress: It's just change they-don!t

like. Your role delineation study should be finalized, through more and

continued widespread exposure and discussion, particularly with the many

special-interest groups that exist within the broad field of "health

education." Here too, compromise's will ye necessary to achieve basic

definitions regarding roles and titles, but in this sense, you are far

ahead of where many other groups seeking regulation are today. Your

leadership has wisely taken you into this most difficult self-assessment

tail( at an early point, but considerable work has still to be done, and

you.must continue to apply measures of self-constraint and not 'rush

ahead without careful deliberation. Unanimity can escape you eas4ly if

you're:not careful, but at the very least, cohesiveness is important,

particularly in such a vast, complex, and often overlapping field.

A variety of options are open to you. The first to consider is the

"entry-level" credential. Should it be generic, something like "certi-

fied health educator," with specialization left to different-levdi

certificates? If it is agreed that there is .a common educational core

for all health educators, a generic-level certificate may well suffice.

This can be followed by specialty certificates denoting qualification in

mote restrictive areas of expertise, each requiring a level of skill

beyond that of the beginning practitioner. Now '"beyond" in this sense

doesn't necessarily connote '~better" or "higher," but possibly only

"broader." The differences may be only horizontal. In addition to that

specialty certificate may be one that denotes "excellence," and it is-my

belief thatithe consuming public is in a state of readiness now to

accept a well-planned, sort of "cradle-to-grave" program. What I'm

proposing to you now doesn't generally exist, though that lack is more

the result of some disdain for change,,a sort of "take-it-or-leave-it"
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attitude, on the one hand, by some existing programs, and an earnest

desire to do something different, constructive, and more meftningful than

what has been done in the past by new groups such as yours, on the other

hand, with progreseunderstandably slow.

.I'm particularly impressed-by the basic fact that you are

educators--education is your prodUct, it is your strength. It is what

you have to sell, so let's consider doing just that--educate!

.
14

.

'

,

y(

What I propose you confider is, above all,-a major task - -it will

require a lot of disctssion, possible argument, compromise certainly,

-itutyou have the potential.for a model for all of the health field.

First of all, re-look at your role delineation study., Is it-

addressing what actually is health education today, or does it'address

what you have decided is the ideal for. health education? You can't have

it both ways unless you are that rare group (which I don't believe

exists) wherein theactual practices of today are those considefed ideal

for the field. Separate those practices found-in your study that exist

today and are not the ideaamd identify how you intend to educate your

newcomers.to eliminate those and how your edicational programsiwill

require change to assure that your ideal or something near it will be

reached in a reasonable time frame. Study your task analysis carefully.

There's a lot of difference between a study that addresses the practice

ideal and one that refers to what is happening now or one that unknow-

-,inglY mixes the two. Several professions, most notably nursing, have

found that serious role discrepancies and, differences in role concep-

tions in a task analysis can seriously affect a certification program.

A 1976 stay by Dr. Barbara Pieta of the University of North'Floride has

reflected on how holding power in a'profession, among other critical

things, can be markedly affected if you aren't certain about your ----

identification as "ideal" or "actual."(10)

41 n your case, and at this point, consider building your certifica-

tion ogram for the futUre, for whit the ideal practice of health
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education should be. Consider' modifying the educational programs so

that at whatever time frame you set, they will provide graduates with

acquired knowledge, skills, and behaviors paralleling your ideal.

Within a voluntary certification program, proVdde for a generic

certificate tqat'signifies-to anyone who is interested that this is 1

competent practitioner:' Allow that other level, the "safe" practi-

tioner, to a State regulatory program, if IStata_wantg one: Offer

specialty certification, in additiOn, to the competent certificant.who

wants to display special training in, let's say, school, community, or

public health--or'whatever other specialty you may. find meaningful.

Finally, at the pinnacle, consider offering a certificate of excellence

(14
denoting that the holder has given evidence of being an outstanding

practitioner in the health education field, regardless of specialty.,

Fuhdamental to this system are three elements:

AThe fir is that each certifica be based on requirements drawn,

from your role delineation study, and clearly show that the certificant

possesses the behaviors, skills, and knowledge essential to that level

of practice.

The second is that thel.certificate pot be granted forever, that

something be expected of the certificant. to guarantee that competence

after initial certification will be continued. Now min this regard I'm

referring to the need for measures of continued'competence.(6)(7)(19)

Continuing education has failed to provide such assurances. ,Professor

Houle(6) has characterized the-continuing education movement as one -

"...born out of an eager directiveness and naive faith...." Hi has,

further stated that "...this mandatoiy continuing education phenomenon

is an ever-expanding balloon that.4omin4,increasingly difficult to

manage and on the verge of exploding." I an in .complete concurrence

with the view of Professor Houle and others that the "enrollment crite-

rion" as a measure of continued competence doesn't work. A colleague of

mine in describing adjudicated cases of malpractice in the health

riaN
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professions, said he knew of pone in which the practitioner was found

tuilty as a result of a lack of knowledge.

The third element is that the entire profession embark on an $

, ambitious public education program to inform consumers of how important

it is to seek out the'services of a certified practitioner. This is-the

major educational task I referred to when I suggested you use your

educational expertise. Consumers are tilt as ignorant as some would like

to think they are when it comes to contracting for proftissional services

or learning how best to do that. am a believer in Friedman's 1962(4)

observation, that:
it

"If the argument is that we are too ignorant to judge
good practitioners, all that is needed is to make the
relevant information available. If, in full knowledge, we
still want to go to someone who is not certified, that is

,our business; we cannot Complain that we did not have the
r information."

Finally, I'd like to use a story once told by Dr. Alexander

Calandra,(1) to demonstrate how easily the demand for critical thinking

can lead us astray:

It seems that Calandra some time ago received a call
from a colleague who asked --him to be the referee on the
grading of an examination question. His 'colleague4was about
to give a student a zero for his answer to a physics ques-
tion, while the student claimed he should receive a perfect
score and would do so if the system were not set up against
the student. The instructor and the student agreed to submit
this to an impartial arbiter, and Calandra was selected. He

went to his colleague's office and read the examination ques-
tion, which was, "Show how it is possible to determine the
height of a tall building with the aid of a barometer." The
student's answer was, "Take the barometer to the top of the
building, attach a long rope to it, lower the barometer to
the street, and then bring it up, measuring the length of the
rope. The length of the rope is the height of the building."
-Now, this is a very interesting answer, but should the
student get credit for it? Calandra pointeCoutthat the
student really had a strong case'fdr full credit, since he
had answered the question completely and correctly. On the
other hand) if full credit were given, it could well con-
tribute e0wa high grade for the student in his physics
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course; A high ,grade iesupposed-to certify that the student
"knows some ,physic , but the answer to the question did not
confirm this'. Wi h this in mind, Calandra suggestedthat the
stud have anot r try at answering the question. He was
pot suiprised tha his colleague agreed to thiso'but was
surprised that student did.

Acting in rms of the agreement, they giVe the student
six minutesAo an wer the question, with the warning that the
answer should sho some knowledge of physics. At the end of
five minutes, he not written anything. Calandr asked
whether he wished to give up, since he had another lasto
take care of, but the student said no, he was not giving up.
He had many answers to this problem: He was just thinking of
the best one. Calandra excused himself for interrupting him,
and asked him to' lease go on. In the next minute, he dashed
off hie answer, ich was: "Take the barometer to the top of
the building and can over the edge of the roof. prop the
barometer, timing its islx with a stopwatch. Then, using the
formula, S = 1/2 T squared, calculate the of the
building."

At this poi to Calandra asked his colleague whether he
would give up. T e colleague conceded. In leaving his
,colleague's officer Calandra recalled that the student had
said he had other answers to the problem, so he asked him
what they,were.' "Oh, yes,"'said-the student, "There are
many ways of getting the height of a tall' building with the
aid of a barometer. For example, you Could take:the
barometer-out on a sunny day and measure the,heightdf the
barometer, the length of its'shadow, and the length of the
shadow of the building, and by theuse of simple proportion,
determine the height of the building." "Fine, and the
others?"

1
. "Yes," said the,student. "There is a very basic

measurement method that you will like. 1nthie method',. you
,take the barometer and begin to walk up thaistairs. As you
climb the stairs, you mark off the lengthof the barometer
along the:oven. You then count the numberofmarks, and this
Will give you the height of the building in barometer-units.
A very direct method. Of course, if you want a more
sophisticated method, you, can tie the barometer to-kheand of

string,,swing it asime Pendulum, and determine the value of
' at the street level and at the top of the building. from

\ the ifference between the two values of0G,'the height of
the building can, in principle, be calculated."

-Finally heconctuded, "If you don't limit me to physics
solutions to this problem, there are many other answers, such
-as the Pest one. That id taking the barometer to-the base-
Ment' and Using it to knock on the uperintenden's door. '

.
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When the superintendent answers, you speak to him as follows:
'Dear Mr. Superintendent,, here I have *a very fine barometer.

jryou will tell me the height of this building, I will give
you this damn barometero'r

I think an essential lesson lies somewhere between this story and
i

the iss raised' with you this porhing. For the most part I have
.*-

'

4

tr' d to alit the stage foi the sessions to follow and For the delibera-

tions necesseary in the months ahead'as you wOrk'towaril the development
.

of a certification program. Wherever possible, I have dealt in

. , ',generalities. The list of specifics,.however, is lengthy, complex,

almost unending, yet not overwhelming. It includes such
,

things as:

1

4

. Developing a sense of perspective,,where you really want
to go

4

Identifying an appropriate program accreditation agency

A

Putting together the concepts of a licerising examination

Developing an RFP for test service agencies...Ad so on.

As you undertakp these tasks, you are going to need to talk,
. ,

.

confer, maybe even argue with those ot us who have already "been there."

Aftr all, there is nothing to be gained in spending time and money

"r
*

reol

'iscoveting the wheel." Unfortunately, there are many self- .

p laimed experts in this area, but a smaller number. of us that have

spent most of our professional lives:"with the troops" and who have been

)a.pert of the exciting changes now taking place in credentialin§. For

example, we have seen and participiated 'in-the development of the

National Commission for Health Certifying Agencies, an organization that

I believe mill ultimately aove to be a key td the future success of`the
111

voluntary credentialingrogramin the Health area and one that has

education, of leaders of health occupations aq a'major goal:

Those of us who believe in credentialing and who are dedicated to

the betterment of the system are always liailable to you as the need

arises, but like Calandra's student, you must be the masters of your own
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critical thinking. During these, next few days and in the months that

0 follow, I can-only encourage you to take heed of what,you have heard;

cider the critical points; try to put the pieces toge er that are

meaningful to you, in whatever fashion you deCide i m suitable for

your organization; and do so in a common-sense manner. eel free to ask

questions, talk to us as you need to, then collectively and through the

governance of your association, make your own choices, hopefully in such,

a manner'that rapid changes ca4e accomplished to meet changing demands

as they.may occur in your ownisituation. We are here to help, to

advise, but your role is to make the decisions.

L

I
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Se Perspectives on Role Delineation
, ,

Alan C. Henderson, Dr.P.H.
Director, Role Delineation Project

National Center for Health Education

if San Francisco , California

/ 4n

The putposeof this presentation is to address some of the

significeht features of the, development of the'initial role delineation

.document and ongoing, activities of the Role Delineation Project. As can

be seen from the other preseptations made at this conference, the

Project shares a bro40 historical bade in professional preparation that

covers many decades.. In turn,, the Project's activities are pointed

toward developing a consistent an4 broadly based System for assuring

that health educators are in a position to contribute to futthering the

maintenance and improvement of the health of the public for the immedi-.

ate .and long-term future. Credentialing systems present difficult

challenges to the profession; yet they can enhance the delivery of

better ,health education services to the publics we serve.

For more than two years, the role of practicing health educators

working in community, medical cpre, school and other settings has come

under intense scrutiny. Through the Role Deliheation Project, con-

sistent with pastefforts, the current investigation is pointed toward

systematic strengthening and improvement of the preparation and,practice

'of health education specialists. Yet the Role Delineation Project, in
It

its organization and processed, is different from,these past attempts.

For example; support for the current effort is significantly

dif:ferent from that for past studies. In this case, the Division of
.

'`'.Associated Health Professionals,part of the Health Resource Adminis-

tration's Bureau of Health Prgl'essionals, DHHS, has contracted with the

National Center for Health Education to conduct the study. The 'Center,

a nonprofit educational corporation that evolved from one of the' prin-

.cipal recommendations of President Nixon's Committee on Health Educa-

tion, functions independently of the professional associations to which
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health educators belong. The Division of Associated Health Professions'

contract activities in role delineation studies are a derivative of

Congressional legislation that seeks to assure the public a basic level

of quality for services rendered'by allied health profession{ s. As a

consequence, a number of.health professionals, in various stages of

professional development, have undertaken role delineation studies. As

part of the contract requirements, it is incumbent upon the contractor

and those directly involved in the Project to include all facets of

professional practice as part V role delineation activities. Continua-

tion of Federal support for each phase of the Project is contingent upon

successful completion of each contract, acceptance of each contract's

outcomes by the profession as represented on the Project's Advisory

Committee, and ongoing availability of Fedetel funding.

The Project's AdvisOryCommittee is made up of representatives of

eight national health educatia organizations plus representatives of

consumer and employer interests, and of health education in medical care

settings. The National Task Force members, who initiated the Role

DelineationProject, serve on the Advisory Committee in their roles as

representatives of the- professional associations. -Thus thee is a broad

scope of representation of various interests involved in the preparation

and practice of health educators.

Another novel aspect of'the Role Delineation Project is its con.;

centration upon the kle'of the entry-level practitioner., As part of

the Congressional mandate that resulted in role delineation studies, the

focus is upon basic levels of quality for services rendered by health

professionals. Other-professions havb.established a wide'range of

methods to ascertain basic or entry level. Among the various criteria

are most often one or more of the following: edudational attainment, a

period of supervised field experience followinegraduation, and examine-

tions administered to certify or license individual practitioners on a

volUntary or mandatory basis,.
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Identifying the point of entry into the profession has proVen td be

among the more. troublesome areas for other professions in different

ways. For example, the American Physical Therapy Association has called

for elevating entry level into physical therapy4to the Master's degree

level by 1990. This has impiicatiods not only -for current practi=

tioners, but for sOdent/oonsumera, edugptiopal ilpstitutions, employer's,

third)party payers; and public policy Makers." Ultimately, the public .1

will bear the brunt of such professional decisions. For healtp/iauca-
4

tors, are must be given to establishing one or more emtrilevels for

the profession. The intitial defi6ition of entry level at the baccalau-

reate level must be carefully examined agaii-lk the'fieltof practice.
,

The focus on entry-level,or basic level, preparation leaves open a

great many unanswered questions. If we can delineate the role(s) of

entry-level health educators, what is, the role df an advanced-level

health educator? What do employers expect of entry-level practitioners?

Will one role for an entry-leverprectitioner be sufficient to incldde

all of the practice settings in which health educatorsare found? Is

there only one level of entry into the profession? Are we talking about

entry as a professional health educator, or are we talking about entry

into specific settings? Answers to, these questions may be.found in

surve4pg the field of practice, a survey which the National Center for-

Heirkth Education will conduct as a companion to our current role

delineation activities.

Another facet of the entry-level question revolves eround the

necessity for supervision. Those particiPiting in the initial phase of

the Project observed that while entry-levil health educatom should be

supervised, such is often not the case. Undoubtedly, thissituation

contributes to an erosion of professional identity early in the career

of any health educator. Reinforcement through peers or colleagu6 is

often inadequate or absent. Coupled with an acknoyrledged deficiency in

the field of a network of continuing education, programs, this weakens an

already ill-defined professional identity for health educators. Even

experienced and capable health educators are often repeatedly asked to
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justify or define health education for their employing organizations.

How often must the field and the profession.be defined and'redefined?

Admittedly, we are in a rapidly evolving field that is gathering itself

together; both as a profession and in skills offered.

1

In.addition to the funding and organizational Support, focus on
_r

entry level, and supervision of health educators, the basis for the

development of the initial role diffdis-Widely from pest efforts. A

cursory review of the. preparation statements developed by the various

associations reveals that they were developed in a manner that suited

the purposes of each organization. That is, school health education

statements on preparation reflected the interests of school health

educators, and; in a similar fashion, Oublic.or community health

. education statements were prepared to meet the needs or the sponsoring

organizations. With all of the organizations represented on the

Project's Advisory Committee and the Federal Government providing fiscal'

sponsorship, it became impossible- for the initial role specification to

'be couched in a way that reflected a dominance by anf one association.

Early in the initial phase, one of the first decisions was to

attempt 4) describe a common entry-level role for all health education

practitioners. The decision was based upon a careful analysis of the

proceedings of the Bethesda Conference (1) that preceded the Project.

As part of the proceedings, the participants envisioned circles of

functions that overlapped among 'school, community, and medical care '

settings. In the tenter of the three overlapping circles was a shaded

area that reflected functions shared by health educators in all three

settings. The Project's Working Committee hypothesized that the

shaded area of common functions was much larger than that depicted.

Among the difficult tasks in developing a common, or gener4c, role

was the selection of terminology that would be commonly accepted and .

understood by health educators in all settings. No such terminology

existed in-the profession. This had the hazard of potentially rendering

J
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the initial role specification meaningless to the constituency for whom

it was intended. In.spite of the obstacles presented, the initial role

specifidation contains language that Was mutally acceptable to those

involved in the Project #rom various preparation, practice, and profes-
.N

sional association backgrounds:. This was accomplished by using con-

sensus as the principal decision-making process.

. As a consequence, production of the initial role specification

required six meetings orthe Project's Working Committee in less than aw

year's time. Alichof thetime spent in meetings was devoted to testing

proposed role content not only for its relevance to practice but also

for acceptability of the terms selected'. The result was determined to

be representative of-the field of practice.

In addition to the proceedings of the Bethesda Conference, staff

and the Working Committee based the initial role epecificationupon a

wide variety of-available resources. Fir;t, staff solicited and

collected job descriptions from health educators wherever they could be

found. Over six hundred wereaccumulated. Of those, more than three

hundred"were analyzed and compared to the drafts of the role specifics-

/ tion in order to insure comprehensiveness. Thus the perspective of

emplc4ers was included in the initial role specification.

Second, professional preparation guidelines from t e various pro-

fessional associations were collected and scrutinized. is assisted in
,

selection of both content and language. Also, the literature of health

education regarding preparation and practice found in journal articles,-

conference yeports, and special publications was used. Thus the

perspective of the profession was included in development of'the initial

role specification.

Third, ma 1ydescOptions'of professional, preparation were gathered

or made_aavailable during the course of the initial phase of thaiPreject.

/These materials. were useful in determining the "fit" of the rolesspboi-

fication with thOlawide variety of professional preparation curricula.

. 95
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Beer in,mind that there have been more than 270 college and university
e,

.programs of professional preparation identified across the couny, As

has already been noted, without a common focus for preparation, the

'curricula vary widely. Thus the perspective of the professional

preparation programs was included as an additional factor in the course

ofdeveloping the initial role specification.

s
Tying these. perspectives together was the Role Delineation Working

. Committ el'xeflecting a diversity in preparation* professional experi-
-

'ence, professional affiliation. In their deliberations, both at

npetings anOaDbetween, the committee members sorted through the

accOmulated material?, made comparisons,-end evaluated the-relevance off
. the collected data to kr task at hand. Distilling the collected data

thrpigh the various perspectives of the committee members resulted in

the development of the initial role specification.

# One other, and significant, deviation of this effort from past

efforts in health education is the basis upon which the content is

developed. While the content comes from the profession of health educe-

tionl-the format for the role specification is based upon the current

epts'of criterion-referenced testing. As the other speakers will

a eat, a credentialing system for healtheducationoor for any other
-

profession for that matter, must be baspd upon the skills and knowledge,

that are indicative of successful, or at least acceptable, performance
0

on the job. This is a significant departure from traditional cre-

dentialing practices. Inthe past, credentialing *ate% have relied

heavily upon the standards of"each profession in question.

Because of renewed interest in accountability of the professions

and other social institutions, an.examia422of the association between

professional standards esppused by professional associations and the

need for protection of the public has evoked a strong suspicion that a

significant gap exists between professional interests and the.need for

protection of the public against incompetence. Much of e'focus of

this concern is'at the level of credentialing mechan , most notably

4

4
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licensure among the States. While this appears to be separate-from

professional preparation concerns, experience and the literature point

to the frequent association of educational attainment and licensure of

individuals as a continuous process. For example, in medicine,,gradua-

tion from an accredited school of medicine is a prerequisite for taking

a licensing examination.

A remedy for the difference between public need and professional

standards has been"found in criterion-referencedtasting. As first

identified by Glaser in 1963, (2) criterion-referenced testing uses a

standard of success based upon objective measures, to gauge the capa-

bilities of particular individuals. This is in contrast to traditional

testing practices that attempt to determine an individual's status 6),

some measure in relatioh to other individuals. Since 1963, numerous'

technologies have been intrOduced'and refined to more fully develop and

extend Glaser's original concept. These technologies are rapidly being

implemented in the professions and business and industry as well as in

education.

Popham, in his book, Criterion- Referenced Measurement, (3) depicts

the basis for successful development of any criterion-referenced test as

an explicit and complete description of behaviors that are essential to

competent practice for any individual. It is essential, first, to ,

identify the object that is to be tested.' In this instance, it is'the

profession of health education. Competencies, in this usage, refers to

behaviors that have been determined to be essential to acceptable

performance of a service to society. ,Role delineation is the process

used to determine essential competencico, which includes the identifica-

tion of requisite skills and knowledge., * *

The Bureau of Health Professions has developed an outline of the

credentialing program it sponsors. .There are four phases of the

process: Phase I--Role Delineation, Phase II--Resources Development,

Phase III--Examination Development, Phase IV--Examination Administra-
.

tdon.(4) For health education, we are currently involved in the first

,
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phase. Initial role delineation has been dompleted, and role refinement

and verification are currently under way), Once the'role delineation

phase is complete, the profession Will be in a position to develop a

mechanism to begin the process of developing a comprehensive creden-
.

tialing system for health educators.

The first part of role delineation is intended to give a rough

estimateof the field of practice for a particular profession. The

sources cited above for,the initial effort come from the available

literature and expertise in the'field.

/the second part of role delineation coMprises,amajor effort to

refine the initial role delineation through tapping 'the experiences of

practitioners in the field. For health education, this has meant using

the initial role specification as a tool to interview practicing health

educators so that revisions can be made to make delineation more

,parallel to practice. Subsequently, the pevised delineation is being

used to develop an instrument to be administered by the National Center

for Health Education as part of a survey of practitioners. The data

from practitioners will be used as, the primary source forrestructuring

the role delineation to reflect the essential major and specific

responsibilities'of entry-level health educators. Included in,the final

product of the refinement and verification study are the skills and

'knowledge necessary for performing the role. Such skills and knowledge

will be weighted according to their relative importance to practice in

the various settings in which health educators work.

In addition to determining responsibilities and skills and knowl-

edge, refinement and vie:_rification will identify one of more entry levels

to the profession, ascertain the conditions of supervision under'which'

health educators work, and determine
,1
the existence of a generic, or

common, role for health educators at the entry level. The final product

of refinement and vefificatOen will reflebt the judgments of experts in

the field, the literature of the profession, the perspective of

employers expressed through job 'descriptions, interviews with practicing
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\ health educatdreve nptionel survey, nation
. e

discussions, expressions from concerned i

1 workshops; rou table'

viduals; and deli,erationd

by two working: committees lind'theProject6s Advisory,Commjttei P

Thefinel product will be useful for carrying out sikse0ent le 4

delineation processes in-the other_Shree phases. Yet the real decisions

ere leftto the profession: Role delineation is deigned to'allow the

/ heap education professiori to determine whether a edentialing system

can be- designed thaf. -is responiive to the needs of the public and useful

to employers, public policy makers, and the profession: Once refinement

verification are'dompletel4 the development of:e al resources

and diedentiEiling exaRinations will shift-the buiden ofies

for-Ave/oping .,,implementation mechanisMs froM government-sponsored

activities to the qrganiiation of the profeeeion'eo meet/the kequire-

onsibility

ments of credentialing frdm-pre,service education tq,continuing prOfes-'

sibnal development. a

FelloWing refinement and verification, it is an essential fitst

step in basic quality assurance To develop and disseminate cutricular
.

guides to help strengthen professional preparation as a forerunner of

all other credentialing mechanisms. If, for example,' the profession

moves toward a certification program (cAnerally, a voiUntary'effort
.

.using national standards in a qualifying examination); then it-is

essential that there be a core of health-educators prepared who are,

eligible to demonstrate successfully their mastery of essential skills

aneknOwledge. In addition, OtherideAes, such asself-assessment

documents and continuing education.metsrials designed for'practitionera

currently working in the field, should be developed to strengthen

practice and provide a basis for continuing professional development

progreMs'. This will assist those in the field to demonstrate sm.,
. ,

cessfully their proficiency in the skills-and knowledge Deflected in the

certification examinatiol. Also, to carry the example through, such

1

self-assessment mechanisms and continuing competency materials would

provide an opportunity to those who come into health education-from

,alternative routes to develop their health education skills to a level

4
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\.., proyides the profession of health education with a prodess for the

profession to determine its future. The process is a continuous one. f
. *

The diffiliglt 4iret step is being completed. Improvements can be made

ding, subsequent phases. New theory, dispoveries From practice,

research, demonstration, end the influence of the forces.governing'

society can be systematically incorporated into the practice and prepa-
.

41

of proficiency consistent with the demands of basic quality as reflected

in the cettification examination.

As a final note, it shouldbe recognized that role delineatidh

ration of health educators by retaimng.a process-url to profeSsional

growth."

As a results,6nsumers and-employers will be in a better position

to evaluate the serviced of health educators.( Public policy makers will

be in a position to knowingly allocate limited resources to the pre-

-. paration and continuing professional development of health education

personnel. Third -party payers will be able ta establish meaningful

standards for coMpensation for( health educationserviCes, and the

professional hetth educator willbenefit from having 'marketable skills
fo.

applicable to a wide variety of settingsi- with,a career ladder and a

sense of professional pride and responsibility.

The role of health educators is clear in Objectives for the Nation.

But Zie time is short. In order.to meet the cMallenge of effective and

comprehensive health. education in all aspects of society, the profession- \

has little time for inaction. The objectives are meant to be attained

by 1990. Through role delineation and the commitment of dedicated'

profestilsrials, the challenge c et

r
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ImplicatiOso Csodenthiling'Ampoitanco
face.ointintid P.duairdro

RamaW. wr, .

Untvotofty of M to

1

AlfredNorth Whitehead has said that "Ee]ducation.is a setting in

order of a ferment already Stirring in the mind." Part of my task thii

morning is to assist in creatin9..this ferment. Perhaps there is a need
N.

to stand back from the immediate problem of credentialing and to examine
,J

.

what is happening within the field of public health and within our own

profession, and to make some Allgmentsrabout how we should react to

those- situations. There is need to understand 'our relationships within

health services and our relationship tojhe social, environmental, and

health problems of the nation.. .Within this relationship of health

education to theheilth prdbleme of the Elation, we should find the

reasons for our concern with credentiiling.

We should heed the advice tf Gordon Allport, who, warned of "the

functional autonomy of motives." While we may all be deeply concetned

with the need for credentialing; we must keep in mind that credentialing

is an inatrument. We need to'be clear as to the purpose of the instru-

ment, the usefulness of the instrument, and the acceptability of the

instrument to the protession,of the future.

It is a matter of some'surprise to find that everyone?is a health
-

educator. Those holding %S.W.s claim to be health educators; those

with M.S.s, M.H.A.s, dr.N.P.H.
8

in planning - -all claim to be

health educa4Fi; -almost without exception psychologists in public

health claim to be health-educators, whether their backgrounds be in

plinical or social psychology,; and.theie is even one woman of my

acciintance who:majored iniClassical Greek. I wonder, do'we have

a tiger by the tail?

11 102
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As a national group of concerned academics charged with the

Pt
responsibility of providing the compettncies and skills that define,tner)

health education professionime need to define our purpose or goal.

This seems to be an essential fiist step in the process of defining

roles. I would suggest three possible purposes for universities

offering community health edpaation programs.

Some may be concerned with the visibility of health education

within the service structure of public health without,perticular concern

for the methodology or professional role associated with such a service.

A second possible definition of purpose might be the methodological

area. Some may be concerned with prwiiding the competencies and skills

necessary to the efficient and effective health edunation'of the public

without particular concern for the professional identity of those who

\sprovide the edupetion. A third definition of the purpose of an academic

program in. health education is the preparation, of an exclusive group of

people witt1.4the health sciences known as health educitors. Presum ly

there is a body of knowledge and skills that define the professio

weare to prepare, at the baccalaureate or Master's level, called

health educators, what are the essential competencies and skills without

Arch alhealth educator is 4 charlatan and a quack? This is an

essentialquestion forthe profession.

Our professional concern with entry -lave

with a strong public demand for baccalaureate

tion. Universities have responded quickly to

preparation has coincided

p ograms health educe-

this demand, and my most

recent information indi6ites at, least two hundred university programi
. -

offering health education at the undergraduate level. There is no

accurate figure for the number of people who are granted baccalaureate'.
4

degrees in health education each year. My uninformed

/

guess would be

2,000. 4

But there is no uniformity in this degree. Some degree of uni-

formity seems to be important if we ate to consider certification or

accreditation. Agreement on such uniformity will be difficult. Many

S
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health education faculty have had no formal or informal exposure to the

theo? or 'practice of health education. Many come with biology, social

science, or physiel education background and it seems difficult, if

tAmposs/ble, to define a common body,o knowledge within a university'
o

ti at may provide a professional b se diverse from leadership

within the university setting, .

There is a further question of'leader ip within the programmatic

area of community health educatkon. For a least a decade there has

been a large surplus of psychologists in the United States. This

surplus will be accenruated in the coming decade. Furthermore, health

manpower projections indicate a surplus of between 60,000 and 9b,000

physicians by the year 1990. The impact of this surplus is already

reflected in the riambef of physicians who are moving intff the health

education field: On the one hand, we have a large group of under -

graduated with no uniform preparation,.all claiming some skills and

competencies in health education; and on the other hand, there is a

large surplus of behavioral scientists and physicians interested in

acceptingleadership posts in health education. Many health education

projects are directed by non-health educators 9 are staffed,by people

who wear the label of health education, but-have few skills and little

academic training'in community health education. Is credentialing going

to affect this situation?

as-

The current emphasis on the entry -level health educator raises

another question. What is the impact of our cu*ent concern and

activity on the M.P.H. degree in health education? Thet SOPHE document

on guidelines to the pfeparation and practice of health education

provides our best current guide to standards. Any paftial revjew of

this document would suggest that the Master's degree,idsimilar in

almost every respect to the Bachelor's degree. This is confirmed in the

role delineation document. There is no clear differentiation of ski s,

only a little more of the same. Particularly in the-current era of

economic stringency, perhaps we, as a profession, are contributing to

the weakening of the professional category of the M.P.H. by our emphasis
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on the.wide range of skills and compete des delinlated fog, the bic-
/

caleureate. Is this what we intend? 'While focusing on the standards

for entry level,.we must remain conscious of the total system and the

impact of our efforts within' -that system.

Health educators have never been more fortunate in the resources

available to them. The last decade has eeen the establishment of two

national; offices, bottvf which have, in a short tine and with compara-

tively slender resources, givenjantastic support.to the profession. We

have.a National Center for Health Education, highly active and privately

funded'. We have a large body of research, growing almost daily, that

confirms the close association between the habits of people fn their

social and physical environments and the kinds of morbidity and.

mortality to which they are subject.

.),

We have receivediin the last two years from the Surgeon General's

office two volumes that support the whole concept of health education,

and I speak here of two books, Healthy People and Promoting Health/

Preventing Disease. One calls for a second revolution in public health.

and provides feasible targets with particular' emphasis on behaviorist

aspects of health. Implicit in this publicdiation is a challenge to

health educators, to provide leadership in this revolution toward new

levels of health and a better quality of life. The second publication

;

Does a 1"

7

way toward laying out a health policy r the nation and

emphasizes in this policy statement the concepts a health education and

health promotion.

In the last-4year Larry Green and Helen Ross, with their coauthors,

have provided us with two superb textbooks, thus offering the possi-

bility of uniformity in 'teaching health/edUcation. The,National tenter

for Health Services Research'recently has issued RFPs on health promo-

tion and diseape prevention for'the second time in less than six months.

We have nev% had it 'so good.
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Furthermore, and most important, the concept of health promotion

been separated from that of medical care by the Federal Government,

and has there* provided us with a firm professional'platform. lie have

developedodur guidelines, and the role delineation study is complete:.

These are big steps. But we are still a long way from professional

monitoring.

In conclusion, I would like to bring up two further issues that

have serious implications for community health education.

The first of these is constituency balding. Ray Selman has:told

us to getout there and educate our public: While one or two of our

members have outstanding records in building constituencies in the

states, or at the national level, most of us have been content to be

bureaucrats and to neglect or even avoid the task of constituency
1 2

ilding. In our current cultural and political climate, we neglect

onstituency building at great risk. We must work to devkop networks

our states and at the national level that provide visibiliy along

wit political and professional support. This seemssential-to

credentialing and toa professional' identity.

414

My concluding point, one that supersedes'all points I have tried to

make, is the need for solidarity, to use a current term. Many profes-

sions in their adolestent stages go through fragmentation.' This is but

a reflection of diverse viewpoints and areas of specialization. In

health education e aye passing from adolescence to maturity. We now

require specialize ion,without fragmentation. We have at least six

differe organizations,_each defending its own turf and claiming its.

own exoIsiveness. Professionally this is suicidal. For too long the

rift between school health educators and community health educators hae

been seen as a chasm whereas inizality, it is little more than a ditch.,e,',
-.....,!-

There is need for school health educators to extend their vision

beyond the classroom to include the whole school systbm of teachers,
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administrators, and went groups. There is a concurrent need for the

community health educator to recognize the strength of the school health

educator andlithe powerful intervention modality that the pchool ropre-

ente in out society. The situation does not call fdr a strengthening

of coalitions but rather the abolition of petty fiefdoms and a consoli-

dation of the profession into one professional organization. Special-
,

ization is essential and must take place, but must be built on a uniform

body of knowledge, as ip law or medicine.

A
In summary, can we define for ourselves a sense of our goals in

professional preparationlcd%re we building on

relationships, or are we looking for a.set of

working toward the strengthening otthe "open

Ai philosophy of human

competen6ies? Are we

society",concept of the

` independence and interdependence of people within their families and

within their communities? Can we develop a consensus about the

'philosophy; competencies and skills that are the strength and distin-,

guishing features of those who are proud to be called health educators?

a
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Concerns About Credentialing IlealtIrEducaiors in Medical Care

Ciirol N. DiOnofrio, Dr.P.H., and Laura Keranen, M.P.H.
School of Public Health

University of California at. Berkeley

%

4 Certain characteristics of the medical care system profbundly

affect criteria and prospects for credentialing.health educators' ill this

practice settig. TO;stimulate identif4ation and discussion of Its

issues, this birief paper points opt some salient features of medical

care as itlyxists in the U.S. today and raises some related concerns for

'standards ofdwrofessional preparation and practice.

1. The public, health c e providers, and polity-makers are

attributing increased importan to health education in makcal care,

but the reasons for this heightened interest differ. Consumers dis-

enchanted with the existing system and newly conscious of their-rights

:went straighAbforward information on their health status, their needs for

medical-care, the competencies of providers, and the'risks and benefits

of alternative courses of treatment. Providers are concerned about

improving patient compliance with medical advicev'es well as with con-

serving physician time. Institutions look to education.as a new source

of revenue in times of economic stringency,'and also as a marketing

device to assure high hospital bed occupancy rates. Legislators and

insurance companies expect health education to help control health care

costa. The anticipated outcomes of education in medical care therefore

vary, and are nqt always compatible with goals-of informed decision,

making. Is credentialing -to be concerned only with the effeetive

performance of educational functions regardless of goals, or shoUld the

ends 'is well as the means of practice be considered? Whom shall

education serve? What groom should it empower

2. Medical care is or anized to exite the deliver o edical

care, not education. 'Decision- making hieraTchies, formal and in real

lines of communication, leadership patterns; power relationships, .rk
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priorities, buildings and aiteteicture, and even the language of medical

care are, structured to facilitate the hands-on care of patient's. The

planning, organization, and delivery of-effective educational programs
,

therefore must take place in an environment laden with social and

structural obstacles. Not the least of thesesis the problem of reaching

agreement on the nature of educational content, for...amatxpl of informa-

tion is a major mechanism of sociacontrof in medical care institu-

tions. To operate,effectively in this milieu, the-health educator must

'be able to assess the dynamics of complex and interacting systems, to

gain acceptance and credibility in an alien culture, and to effect

planned change, not only in individuals, but in organiz tions. Surv-i%T1

skills are prerequisite. While the generic role deline ed for the

health educator may be necessary, it'is unlikely_to be.s ficient.

What, then, is the appropriate preparation and entry level for health

educators working inmedical care?

3. Physicians, nurses, andotheOlhealth.prOfessionals regard

'Health education as the4r responsibigty. Although this has been tradi-

tionally so, new emphasis on the importance of health education hai led

to new interest--and territoriality--on the paft of various health pro-

fessionals. ,'Many physicians resist the provision of patient. education

by others on the grounds that only the doctor has full knowledge of the

patient's case, that the doctor is held legally lesponsible for patient

care, and that the involvement 6f others in education interferes with

the doctor-patient relationship. Nurses, 'exerting their-independence

and expanding their own professional identity, claim that education is

an integral part of quality nursing care. 'Dietitians 'al workers, .

pharmacists, the clergy, and a host of other professionals similarly are

specifying their particular educational roles and responsibilities in'

medical care, some with a good deal of sophistication. Related training

programs am) research projects, although variable in quality, net only

visibly stake out turf but often contribute to strengthening educational

practice. On what basis, then, can health educators claim that their

skills and knowledge are unique? father than try to establish profes-
Th

sional boundakes, shouldn't our stance foster interdiscipliary .
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ration and educationbl resource development? Isn't this politi -' 4

r, ly the only viable alternative? And isn't such sharing the essence.

of education?

4. Massive social forces are convergin o create enormous pres-

sures for change. in medical care. The decrease in infectious diseases

and the increased prevalencelpf the,chronic diseases, concomitant with

changes in the age structure of the population, have altered needs and

demands for medical care, as well,as patterns of health care,delivery.

The technological explosion has expanded greatly the repertoire of

iedical interventions, leading to increased medical specializatidn,.the.

mushrooming development of new health professionals, the. uncontrolled

growt*of the hiclth care industry, maldistribution of resources, and

escalating health care costs. Business and ihrgety, pressured by

worker ill6ess, rising insurance Its, an N educed profit margins, are

organizing their own health programs an renego 'sting relationships

with .medical care in stitutions. At,the same time, the women's movement

and increased consumer attention to.equal access, quality care,-and

informed consent have thrust decisions about medical care into the ( ,

political arena, as well as the legal/judieial system. `Society 's

efforts to cope with these problems have resulted in a'labYrinth of

regulations, new forma of health care organizationt, and new financing

mechanisms. None of these "solutions" has yet achieved notable success,

but all have contributed to the intensity and turmoil of change.

I Al

,

Hospitals and other medical care facilities thereforA are caught in

an-enormous e onomid-and political struggle involv!g many sectors of

society. The s ekes are high and vested interests are strong. Cirle7

result of particular relevance to the development and implementation of

---stAtirde foi health education specialists has beeA the declaratiOn of a

moratorium on the licensipg of nontraditional health workers.. Is cre-

dentialing of health educators in medical care feible in this maelstrom

of events? How can meaningful standards of professional practice be set

when there-is so much instability in the system? Will medical care

institutions tolerate only the performance of those educational func-

tions that presOrve the status quo? And is "playing it safe" to protect



the availability of jobs in medical care mere important to health

educators than the challenge of applying education to help resolve
v-

cutrad'iglhefundamental diffi relationship between we and their

health care institutions?,

CIFb

The complexity and magnitude of these issues indicate that achiev-

ing quality health education practice in medical care settings is a

formidable task. Standards unquestionably are needed when 1the well-

being Of patients--and sometimes even their lives--depend on educational

effeFtiveness. Alab necessitating the development of meaningful guides

to professional praCtice are expectations held by various powerful

segments of our society about the contributions health education can

make toward alleviating major medical care problems and therdeslre of

health education specialists to.perform constructively in this important

arena of change.

While the need for standards therefore isot disputed, questions

arise about how standards best can be set. The delineation of a,generic

health education role accompanied by related curriculum development and

credentialing efforts represents one approach. Nevertheless, before

investing substantial professional resources in this endeavor, potential

payoffs must be carefully weighed against those likely to be attaiped

..,through alternative uses of limited time and energy.

In our considered view, professional standards must be derived from

a thorough analysis of the educational needs of particular population

groups combined with an assessment of the opportunities, cogstraints,

and resources that shape health education practicein particular ineti=

tutional contexts:' The identification of functions common to all health

educators working in all practice settings draws attention away from

oritical differences that cannot be ignored in determining the nature of

'quality health education performance. Diluted generalizations provide

little guidance either for practftpers -or for institutions preparing

health educators to work in the real world of people, problemi, and

organizations.
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Approaching standard-setting through the definition of a generic

health educator role also neglects ilealities of how standards become

accepted and implemented. A close appraisal of current accrediting

mechanisms and those likely to/be operative during the next decade

offers little pe that standards for the professional preparation of

health educator can be applied effectively through this channel,. ,

Prospects for enforcing health education standaids in the field are

likewiewextreMely dim except as institutions and agencies voluntarily

set criteria for hiring and job performance.

Health edication theory and practical experience provide ample

evidence that those who are expected to'act voluntarily must- be volved

bpth in analyzing the problem and in develOping an accept == e solu on.

.Nevertheless, by drawing together health educators from many streams

preitdeto'rdefine their common functions, the Role Delineation Projec

excludes organizational decision- makers and special interest groups fr

active particiPlton in the standard-setting process. Both for this

reason and because/a generid role cannot reflectsadaptatiOn to the

unique concerns and characteristics of specialized realms of practice,

the standards developed-by health eqicators acting ecumenically with

each other, but in isolation from other sectors of society, are likely

to find minimal acceptance and probably considerable resistance among

those with standard-setting powers in medical care.

o;'

The Role Delineation Projeot feats upon the premise that the

d : ition of common health education functions and a generic role will

uhify'health educators working in schools with those working in other

institutions and communities. Such unification, in turn, is considered,

important in increasing societal support for professional health educa-

tion preparation and practice. In response to this argument, we

suggest, first, that societal support for any profession is merited and

won only to the extent that this profession demonstrates particular

fibilities to impact on significant societal problems.. Second, while we

agree that professional unification is important'in obtaining greater

,societal support, we point out that role delineation ie only one
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approach through which unificetiOn can be accomplished.. As indicated

previously, the definition of a generic role directs, attention away from

the, critical health prOblems thpt should be the fotus of professional

. health education practice, becalliie these problem differ in different

pqictice settings. Moreover, role delineation ileads health educators to

devetAtheir time and energy to"interhal professional concerns at the
6

`expense of their active involvement on the front lines of attack against

society's ills. Neither.society's problems nor organized efforts to
*

control them will wait unchanged while health educators encapsulate

themselves in a professional vacuum to define their common role.

I

4

. These considerations lead us to conclude that our professional

identity will best, be forged and out profiesional practice. adt/anced as

we consolidate our resources to confront the major health problems A

plaguing society today and emerging to plague us tomorrow. Our roles

will necessarily vary as we work.from different bases to address

different health needs in different population ,groups. Our unity

therefore will not be found in role performance, but rather in-eur

combined efforts to address massive social tasks, our philosophy, our

values, and our commitment to achieving a healthiei society through

education. Medical care is one crucible in which societal change is
.

ocCUrring and in' which we must get on with the job as Ott of a larger

systems approach.
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Cred Sntialing: Implications for (Schaal) Health Education

Marian V: Hamburg, Ed.D.
Professor and Chairperson, Department ofIlealth_Educat4

New York Univf;rsity

My assignment is to present to you the concerns about credentialing

from the perspective of school health edUcators. For me, the hardest

part of this task is to view health educatiOn as separate programs for,

different settings. I think of myself as a health ucator--not a

school, commuriity, or medical care educator. Non heless, for the

purposes of this panel,,I have tried to limit my-remarks to the special

concerns of health educators who vlbrk in school settings.

It may well be that credentialing raises fewer concerns for the

. lirofeasional preparation of health educators in schools than it does for

the-wofessional preparation of health educators for work in other com-

munity settings, including medical care. This is because there is a

6
history of credentialing for elementary and secondary school teachers,

who constitute the great-Majority of, those intending to practice health

'education in a school setting. The traditional credentialing includes

institutional accreditatio curriculum approval, program registration,

and the licensing andcer fication of graduates.

For example, the institution providing the professional preparation

may be accredited by the National Council for the Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE).

The Health Education curriculum itself may be reviewed and appr

by a State education authority. Traditionally, programs must be

registered with the Stiite education ailthority.

The successful graduates of such prograMis are eligible for

litenaing as teachers and also for certification/es health education

specialists, in states where Such certification exists.

T(
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Though there may be weaknesses in the processes for determining the

ier extent to which atapdardi have beempt, there is no ladeof.creden- ,1

tialing. There are nonetheless some real concerns relating to creden-

tialing foe health educatilobn programs leading to professional practice

in school settings. I will address myselfto-three'of these.

"

1. The lack of uniform national credentialing for health.

education.
-

The"type of` ccreditation provided by NCATE i5 institutional in nature.

A participating university or college isreviewed and rated,in terms. of

schoolwide standards and may receive institutional accreditation. How-

ever, there are no standards specific to health education. Professional

preparation programs in health education may receive a cursory or a

careful review by site visitors who may have minimal. or extensive

knowledge of the field. Accreditation by NCATE is therefore not evi-

dence of an institution's meeting of standards that are specific to the

field of health education. (This situation is similarto the school-

wide, rather than programmatic, reviews of schools of public health by

the on Education for Public Health.)

There is a lack of uniformity in the way school health educators

are prepared acrolg_14-country. Universities develop their own)

programs, which differ considerably. This same lack of_uniformity

- Oldies to the standards and approval procedures applied by State

education authorities, who have the legal responsibility for educatiopi

Beciluse the authority lies with State and not with Federal Government,

there could be 50 different curricula for preparing school personnel fo;

Kealtlliducation functions.
or

In fact, the 'wide variations of Statsrequirements for professionals

programs have resulted in differences in range and depth of subjects

studied, duration of the curriculum, nature and amount of field work,

minimum Competency, expectations, and the qualifications Of faculty

leadership. No only do the existing standards vary, but so does the

monitoring process. Standards on paper are not necessarily those in
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practice. Professional prepar tion of schoo health educators in the

United States is not one, but y things. Th ugh variation is not in

itself a weakness, there is concern that healt education leaders have

the skills and knowledge to make-maximum contribution to the education

of the ultimate consumers: children and youthin schools and their

families. At least minimum standards` should exist in all states. And

heal educators should be able to have credentials hat will enable

t em to practice in any of the states of the nation, a situation that
0 *does not exist at presenta

)

2. The lick of uniformity in the basic professional preparation
4.
of

entryliv

which they

At pfesent there is

-

health educators, regardless of the settings in

are preparing,/ work.

a proliferation of institutions of higher education

providing entry-level (whatever that is) preparation of health educa-

tors. Currently, approximately 108 institutions, offer baccalaureate

preparation, and appioximately 80 offer Master's programs. TradiT

tionally, studentspreparing for teaching or other educational work in

school settings_have studied in sohools or colleges of education.

.Those preparing for health education in non-school settings have

studied in schools of public health. Often there ds little communica-

tion Or collaboration among these units', ehn where they exist on the

same campus. And,' although there has been a growing agreement within

the profession that there is a common core of knowledge and skille

needed by any 'kind of health edcuator, the preparation continues to be

separated, for the most 9art. This hag created some obvious problems:

A lack of uniform standards, uniformly applied;

A lack of appreciation of the health education profession as a
single profession, not several;

The limitation of communieation and collaboration among the

different health education specialists during their training for
a field that requires coopefative efforts;

The misunderstanding on the part of the public, including
employers, of what health educators are prepared to do.

V

I
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The often competing profession61 preparatiOn programs, professional

'health education organiiations,-andoeven government departments and

bureaus have contributed to the lick-of professional growth of the

field. There is no single voice for the field, and there needs to-be.'

- Because schools are part of the community, and school personnel'

Usually view themselves as school /community professionals, it has'been a

natural occurrence for health educators prepared primarily for}eaching

positions to move into community-(non-school-centered) health education

jobs, either out of choice or out of a lack of teaching opportunities.

Since there ispo license or other special credential needed, this has

been an easy transition. On the other hand,' the movement by Community

health educators into school positions, especially teaching, is not as 4
easy because there are licensing and sometimes certification

requirements.

3. The need for one basic curriculum to meet the entry-level

credentials for lochool/coimunity health educators.

For the professional preparation faculty, the challenge is' to provide an

entry -level curriculum that prepares students for more than one setting.

A few such curricula exist. Also, some institutions encourage the

individual tailoring of 'professional preparation programs to permit

students simultaneously to earn the community public health education

credential and to fulfill qualifications for teaching health education.

As the need for trained health educators it edical care settings

expands and the standards for such specialization are defined and

applied, there will be further concerns about proliferation of training.
e

Concluding comments:

In a very practical sense, my everyday on-the-job concerns about

X
professional preparation of school health educators and commu ty health

educators, as well-as several kinds of specialist (sex educat s,
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alcohol specialists, environmentalists), force me,to Areal with such

issues as:

. a. Explaining to administrators what health edaCation is (and is
- not) and why they should support morally and financially the
several cukrica the requireck State approvals, and several

docreditation pro es.

b. Dealing with several different accreditation groups; providing
the faculty time for self-study, aite'visits, and follow-up,
the extra secretarial time and patience; budgeting for ever-
increasing annual fees pnd the special costs of the review
process; and when it is-all over, wondering wfikher accredita-
tion is worth the effort.

c. Advising health,educatioA students and potentipl students 4bout
their choice of university, their'choice'of spgialization, and

. their probability of employment in the area or areas they

choose. Explaining accreditation and certification and their
. ,

relationship to employment. -

d. Teaching about the profession to students in trainingLinter,
preting the credentialing situation; and encouraging acceptance
of the need for uniform standards, uniformly applied by quali-

fied professionals. Encouraging a broad view of the field.

e. Determining in which professional health pducation organization
to be most active during a given year; pa'ing the dues of too
many; and wishing our profession had a single "voice."

f., Intepreting the field to outsiders. Even health-related pro-
fessionals do not understand chat it is and what health
educators do.

g. Searching, as an individual professional slid as a member of a
health education faculty, for a solution to the problem of

defining across-the-board standards that will make it possible
for health educators to be able to fUlfill the potentialof
helping people at any age - -in any setting--live healthier

lives.

(
f(

Will credentialing make a di erence? Will it really have a
do

positive effect on the achievemen of our nation's health goals? Will

it protect the public?..That, of course, must be the ulti)pete concern.
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- \ 4Credentialing: Implications for Institutions aind Programs

Lee Holder, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Community and Allied Health Professions
The University of TennesSee Center for the Health Sciences

Background and Definityns

Most people agree that persohnel credentialing has a basic purpose

of consumer protection. By licensing, certifying, or registering \

personnel, the public can recognize practitioners who have met certain

educational and professional standards and are presumed to be competent

to deliver services. AcCording to the Nitional Commission for Health

Certifying Agencies (NCHCA), more then 100 health fields are regulated

or seeking regulation by some sort 9fcrbdentialing mechanisCU)

If we afe to consider credentialing and its impact on educational

institutions and programs, we.must consider it in relation to a number

of quality control mechanisms that, together, make a significant impact.

Four basic categories of activity dbsigned to insure quality of

educational programer and professional practice are:

Accreditbtion of educational programs

Credentialing of personnel -- through licensure, ,

certification, or registration

Peer review of performance

Continuing education.

Air

1. ,First, let u look at accreditation. Accrediliion is "the,

process.by which an gency or organization evaluates and recognizes a

program of study an institution as meeting certain predetermined

standards.... c editation is usually given by a.private organizatir

created for t urpose of assuring the public Of the quality of the

accredited (such as the Joint.Commission on AccreditAion of

Hospitals)...."(2)
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The impact of accreditation on educational programs is quite

direct. Accreditation provides peer review of and influence on what

should be in the program--its curriculum content and sequence,

qualification of.faculty, availability' of facilities and resources,

educational support services, and the like. For each program '

"essentials" (or minimum standards)laredeveloped; faculty assess their ts

own programs in light of the essentials, using a self -study process;

'peers from similar programs-and institutions conduct site visits and

evaluatidne, based on standards contained in the essentials. Graduation

from an accredited educational program is normally a prerequisite foi

eligibility to take a credentialing exam and thereby enter into

practice.

2. Credentialing of personnel is "the recognition Of professional

or technical competence. The credentialing process may include s*

registration, certification, licensure, professional association

membership or the award of a degree in the field....Credentialing also

determines the quality of personnel by providing Standards for evalu-

sting competence, and defining the scope and functions in how personnel

may beused."(3) AP

a. Licensure is "permission granted to an individual or

organization by competent authority, usually public, to engage in the

practice, occupation o,activity otherwise unlawful..4."(4), Licensing

ie the moat restrictive form of occupational regulation because it

prohibits anyone from engaging in activities covered by the scope of

practice without permission from a government agency. There are a

number of health occupations andorofeasions covered by licensing paws

in one or more states -- including audiologists/speech pathologists,

chiropractors, clinical laboratory personnel, dente) hygienists,

dentists, dietitians, emergency medical technicians, medical tech-

nologists, lic practical nurses, registered professional nurses,

nursing hc. administrators, occupational therapists, optometrists,

pharmacis a, ysical therapists, physicians, psychologists, radiologic

technolog a s, respira91(y therapists,.sanitarl.agersocial workere

veterinar and'others.
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b. Certification is,"the process by which a governmental or

nongovernmental agency or association evaluates and recognizes an

individual, institution
!
lor educational program as meeting predetermined

standards. Essentially it is synonymous with accreditation, except that-

certification is usually applied to individuals and accreditation to ,

institutions. Certification programs are generally nongovernmental and

do notlexclude the uncertified froM practice, as do licensure pro-

grams...."(5) lhimberg, in a recent paper on "National Developments in

Health Occupations Credentiali4" explains both governmental and volun-

tary certification processes. He points out, "For example, in many

states anyone may practice accounting, but,only those who have met State

standards may call thee-Salves 'Certified Public Accountants.' Unlike

licensing, the law does not prohibit non-certified

engaging in specified activities; however, it doe's

using a given title or from holding themselves out

being 'certified.'"(6)

individuals from

prohibit themfrom

to the public as

One interpretation of the difference between licensure and certifi-

cation is that licensing is concerned primarily with safe/unsafe prac-

tices, whereas certifiCation deals with differentiating the excdlient

from the good. In voluntary, i.e., nongovernmental, certification, many

professional and trade groups grant recognition to individuals who have

attained certain entry levels or are qualified in special areas of prac-

tice or have superior competence in given occupations.- Shimberg ',gin

out that while all physicians must be licensed'by the State before they

can prac ice, those who meet standards set by nongovernmental certifica-

tion age ies may be recognized for their competence in vapous fields

of specialization. Hence, verio6, specialties of medicine have their

specialty boards, which voluntarily certify physicians who pass examine-
r)

tions and meet other requirements. It present there are 23 medics

specialty boards, none of which are based on any law. They represent's

voluntary effort on the part of occupdtional,grpuPs ti grant recognition

to those who have achieved a required degree of knowl geand skill in a

given field.(7)
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c. The third form of credttialing registration. It is.

"the process by which qualified individuals are listed on an official

roster maintained by a governmental or nongwiernmental agency.

Standards for registration may include such things as successful

completion of.a written examination given by:the registry, membership in

the professional association maintaining theQregistry,,and education and

ekperience such as graduation from an approved program o equivalent

experiente...."(8) Registration is used in situations whe e e threat,

to public health safety or welfare is minimal. It.4should be noted that

although some disciplines are called "regiaared," as in Registered

Nurse, they are, in, fact, licensed.

`sp., Any group can set up a centification process and set standards in

A' the non-governmental sector. In fact, there=-are so many certifying

bodies in the 'health care occupations and professions that recently

(1976) the National Commission for Health Certifying Agencies (NCHCA)

was organized to develop standards for recogation of health certifying

agencies--in other wordsto "accredit" the certifying agencies.

According to the NCHCA, there are more than 100 health, certifying

agencies. Currently, approximately 45 different occupations in the

health field are regulated,,14 of them in all states.(9)

3. Peer review is a third quality assurance mechanism, pri-

marily utilized in the medical sector at the present time. Public Law

92-603 authorized development of Professional Standards Review Organi-

zations (ysn) primarily for reviewing utilization of certain government

medical care programs such as Medicare, Medicaid, and child health

services. At present, peer'review of profesidonal performance is not

widely utilized by allied health disciplinest!but is being studied for

applicability as a quality control Mechanism for,future Utilization.

4. The fourth quality assurance mechanism is continuing

education. Continuing education is often ti$d in with continued certi-

fication to assure additional study toward updating competence and pro-
_ fe?

ficiency. Many of our professional disciplkiles are beginning to mandate

continuing education for continued re o nition and recertification.

oft
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Several groups, such as medical recoil administrators and'dietitians,.

mandate specific clock-hour requirements of continuing education over a

period of time. Failure to maintain these requirements results in TWO:

of certification.

Unfortunately; the groups "'dating continuing education often

cannot specify continuing_education for what. Idealbt, one should know

the leVel of knowledge, skills, and behaotori demanded by advancing,

technologies
6
and practice and should base continuing education (or any

other learning mechanism) on making up the difference between the "is"

and the "ought." Until we tie continuing education with specific

knowledge and skills required of the profession, we are likely to be --

apfhning our wheels in that continuing education offerings may not be

,related to specific advanced knowledge, skills, and competencies

required. What good, for exayle, is a continuing education' course in

Financial Management for the physician? It may be good for him or her

as an individual but does not extend his 'or her skills as a.

practitioner.

But the fact that our state of the art in coninuing education is

imperfect,should not negate our recognition of continuing edu9ation as

an attempt at quality control and cont'inued competence.

Processes-and Issues

Let us gb back and examine the process of developing credentialing

standards and procedures. First, we.must start with a baseline of

knowledge, skills, and behaviors or competencies necessary in order to

practice the discipline (i.e., minimum standards for getting the job

done effectively). Second, these standards must be translated into

reliable and valid tests that can evaluate the extent to whilh the

individual measures up to these standards. Third, a 'system Jhould be

developed of recognition of the individual who measure to the

standards of excellence of the discipline.

There are several issues in credentialing. One of the weaknesses

of voluntary certification is the absence p standards. My group
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'wishing to establish its own certifying agency is free to do so. Often

in the past, as a group move toward professionalism, it would organize

a national association, whic would then set up an accreditation organi-

zation for prograi accreditation and a'credentialing organization for ,

individual recognition. Usually these organizations would be part of,

or closely related to,'the professional association, a sittetion leading

to claims of conflict of interest. For example, until a few years ago

thelAmerican Speech, Language, and Hearing Association mandated member-

ship in their professional organization as a precondition for eligi-

\
11,

bility,to sit for the certifying exam. This was ultimately challenged

in court,rand the court ruled against the Association, so that member-
.

ship in the Association is no longer related to the certification

process.

Recently the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and others have been

accusing some of the health professions of being sai self-interested that

' thei-are fostering restraint of trade. We realize the same mechanisms

diet are designed to assure quality of care can also,be used to control

numbers of people in the profession, restrict comppiition, and have

certain economic spin-offs. Recently FTC challenged the dental profes-

sion about whether or not dentists are restricting trade in controlling

the practice of dental hygienists through dental practice acts in each

state. This issue, therefore, involves the legitimacy and the public

interest of the credentialing agency. Is it in the public interest to

have a special interest group biits own judge and jury? Generally the

professions say "yes" because they believe that nobody else is capable

of judging their competence. Others, however, are focusing on alleged

conflict of interest.

Another issue relates to prerequisites for taking credentialing

examinations. Eligibility to take credentialing examinations in most

health professions normally excludes those who did not graduat% from

programs accredited by 'the recognized national accrediting agency. This

raises the issue about learning that takes place in nontraditional .'

settings--on the job, sejf-learning, military programs that do not meet
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civilian accreditation standards, and the like. In addition, there are

conflicts'among organilations about claims to accredit programs, as hail

been exhibited bythe donflict between the'Americen Physical Therapy

Association and th'e ComMittee on Allied Health Evaluation and Accredits-

tion (CAHEA). Both\organizations seek to be the recognized national

accrediting body. Consequently, some of us have physical therapy educa-

tional programs accredited by both groups, pending resolutionof the

conflict.

Implications for Programs

What does all this have to do with implications of credentialing

for institutions and programs? Credentialing has a direct impact on

practitioners and the occupations or professions in that it influences

their ability to practice as individuals. Educational institutions

judge programs to a certain extent on how well their graduates perform

on the credentialing examinations., We ANN compare our performance with

other, similar schools and programs in terms of the percentage of

candidates passing on the first attempt or on examination scores.

Usually, if a graduate fails, we can4dentify areas of weakness and

examine our curricula and instruction in those areas. Indeed, oneof

our own college objectives is that all ourgriabates pass the particular

credentialing exams on the first attempt. A second objective is that
A

our graduates will exceed national and regional averages on credential-

ing examinations.

Feedback fhb credentialing examination results represents one kind

of external evaluation. It lets us know how our students perform as

compared with students from other programs. Whereas accreditation

provides prispective evaluation focusing on process, credentialing

examination results provide retrospective feedback on the product.

My major observation, however, is that ore must consider accredita-

tion, certification, and other quality assurance mechanisms together.
. .

They influence one another; hence, they influence educational programs

collectively. I would like to mention, however, that accrediting and
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credentialing standards represent minimum acceptable stillids;

edudational programs strive to achieve much more than minimums.

Health sciences may be-unique in'the rapidity of technical change

and its impact on manpower requirements and needs. For each new tech-

nique comes anew specialty--forexample, with rapid developme nts in

ultrasound, we how have a relatively new discipline called "diagnostic

medical sonography." The new group is working with the Committee on

Allied Health dation-and Accreditation (CAHEA) to develop essentials

for accrediti g programs. With that'as a newly recognized discipline

and with "essentials" for accreditation, credentialing prodedures will

follpw for individual recognition. All these events will influencelthe

eventual curriculum design of programs to prepare the sonographers.

Implications for Health Education

How.does health education fit into this. kind of schema? Assuming

you want to 'recognize those health educators Who are appropriately

prepared and met certain standards of excellence, then you may wish to

develop a credentialing process. With the current state of the art, I

argue against licensure as a form of credentialing for health

educators. I would recommend that you avoid the restrictions of

licensure in that licensure would exclude these who are not licensed'

from practicing the discipline--and that would be quite impossible if

we tried to exclude the many people who are working in some aspect of

health education. I would argue for a voluntary system of certification

for health educators--recognizing those who meet certain defined educe-4

tional standards, knowledge, skills, and competencies--but not pre-

cluding others from practicing (see the analogy to Certified Public

Accountants, mentioned previously). Such a system would guide potential

employers to choose preferentially one who is recognized by the

professional "seal'of approval."

The National Center for Health Education; through its Role

Delineation Project, hae made a good start by identifying the skills,

knowledges, and behaviors expected of a health educator. This Could be
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the framework fo seating t standards that.stress excellence and
A

iti:13developinT the aures to evaluate those wishing to demonstrate their
. -.

excellenCe via the ceiftifigation process. 1j

of the opportunity to work,,butit eight prevent suchindividuals from

Failure to meet standards would not necessarily deprive individuals

getting the beet jobs. his, then, would prbvide an incentive for

practitioners to seek additional educetiod, training, or eiperience in

order.to meet the group's certification requirements. It also would

help employers to evaluate an applicant's credentials. There are

possible future Implications toward dbuing,for third-party payMent for

services rendered--assuring the third-party payerftthat a qualified

individual (i.e., cert fled) Tendered the services.

As poi ed out in. the National Commission for Health Certifying

Agency repo the challenge will be to design apprOpriate test instru-
O

ments that effectively measure skills, knowledge, and professional

attributes deemed essential for competent practice. In some creden-
.

tialing exams, individugl have challenged the validity of tests on the
4

basis of a lack of job relatedness.(10) There is another problem in

defining the domains of the subject to be assessed in implementing

appropriates test mechanisms.

4

Usually, credentialing exams are written (paper and pencil) to

reflect measures or le els of academic performance, and usually, these
s

seams are process-orient d rather-than outcome-oriented and normally do

not measura' u .attributes as interpersonal effectiveness or motivation:

IA s. - cas praitical examinations are given; an example is

dental hygiene a .entistry, where the gradubtes perform clinical

procedures and are evaluated by experts. The problem with practical

examinations ie that of cost and difficulty in administering the

examinations. 1.. 4 i
(

Ar

,NeelOd also are equivalency and proficiedcy examinations that

measure the ability ft do the job (proficiency) and measure learning )

h
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t h emanated from nonformal educational programs (equivalency).'

example of the)need for this is placing graduates of military educe-

tional-progra71(nto civilian programs or testing them for certification
.411

in the civitian sector.

There are two kinds of system for evaluating examination results:

norm- referenced and criterion-referenced examinations. The norm-
.

%referenced examinations identify the relative standing of all people

taking the examination--in other words, grading As on the curve, with

the pass /fail threshold usually being one standard deviation below the

mean. -In nor nIreferenced examinations, you are assuring that there will

be failures--i.e., berm' one standard deviation. I
_ .

Many of the health fields are now converting to criterion-

eferenced examinations, which grade accordigg to a.ceriein score.

Thee examinations require well-defined domains and criteria for pass

or fail. -Fitst, one must define the abilities, knowledge, skills, and

uar

°other attributes; and performance standards must be set. Pas fail

scores 4 be set. Some disciplines may set their scores ealis-

tically high or low--it is possible for all to pass or none, at all. It

is helfful to engage the assistance of psychometrists, who are skilled

at test construction -and evaluation.

Criterion-referenced examinations can be developed by a panel of

experts to outline essential competencies in the particular discipline,

or one can start from a basis of tasR" analysis -- making observations

regarding actual job performance in order to identify the essential

aliments of the discipline.

Another thing to consider is whether the standard for, pass/fail 41

should be based on the entire test or whether the test should be divided

and graded in subparts, each with a pass /fail cutoff point. For

example, our physical therapy examinations have three parts, each with

a pass/fail mark; hence, a graduate may fail she of the Ithmee parts but

will not have to take the entire examination over.. This system also

JI
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provides feedback for the edueStional program,in terms of areas of

,strength and weakness in the curriculum.

'Scope of Practice/Role Delineations

One of the major purposes and effects of credentialing, as pointed

out in the NCHCA report, is to delineate the scope of practice af each

regulated profession.(11) Typically, this occurs through licensing

statutes and voluntary certification procedures. The delineation of

scopes of practice is becoming increasingly important (role delinea

tions) with the proliferation of professions and specialization within

ofessions. As changes in health care delivery systems mandate changes

in ope of practicorMSstatutory definitions become outdated or are

infl= ible or oppressive. Very often these definitions and scopes of

practi = overlap one another. For example, the NCHCA report analyzes

the lack if clarity of roles among psychiatry, psychology, and sodial

work scope of practice.(12) This may comp!ate credentialing

processes i several groups of practitioners lay claim to overlapping

roles or sco.-: of practice.

5uMmary

Four mechanisms can be identified that are designed for assuring

quality and competence of personnel, hence, consumer protection. They

are: accreditation of educational programs, credentialing personnel,

peer review of performance, and programs of continuing education.

I would like to recommend that health educators start from the

results of your Role Delineation Project, in which, the scope of practice

is quite well defined. Among credentialing Mechanisms, I would recom-

men hat you opt for a voluntary certification process that will

recognize those with the educational backgrounds, knowledge, skills, and

bdhaviors required Nr ethical health education practice. Next, utilize

experienced psychometricians for assistance in the construction and

validation of'appropriate'credentialing examinations. Organize a group

to implement the certification process, and link up with the National

Commission for Health Certifying Agencies for assistance in developing

guidelines and procedures.
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Options and Opportunities: Recommendations for Future Action

- 'Scott K. Simonds, Dr.P.H.
Department of Health Behavior and Health Education

School of Public Health, University of Michigan

Introduction

The original planning for this event indicat d,that at this point

'in the conference, we would need a transition--something that would move

eys from deliberat.on to action; something that would cove us from

problems to developing specific steps to solve problems; something thit

would help us move from possibly vague anxieties about c'edentialing to

perhaps more specific anxieties that can be addressed and dealt with;

something that would open up the future to opportunities rather than

nat.row it down to limited alternatives; something thpt would ioloNg those

of us who might be reluctant to take the next steps so that we will be

willing to venture into the uncharted future and to become somewhat more

crusaders for credentialing; something that would light us on fire, to

help us "get our 'act together" as faculty members in institutions that

have as their goal the preparation'of the finest possible health educe-
,

tors we can prepare. This transition will hopefully move us in some of

theae directions, although it is possible I have'"canceled myself out"

by trying achieve too many objectives in such a short time. It appeared

to us in the planning stages that the task for this session would be to

both "calm the troops" and "incite them to riot," depending on how the

conference was progressing; to both encourage specificity Uwe were

getting too vague and encourage generality if we 'were getting down too

far to the "nitty gritty"; and to encourage visiog if we were looking

only toward tomorrow, but to encourage short-term concerns if we were

#Ostponing action by looking too far into the future.,

The title of, this part of the conference program, "Options and

Opportunities: Reciommendations for Future Action," is meant-to imply a

number of things: (1) First, it is.meant to suggest that we do indeed
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have options for the future--we have options to reject or to support the

Role Delineation Project now or in its later stages; we have options as

individual fac4ty members, as faculty members acting jointly with our

academic colleagues, and as individuals,Who.are members also of profes-

sional organizatiOns and other groups. (2) Second, the title is meant

to imply that there are indeed opportUniEies--opportunities to improve

the status of the profession, opportunities for our graduates to achieve

national health goals, opportunities,-if you will, to continue our

"becdlidpg," as Gordon Aliport would have called it--"becoming" as a

profession. These opportunities may have always been,around, but now

we have the stimulatioh of the Role Delineation Project to help us.
A

(3) Third, the title is meant to imply that recommendations are sought,

sought by the Task Force guiding the project and sought by the agencies

that have assisted in its implementation. But beyond these concerned

groups, in truth, we, as representatives of academic programs, may also

be seeking recommendations. Because we have not had an effective way of

dealing collectively with the problems of credentialing assducational

institutions, we must sometimes deal with intermediaries and use less

direct ways of planning how to proceed as educitional institutions.

(4) Last, the title is meant*to suggest the need for future-oriented -

recommendations. As in all ventures of this kind, it is probable that

each of us would have had suggestions for alternative ways of listintj

responsibilities, functions, skills, and knowledge. Some of us may have

had input into the project; others may not. In any case, we cannot go

back. It is time to go forward; and we are,looking forward to hearing

future-oriented recommendations in the next group discussions, based on

your view of the overall project and the steps planned.

As we approach the task Of making recommendations, it seemed to the

planning committee that we needed a focal point for the recommendations.

Rather than make recommendstioni to many different individuals, groups,

or organizations, we thought it more effective to deal directly with the

group most involved to date. We are requesting, therefore, that the

recommendations be fo mulated in such a way that they can be actions the

National Task Force c take. This procedure is not designed to prevent

you from making rec endations to other groups,, for it is possible to
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suggest that the NationaleTaik force either initiate action or implement

action. But by having the members of this group as the focal point, we

are assured that there is a responsible group present that can, at a

minimum, take the'first steps to get things moving, even if another

group or groups are to be involved subsequently.

As we think about recommendations to the National Task Force, it is

possible to see Vie Task Force as an action group (taking action on the

--\recommendations that may fit as a part of their current charge); as a

stimulator (encouraging other groups with charges or available oppor-

tunities that would indicate they could move lore, appropriately or

effectively on giiien issues); or as a clearinghouse (moving communica-

tions as needed among the different groups,).

Contextual Framework for Recopmendations

Our approach to making recommendations will be dependeot upon so

many things- -our agreement or disagreement with what has been done; our

understanding of what lies ahead; our views of the so-called generic

health educator; and our views of a host of other things that are

included on the flow cflart describing the several major steps involved

in the Role Delineation Project.

Further, our discussions and recommendations,are not taking place

in a vacuum, and all of you can think of some of the forces at work,

both positive and'negative.

I would like to suggest, however, a few contextual issues that huive

partictilar relevance to those -of us from education institutions. Let me

just mention a few.

The Time Line

For many*qf us, there is a need to place the credentialing process

on a flow chart and on a realistic time line in order to see what

"crunch" or "crunches" may be ahead in terms of allocating per nal,

organizational, and financial ,resoprces. It would not be at al unreal -

istic, in my view, to see a decade or more required from beginning to

14;
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end of the two major lines of development'in Alan Hendersonts flow

chart, ending in the final "arrival" of the fiiet credentieled entry-

level health edu5tors.

Some of us may be looking forward to retirement, so we do not have

to worry. Others of us may decide to take early retirement to avoid

facing the problems. Still others of us are going to have to cope with

the problems, and Phope there are going to be'enouOr young faculty in

stramgarogramstoiterry the academic parr of this projected load.1

If one accepts the frequently heard proposition that the half-life

of a profehional curriculum is five years, we can see that during the

development of this project, if ttliP ell_happens within ten years, we

will have only one quarter of our current knowledge base intact by the

end. This fact alone would require, therefore, an enormous amount of

networking and communication among the pipties involved, particularly .

the educational' institutions, to keep udrall moving somewhat together

and to keep us all current.

"Freezing" or "Unfreezing"

Another sort of situation that may'be confronting some of us is a

concern that evolves not only from the curriculum half-life problem but

also from the problem of changing roles and practices. The statement'

that has evolved from, the Role Delineation Project to date probably

would not hays been the same if it had been developed ten years ago. .

-Likely it would not turn out to be the same if the statement were to be

completed ten years hence. Therefore, a question arises about building

changes into the pla,r.!, thereby aseuring the profession that it still is

open-ended, growing, expanding, and being increasingly creative. In

this light, therefore, some of us may be wondering whether we are going

into a stage that Lewin called "ffeizing" or whether we.are truly moving

into an "unfreezing"-stage.' Whether you believe we are moving into

one or the other as a consequence of the work on credentialing will

partially determine how you approach the recommendations for action.
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Perhaps some may see us "freezing" the profession- -by seemingly

closing offlIaptions for expansion, broadening, or altering roles and

responsibilities and by making what seems to e a hard and fast

statement at this time.- On'the other hand, peishaps some will see us,

"unfreezing," by breaking darn specialities, by developing a generic"

,view of the profession, Wand by continuing the creative interorganiza- '

tional dialogue that was begun in earnest with the Coalition of National

Health Education Organizations. Perhaps we are "freezing" by putting in

place all the structural elements required for professional develop-

ment. On the otheg hand, perhaps we are "unfreezing" by getting some

of the, groups together- -like the academic programs - -and helping them

increase their intercommunication and collaboration. Maybe we are doing

both simultaneously. You will have to decide from your own unique view

whether you see us moving,one way or the other, the values that are

enhanced or lost as a result, and how these factors will affect the

futusq..

"Coming of Age" and Accountability

I am not sure that if each of us could have dreamed his or her

wildest dream for the profession, w would have picked the goal of

credentialed entry-level health educators as an end point. Rather,

I suspect we would have placed emphasis'on something like a health

educator idevery health agency- -like a chicken in every pbt - -as a goal.

Or perhaps we would have said we do not care about all the professional

paraphernalia; rather, we are concerned. about what happens tq people in

the community or kids'in the schools. Are they any better off because

we as a profession are there? Or is our society any better because we

are there? Just et little better? Some of us, then, may perceive the

organizational steps in development of the profession
t
as irrelevant, or

at best, a necessary evil.

In truth, I think most of us would wish for an idyllic world of

only moderate accountability. Unfortunately, that kind of world'does

not exist and will not exist in the future.

111*".--
f
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Whether we like it or not, we must respondAo outside societal

pressuges, and accountability, quality controLiand self - regulation are

part of the demands placed on us as the price of "coming of age" as a

profession.

Appropriate Academic Concerns
I

Apo .contextual issue I would like to raise is the relationship

of academ cians to the credentBiling process. In a majcii document pre-

pared for the National Forum on Accreditation of Allied Healthqducation

about a year ago, John Schermerhorn found most educators feel strongly

that the educational institution idinot the proper arena for the upgrad-

ing of professional practice. Rather, it is the responsibility of the

profeisional society and its membership. The educational institution,

then, must be responsive, within its capabilities, to th needs of the

professionals, the employers, and the public; and it must not be forced,

by any means,"`to take positions in support f any one group at the

expense of others. I found this a perplexing.statement, since those of

us who teach practitioners have ourselves beenrintimately linked with

practice at one time or another in our lives, and most of us belong to

the same professional organizations as practitioners do--ndeed, we are

often the same group. What makes us differentas academicians in

response to issues of credentialing?

aro°
Should we respond at all to role delineation, role specification,

and all the rest, or should we simply wait until the profession tells

us what it intends to do, and then respond within the limits of our

academic' world? Our being here would suggest ;Ile see a more active role

for ourselves. Up to this point, however, we have not had an organized

way to respond as academic institutions. Some of us have participated

through representation on the various committee task forces in the

whole development of the project, but 'as someone in the Towson State

meeting said in 9ecember last year, "There is a definite overrepresenta-
.

Ulm of academicians in the Role Delineation Prdject." Is it time to

rethink this iss we should be responsive towthe needs of profes-

.sionals, employers nd the public 'without supporting any group, and yet

we are Po identified with professionals because we are they, and they
A
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are we, hew can we be responsible to the needs of employers and the

public as effectively? As most of us know, credentialing has been

criticized by,many as being protective of the profession instead of the

public. Will we contribute to that professional protection at the

expense of our other responsibilities? Some hard thinking on the

responsibilities of academic institutions and their faculties is needed

on this point.

Some Emerging Process Issues r
It has seemed to me, as I listened in our own group discussion, and

as I had a chance.to talk with participants and faculty, that a number_

of what I have called "process issues" relating to our consideration of

recommendations have arisen. Let me list just a few--clarity, anxiety,

diversity, and solidarity--and deal with each briefly.

Clarity - clarity of where we want to go. We were challenged, I

believe, by Selman when he asked us, "Where is it ydu really war e'`

go?" This question asks us, then, to-decide where we want to be as a

.profession,-say, in 1990. Now healthy (as a pioassion) do we want to

be in 1990,. if I can use an analogy from theiocument Healthy People?

Do we want more programs to prepare health educators? Do we want better

programs preparing health educators? Do we want more capable gladuates?

More political cloUt? More access to resources? Do we want to make a

contribution to achieving the health Objectives for the Nation? Or do

we want to achieve greater coherence in our joint missions? We h

been encouraged, also by Selman, to "avoid mixing the ideal t the

actual." How then do we handle short-term and long-term goals--the

here-today reality with the tomorrow ideal? Helen Cleary mentioned how

important it is for us to define action steps for the here and now- -

like, "What do we do when we go back home to help in the Role Delinea-

tion Project or Role Verification stage of that project?" We all know,

however, that what we do next must also Wteen within the framework of

where we want to be "in the long haul."

Anxiety - I am aware, as most of you are as well, that while we
1

have been working together, a number of people have admitted that they

* .
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were more than a little concerned

1
bout this entire dreOlopment. Some

participants may have been threat ed by the crederr(aling process, and'

some have openly admitted it. Someone said to me, "I am frustrated by

thispeeting, but I am feeling better now because I can now at least

understand the jargon about credentialing." Someone else said, "I do

not kriow yet.what I think in orderto make recommendations, because I am

still confused and do not have enough data about what the future holds

for me and my institution if credentialing emerges as an important

-force. The full Consequences or the relative costs of taking one or

another step next are not clear, and I am anxious about committing

myself to a specific recommendation right now."

I also sensed that some participants may be wondering whether timir:

programs and/or their specific jobs may be in jeopardy. Perhaps they

are feeling, "Suppose someone decides I am not needed, that my program

is not needed, or is not adequate?" These anxieties are real, and I

think we must acknowledge them in order to work effectively together.
4. 4

People have been confused by all the Jargon involved in credentialing;

people have been placed in ambiguous situations because the outcomes in

the future- ,of the decisions made today'are not all that clear; people

have been honestly threatened by the possibility thatsomeinew standards

and criteria for assessing their programs will emerge, and hence, they

themselves may be rated "below standard." These ratings may carry with

them the apparent judgment that the program should be abolished if there

are insufficiAnt resources to upgrade it to meet standards. These

feelings will not disappear readily. We should acknowledge that they

exist and try to deal with them openly. '

Diversity - Those of you who remember Dorothy Nyswander's magnif-

icent article on the "open sociaky: will recall she stated that one of

the major requirements for an "open society" was the support for diver-

sity in the -population. I hope, as we move towards some commonalities

in qpir concerns for a generic health educator, we will consider the

possibility thatwe may be moving ourselves toward a "closed society"

meaning a closed professional society. Yet we have people in our midst

who are marching to the beat of a different drummer, and there may be a
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temptation to throw them out or at least avoid them or ignore them. To

me, this. would be an absolute disaster for the profession. Without

constant criticism from individuals inside andNoutside the profession,

it will not be-possible for us,to grow. I hope we will always live

individuals who can play the role of '"Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition"

to remind us of the need for changeand the need to look at ourselves
'ow

critically. We are fortudbte that some of those individuals ate here at

this meeting.

So derity - Even the word "solidarity" has a special ring these

days. It was clear from the presentation of Ray Carlaw that we need

more solidarity; it was clear when Marian Hamburg told us that we did

not speak with a single voice as a profession but it was also clear in

several of the diScussion groups that we were, indeed, a "family" of

_institutions. We all have recognized the need to speak with a more

united voice., The Coalition of National Health Education Organizations,

which some of us helped to start in the early 1970s in responbe to the

President's Committee on Health Education, has played a significant role

in bringing the different factions of the profession into a more

collaborative-arrangement and in increasing the communication among

groups with some divergent. interests. I thin*, however, most of us

recognize that the Coalition was just a first step, and that much more

collaboration and eventually unification will have to occur.

Some of us have thought, too, about the need for more solidarity

among the university programs themselves, for we have not had a unified

way to respond to credentialing or, for that matter, a unified way to

respond to anything. Should there be an association of university

programs in health education? Should we have some regional networks of

university programs? Should there be an organizi4onal, arrangement that

brings, us together to talk about mutual problems, other than our chance

meetings at professional conferences and conventions? What will the

advantages and disadvantages be of some more organized arrangement among

us? These and a host of other questions emerge as we consider our own

solidarity.
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Achieving Health dgjectives for the Nation

A major challenge for us herehps been to review the national

h lth goals and to determine where we fit as academicians. and. as health

educators in working towards those goals. We have discussed in our

small group meetings how we would attempt to articulate credentialing

goals with natipnal:/lpalth goals, and I think most pf us recognize there

is enough in the document Objectives For The Nation to keep us meeting

and working for years. We do not have time, however, just to talk about

them; we must act soon. The groups will likely find many areas here

that lend themselves to recommendations. Certainly, many of us see ways

to incprporate components of that document into our teaching programs.

Certainly, every student graduating from our programs should be familiar

with the contents of the document. Certainly, we must demonstrate

within a reasonable time how we can contribute to achieving national

health goals. There are many specific Suggestions in the document for

relearch, documentation, and program development.. The document, how-
.

ever,. has not been written for our benefit as health educators--it is 4

"mandate", for the public health movement, and each health discipline

will'attempt to chart out specific areas for itself. What, then, will

be the areas we concentrate on and how should we begin?

Looking Toward the Future

While it is probable that much of our focus has been on the

document, in truth, it is time to think beyond the Role Delineation-

document-and the Role Verification stage as well. No matter how it

comes'out, there will be opportunities for change. More impPrtant, in

my view, ark the stages that follow and the tremendous amokint4of work

that must go into them. If you follow, on the flow chart, only the

early stages forward of credentialing, you can see that indeed, the

major work lies ahead.

As you move to Phase III, for example, and note that an educational

resource document is to be prepared, it is clear that this document

begins to set the standards for preparation,, particularly the curriculum

requirements in our institutions. If the document is not to be endorsed

by the various professiondl organizations listed, i.e., AAHE, ACHA,
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APMA, ASHA, SOPHti:SSDYPER, and STDPHL what role will the institutions

of higher learning play in the development of these standards? Do we

wish, to speak witp one voice? Witi several voices?. Do we ally our-

sepes with one:or merirpiofessional organizations and letthem speak

for WI, or will we speak fgr ourselves as hcademicians?

If, on one hand, we. decide to stay out of the fracas, because we

be.acting as judge and jury, what do we do when the standards for

eparaft afrive at our doorstep? We are provided with anbpportunity

ao,

for voluntary adoption. Is that the step we want to take? Or do we

want to.encourage accreditation, especially when we recognize all the

forces operii'i477pgainetindividual pr 'bgram accreditatioh? Administra-

tors and \fttulties in colleges and universities are increasingly annoyed0 . .

with accreditation proce res, expense, and logistical problems, with

very few perceived benefit

It eared to me, as I

1 chow OA the literitur

going to e creasingly pressu

istened to our spqtkers and as I have had

on professional competency, that we are

d to prepare health educators in

competlpfy-based programs. The FederalGovernment is not providing its

largesse because it is intrigued witOthe'peeUliarities of prejessiOns
.".

grappling with this part of the accountability question: It)has.en

inveltmentin assuring that quality health personnel are prepared, that

there are objective ways to assess those personnel, that entrance and

exit' competencies are assessed, and that continuingcompetente is main- 4%

ta#Iled. If the professional groups approve of standardt, the competence

leadi2g to those standards will turn out to be our responsibility.

As one follows the development of competency-based programs, one

finds eventually the profession is asked to explain why the oompetency

is listed anyway. While it may be accepted because it was velifled by

rpractitioners,,someone is going to ask, for it has been asked of all

professions, "How do you know, when this function is performed,.what

the relatighship is

important, they wit'

activity leads tO7.11
,

between the competency and the performance?" molt$

ask, "How do you know thatAlpperformancebf this

of the several outcomes?" Ginn questions like
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a

thes
41
e, who, then, will jovide the basis for the testing andomedeuri ng

of the validity of competence Statements? It would not surprise me if

we as academicians will be expected to play a major role. Some ques-d..

tions to ask ourselves are, "How ready are we to develop and teach

competency-based programs for preparation of health educators ?" "How

able will we be to measure those competencies on exit from the program,

and on admission to the program?" "How do we know the program makes any

difference?" and "How do we know that performan on the job at a gom-

petent level is related to successful outcome I can assure you that

we will be in very' good company, for no other rofession has yet vali-

dated its performance in relation to outcomes. Surely that is no
L.44.

reason, though, for us to wait for someone else to do it first.

Further down the y come "National Health Education Boards,"

_in which re will all have a chance to see how our graduates do
, 6

especially in comparison with one other. Th9c:wewil e ask d, "'Why

do these differences occur?" and "I the perfoplance:of the student on

the 'Boards' related to how well he/she actually does on the job?"

As I look gt the opportunities and option' along the way, it appears

to me that.we can get actively involved, stand by in a"holding pattern,"

or ignore it all. What isurgenti however, is the need to consider the

arrangements by which the academic orogramsolifi relate to each other

during these next ew years, as competency-fisedirograms are required.

/

Young Faculty and The Future

1
I have been very much impressed with the numbers of young faculty

mbers who have been able to attend this meeting. Those of us who are

now into or close to the senior citizen ranks in health education are

grateful for the contributions these younger faculty members e mad

ere. It may appear to some that the "old-timers" hold the power

the younger faculty must defer to theft). In tru th, the future

belongs more to the yoUnger faculty members than to the "old duffers,"

e4M it is thelbob of all of us in academic institutions to provide

effective ways for yOung faculty members to help chart the future of

professional preparation in health education. I would want to see as
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many assistant professors and associate professors as possible on the

various committees .61anning our Mum

Some Areas to Consider for Recommendations
4IF

As I have listened here to what everyone has said, it seemed to me

we would have suggestions acil recommendations in a number of areas, for

,example:

4

(1) Those that relate to the present Role Delineation document
'itself, its formulation, and its wording, particularly as
it is related to the next step in the Role Delineation
Project.

'(2) Those that relate to the stated specific next steps in
Role Verification, and that involve consideration of
additional steps, or alternitive steps that someone may
consider more effective or more useful to the extent that
they are possible within the framework of the, conference.

(3) Those that relate to the entire Role Delineation Project
and all its planned steps, not just individual steps but,
rather, the whole process--its time constraints, its mech-
anisms to accomplish certainobjectives, or its resources.

(4) Those that relate to our roles as academic institutions
and as individuals or collective faculty members in those
institutions, concerned with the preparation of health

educators not only in relation to the next steps but, more

1 '

important, to the long-term implications.

. .

(5) Those that relate to the large issues in credentialing
that need to be considered at some point in time and to
which many of us indiVidually and collectively, a$ either
academicians or professional health educators, have to
respond in the future.

About each of these categories, it seemed to me, the National Task

Force wants. to hear from. us.

We have come a very long way in this conference in a very short

time. The time has been right for our meeting together; the conference

arrangements have been superb for our making the mosNe4 our time

together; and the group assembled has a wealth of knowledge and skill in

the major topics being discussed. let us now see how we can put this

all together in specific action recommendations.
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RECOMMINPATIQNS

WORKSHOP ON COMMONALITIES AND DIFFERENCES

1CONFERENCE ON THETREPARATION AND PRACTICE F COMMUNITY
PATIENT AND SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATORS

The participants presented lecommendations for the future direction of
health education in relation to preparation and practice of the total field,
regardless of practice setting or speciality focus. These recommendations
represent consensus on the part of the group and were viewed as positive action
oriented steps to achieving a unified an acceptable approach for &mining
the preparation and practice of professional health educators.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

That each member organization of the Coalition assume responsibility
for disseminating the proceedings of this Workshop. And that
each group identify the implications of this Workshop for its
own membership and explore the resources that it can commit'to
achieving the necessary follow-up to the orkshop.

That the Planning Committ e for this Workshop become a National
Task Force 9n the Prepa tion and Practice of Health Educators.
And'that members of the Planning Committee continue to serve on
the Task Force, subject to approval by the Organizations they
represent.

That the Task Force, including a representative from the Office
of Educatibn, be charged with the resAsibility for developing
a plan of action leading to a credentialing program within a
specific time frame for the total field'of health.education.
Specifically, the Task Force will:

serve as a liaison with health education organizations, and
with pertinentsovernment offices,, including the Bureau of
Health Manpower, and the Bureau of Health Education

establish priorities.

seek funding to support .a,credentialing effort

That the plan of action developed by the Task Force lead to:

1

a survey of field practice including a synthesis of exist-
ing research

A a concrete statement of the State7of-the-Art of health
education

41
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- an assessment of health educator competencies

development of performance criteria

delineation of performance criteria

delineation of core curriculum requirements for both ,

entry level and specialized health educators

That government programs and private agencies with health education,
components require staffing by qualified health educators.

*February 15-17, 1978, Bethesda, Maryland
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Time

National Center for Health Education

ROLE DELINEATION PROJECT FOR HEALTH EDUCATION

Relationship Between the Role DelineatiOn and Credentialing Processes

Role Delineation Pro3ect Credentialing Health Educators

Phase I: Initial Role Specifi-
cation

Phase II: Role Verification and
Refinement

Phase III: Educational Resource--0Standards for Preparation{en-
Document Preparation dorsed by AAHE, ACHA, APHA, ASHA,

SOPHE, SSDHPER, STDPHE)

Phase IV: Self-Assessment In-
struments for Practi-
tioners Developed Voluntary Adoption Accreditation

by Profess nal (e:g., CEPH,
Preparation Programs NCATE, North-

Central Associa-
Phase V: Development of Continu- tion, State

ing Competency Materials Teacher Creden-
.....--,---- tialing Author-

4Professional Prepare-

Y

Adoption by

tion Programs

Author -

it

,
Preparation of entry-level personnel

to fulfill verified role

1/31/80

Examination

ProfiCiency Exam

Pool of eligible entry-level health

educators

Examination
Administration

Credentialed Entry-Level
Health Educators

(licensed or certified)
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CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS LEADING TO

National Conferdhce for Institutions Preparing Health Educators

,Role Delineation: Implicitiona for Credentialing in Health 'Education

Birmingham, Alabama, February 5-7, 1981

February Bethesda Conference on the Commonalitiea and Differences in

1978 the Preparation and Practice of Health Educators.

I

March Formation of the National Task Force for the Professional

1978 Preparation and Practice of Health Educators.

V
September Procurement of support including funds froM the Bureau of Health

1978 Manpower (now called tle Bureau of Health Professions) to the
National Center for Health Education foe the initial phase of
credentialing-initial role specification.

Octobei
1978

Role Delineation Advisory Committee (RDAC) formed.

January Role Delineation Project Director hired.

1979 .

February
1979

Role Delineation Working Committee (RDWC)_formed.

January The final draft of the initial Foie delineation completed.

1980

April Publication of a final draft of the 'Initial Role Delineation

1980 forr Health Educatibn" by the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services.

May CohtraCt for the second phase role verification and refineMent

980 awarded to the National Center for Health Education.

r cJuly Idsue.of FOCAL POINTS on ',Health Education and Credentialing:,
.

1980 , The Role Delineation Ptoject" published by the Bureau of Health
Education and the Office of Health Information, Health Promotion
and Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine.,

Role Verificatjunland 'Refinement Committee (RVRC) formed.

Aug.-Sept. Planning meetings for the National Conference for institutions

1982 Preparing Vealth'Educators held.

,

.

6
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ACCREDITATION: Who Does What?

THE COUNCIL ON POSTSECONDARi ACCREDITATION \(COPA)
e 'Dupont Circle, Northwest, Suite 760 i

Wa impon, DC 20036
02/4512=1433
Richard M.' Millard, President

(effective 2/1/81) .

'.. :COPA was organized in January 1975, when the Federation of Regional
Accrediting Commissions of Higher Education (FRACHE) and the Nakional
Commission on Accrediting (NCA) merged. It is a non-profit corpo ation.

...It& major purpose is to support, coordinate, and improve n1 non-
agovernmental accrediting activities conducted at the post-secondary
'level in the United States.

...The United States has developed a system of non-governmental evaluition
called accreditation t a a central role in evaluating and *test-
ing to ,educational quali . Accrediting bodies, thereforik, are quasi-

. , public entities, with certain public responsibilities to tale many groups
which interface with the educational community.

...COPA recognizes 52 accrediting bodies... "in order to.Coordinate and
improve non-governmental accreditation.

--Thereare nine regional accrediting commissione
--There are four national inst'itution'al accrediting commishons
--There are 39 specialized (programmatic) accrediting agencies,

some of which overlap .

.c.COPA is governed by ,a Board of 38 members represdnting institutional
and specialized accreditation, nationirassociations of colleges and
universities, and the public. Seven major institution -based associa-
tions are represented on the Board: The American Council on Education,
tKe American Association of Community end Junior Colleges, the American.
Association of State Colleges and Universities, thekAssociation of -

American Colleges, the Association of American Universities, the
National Association of Independent Colleges aid Universities, and
the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

...COPA.derivis.its financial support from more than-4,000 accredited o

411
accreditation-seeking institutions through COPA-recognized accreaitin
bodies.

A -36
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ACCREDITATION: Who Does What?

- ...There are two COPA- recogni ;ed specialized accredit g agencies of
specific' interest to health educators:

--The Council on Education efr Public Health
--The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher'Education

Page.2

..COPA publishes COPA: Balance Wheel for Accreditation, Organization,
Membership, and Publications List, annual; A Guide to Recognized
Accrediting Agencies, annual; and Accredited Institutions of Postsecondaf5

,
Education, 480; a quarterly newsletter, Accreditation; - Project Reports
and Occasional Papers on topics of special interest.

THE comp, ON
1015 Fifteenth
Washington, DC
202/789-1050
Janet Strauss,

.EDUCATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH (CEPH }'
Street,.NorthwestSuite 403
20005

Executive Director

...CEPH is recogniZed by COPA and the U.S. Department of Education to
. accredit schools of public health and master's degree programs in

Community health education. It also has preaccreditation authorization
for graduate piograms in community'health/preventive medicine.

...---;CEPH assumed the accrediting activities of the American Public Health
AssocIation in 1974.

...CEPH is structured as an independent agency, with corporate membership
held by the American 'Public Health Association (APHA) and the Association
of Schools of Public Health (ASPH). A board of eight councilors,
including two-public representatives,are appointed by the corporate
members: three each by APHA and ASPH, with the two public members
jointly appointed. ( .

...Financial support comes from accredited schools and programs and those
applying for accreditation.

...CEPH publishers. anuals of Standards and the Accreditation Process Mlnual.

#

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ACCREDITATION QF TEACHER EDUCATION (NCATE)
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suit 202 A
Washington, DC 20006
202/466-7496
M. M. (Lyn) Gubser, Director

...NCATE,is recognkzed by COP A-and the U.S. Departm t of Education to
evaluate and accredit progr ,that prepare pro ssional educators for
positions in K -12 schools,for I grades and subjects.' Included in'
NCATEgccreditation are pro r that prepare various school service
personnel. Basic and advanced prograns are reviewed.

...NCATE applies standards it has developed to colleges and universities 1

seeking to establish or maintain accreditation. In its 1979 -1980 list,
545 college and University pkogramm at basic and 'advanced levela were
accredited.
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ACCREDITATION: Who Does What? Page 3

...NCATE represehts ten constituent' organizations: American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, American Association of School
Administrators, Council for Exceptional Children, Council of Chief
State School* Officers, Natiaal'Association bf School Psychologists,
National Associa on:of State Directors of Teacher Educat4on and
Certification, Na onal Council of Teachers of Mathematice, National
Education Associat on (Instruction and Professional Development),
National Schobl Boards Association, 'Student National Education Asso-
ciation. Representatives from these organizations make ug the
Council, which governs NCATE. There are four associate organizational
members, in addition: American Personnel and Guidance Association,
'Association for Educational Communications and Technology, Association
of Teacher Educators, and National Council for the Social Studies.

...NCATE was initially recognized as an accrediting body in 1952.

...NCATE publishes Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
1979, an Annual List of accredited programs, and NCATE UPDATE, ,a-
quarterly newsletter.

DEPAR T OF EDUCATION
Office of Postsecondary Education
Bureau of Higher and Continuing Educatio
Division of Eligibility and Agency Evaluat on
Washington, DC 20202

...While accreditatiOn,isa voluntlrY, private effort; federal recognition
'of an accrediting agency is a prerequisite to eligibility for fedebal
financial assistance for institutions and stud under select
federally supported programs. The U.. Department PEducatican is
responsible for recognizing accrediting agencies for the government's
purposes.

..."For purpose's of determining eligibility for Federaliossistance
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1141 (a), and other legislation, beginning with
the Veteran's Readjustment-Assistance Act of 1952, the U.S. Commissioner
of Education (the Secretary of Education)...publishes'a list of
n4tionally recognized' accrediting agencies and associations which
he determines to be reliable authorities as to the quality of training
offered by educational institutions' either in a geograph45 area or in
a specialized field, and the general scope of recognition granted to
the accredited bddies."

The list is published in the Federal Register and as the Department of
Educition's Nationally Recognized Accrediting Agencies and Associations.

41

othie

Compiled by Elena M. Sliepcevich, Department of Health Education, Southern
Illinois University-Carbondale'and Alan C.'Henderson, Role
Delineation Project, National Center for Health Education

December 1980 .
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH EDUCATION

Role Delineation Project

Definitions of tridentialing Mechan *

r
Accreditation - The process ty which an agency or organization
evaluates and recognizes an institution or program of study as
meeting certain predetermined criteria or standards.

Licensure - The process.by which agency of
permission to persons to engage in a given p;ofession or occupation
by certifying that those licensed have attained the minimal degree'
of competency necessary to ensure that the public health, safety,
and welfare will be reasonably well protected.

Certification or registration - The process by which a non-governmental
agency or association gra1pts recognition to an individual who has met
certain predetermined qualifications specified by that agency or
association. Such qualifications may include: (a).graduation froan
accredited or approved program; (b) acceptable performance on a(qualifying
examination or series of eyamirAtton;and/or (c) completion of a given

----amount of work
_

a

. , .

1/Taken from Report on Licensure and Related Health Personnel
Credettialing, June 1991. DREW Publication No. (HSM) 72 -11.
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. p:7.
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Selected References on Credentialing
Relevant to Health Education

"Accreditation of Gradate Education." A Joint Policy Statement by the---
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States, Washington, D.C.:
The Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, May 1978.

"Amecedited U.S. Schools of Public Health and Graduate - Public Health
Programs 1979-80," American Journal of Public Health. v. 70, no. 3,
March 1980, p. 329.

Arnstein, George. "Two Cheers for Accreditation,".Phi Delta Kappan.
January 1979.

Assessing Nontraditional Education. Gordon J. Andrews, Director. Abridged
Summary of the Project to Develop Evaluative Criteria and
Procedures for the Accreditation of Nontraditional Education.
v. 1, September 1978. Washington, D.C.: Council of Postsecondary
Accreditation.

Astin, Alexa

lid

er and Others. Evaluating Educational Quality: A Conference
Summary Washington, D.C. Council on PostsecondarysEducation, 1979...

"The Balance Wheel for Accreditation." The Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation, One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 760, Washington, D.C.
20036, published annually.

.Cohen,Hirris S. "On Professional Power and Conflict of Interest: State

Licensing Boards on Trial," Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law.
v. 5, n. 2, Summer 1980, pp. 291-308.

Cohen, Harris S. "Public Versus Private Interest in Assuring Professional
Competence,' Family and Community Health. v. 2, n. 3, November 1979,
pp. 79-85.

"Commission Reports." "New letter of the National Commission foY Health
Certifying Agencies, 1101 30th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

Credentialing.Health Manpower. July 1977. DHEW Publication No. (OS)

77-50057.

Credentialing of Health Manpower and the Public Interest. Conference
Report. January 30-31, 1978, Arlington, Virginia. National Health
Council, Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York, New Yoik 10019.

"Debate Intensifies over Federal Role in Accreditation." The Chronicle of

Higher Education. May 21, 1979.

Developments in Health Manpower_Licensure A Follow-Up to the 1571 Report ,

on Licensure anerRelated Health Personnel CredetMlaling. DREW Publication

No. (HRA) 74-2101, June 1973.
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'Firkin, Matthew W. "Federal Reliance on Educational Accreditation: The
Scope of Administrative Discretion." Washington, D.C.: Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation, 1978.

Fox, John G. "Public and Private Credentialing in Conflict," Family and
Community Health. v. 2, n. 3 November 11174, pp. 87-97.

Green, Lawrepce W. "Suggested Procedures forlioving From Programmatic
Accreditation'to Peer Review Under Broader Institutional Accreditat
In,"Health Education Manpower," Health Education Monographs. v. 4, n.
Fall 1976, pp. 278-284. '

Harcleroad, Fred. Voluntary Organizations in America and the Development of
Educational Accreditation. COPA Occasional Paper. Washington, D.C.:
Council on Postsecondary Education, 1980.

.

Harris, John and Robert Casey. Accreditation and Accountability. COPA
Occasional Paper. Washington, D.C.: Council on Postsecondary Accredi-
tation, 1979.

Harris, Sherry S., editor. Accredited Institutions of Postsecondary Education.
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, annual.

"Health Education and Credentialing:. The Role Delineation Project," Focal
Points. Bureau of Health Education, Center for Disease Control,
Atlanta, Georgia, July 1980.

Holstrtim, Engin I. "Professional Associat
L

ns' View of Accreditation." A
background paper for the National For on Accreditation of Allied
Health Education, Cincinnati, Ohio, April 28-30, 1980. American
Society of Allied Health Professions.

Initial Role Delineation fbr Health Education: Final Report. DHHS Publication
No. (HRA)' 80-44, April 1980.

Jordan, Thomas S. "An Examination of the Self Report Status and Effectiveness
of Faculty Development Functions at Higher Educational Institutions
within the United States." Center f6t Effective Learning, Cleveland

4 State Diversity, 1983 E. 24th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

.Jung, Stephen MI Accreditation and Student Consumer Protection. COPA Occasional
Paper. Washington, D.C.: Council on Postsecondary AccAditation, 1979.

Kells, H. R. and Richard IC Parrish. Multiple Accreditation Relationships of
Postsecondary Institutions in the United States. Technical Report

4p 1. Washington, D.C.: Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, 1979.

Kells, ..R. and Mary Patricia Robertson. "Postsecondary_ Accreditation:_ A _

Current Bibliography," The North Central Association Quarterly. v. 54,
n. 4, Spring 1980, pp. 411-426.

Koski, Arthur.' A National Study of Administrative and Curricular Practices of
Departments,of Health, Health Education, and Health Science 1978. Depart-
ment of Health, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331.
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"NCATE Twenty-Sixth Annual List 1979-1980." National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education, 1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006.

3

National Commission of Allied Health Education. The Future of Allied Health
Education: San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Pul)lishers, Inc., l'980.

Office of Education. "Nationally Recognized Accrediting Agenciesvand
Associations." Federal. Register. v. 44, n. 14,-Friday, January
19, 1979, pp. 4017-4020.

Orlans, Harold and Others. Private Accreditation and Public Eligibility.
v. 1 & 2. Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1974.

C4lahan, Counts. "The Legal Implications of,kraluation and Accreditation,"=
Journal of Law and Education,,April 1978, pp. 193-238.

Perspectives oh Health Occupational Credentialing. A report of the National
CommissiOn for Health Certifying Agencies. DHHS Publication No. (HRA)
80-39, April 1980.

7.

11
.

Peterson, Dorothy G. Accrediting Standards nd Guidelines: A Current Profile.
',Washington, D.C.: Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, 1979.

Peterson, Dorothy G. "Current Issues and Concerns in the Accreditation of
Allied Health Education as Identified by Accrediting Agencies." A
background paper for the National Forum on Accreditation of Allied
Health Education, Cincinnati, Ohio, April 28-30, 1980. American
,Society of Allied Health 14ofessions.

Petersbn, Dorothy G., editor. A Guide to Recognized Accrediting Agencies.
'Washington, D.C.: Council on POitsecondary Accreditation, 1980.

Pigge, Fred L. Opinions About Accreditatioi and Interagency Cooperation,
Nationwide Survey. Washington, D.C.: Council on Postsedondary
Accreditation,-1979.

Preparation and Practice of- Community, Patient, and School Health Educators.
Proceedings of the Workshop on Commonalities and Differences. February

15-17, 1978. DHEW Publication No. (HRA) 78-71.

Procedures and Principles in the Recognition or Accreditation of Graduate
Education. Report No. 4 of the Project to Develop Evaluative
Criteria and Procedures for the Actreditation of Nontraditional
Education. v. 3, September 1978. Wathington, D.C.: Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation.- .

Relportiacensure and Related Health Personnel Credentialing. June 1971%

blication NoD , (HSM) 72-11.. P4141.

Report to the Congress of the United States by the Comptroller General.
What Assurance Does the Office of Education's Eligibility Process .

Provide? Washington, D.C.: Government Accounting Office, 1979.
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Schermerhorn, John W. "Allied Health Accreditation: Attitudes and
Perceptions of Educational Institutions." A background paper fbr
the National Forum on Accreditation of AlliecUllealth Education,
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 28-30, 1980. American Society of Allied
Health Professfons.

Selden, William K. and Harry V. Porter. Accreditation: Its Purpoges and
Uses. COPA Occasional Paper. Washington, D.C.: Council on
Postsecondary Education, 1977.

Sheps, Cecil G. (Chairman). Higher EduLtion for Public Health A Report
of t%e Milbank Memorial Fund Commission. New York: Prodist, 1976.

Sosdian, Caro! P. "External Degrees: Program and Student Characteristics."
Noel Vivaldi, Publications Management Division, National Institute.,of
Education, 1200 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 2Q208.

/ Sosdian, Carol P. and Laure M. Shaip.
ProgramLin_the United States."
National Institute of Education,
D.C. 20208. e

"Guide to Undergraduate Degree
Publications Management Division,
1200 19th Street? N.W., Washington,

Young, Kenneth, editor. Understanding Accreditation.- San'Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, Inc., in press.

Special Journal Issues:

"Certification and Accreditation in Teacher Education." Action in Teacher
Education: The Journal of the Association of Teacher Educators. v. 1,
n. 3-4, Spring/tummer 1979.

"Special Issue on.Accreditation," Journal of Teacher Education. v. 29, n. 1,
January /February 1978.

"Special Issue on Standard Settings," Journal of Educational Measurement.
v. 15, n. 4, Winter 1978..

Thrash, Patricia A. {guest editor): "Accreditation," The Journal of 5tigher
Education. v.50, n. 2, March/April 1979.

C9mpiled by Alan Q. Henderson, Role Delineation Project, National Center for
Health Education and Elena M. Sliepcevich, Department of Health
EducatioAVISoutWern Illinois University- Carbondale.

December 1980
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